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Taking Summer and Fall 
Italian Queen Orders

Over 100 Years of Commercial Package Shipping and Queen 
Raising Experience

Call Today to Place Your Order 
(912) 427-7311

RobertsBeeCompany.com

***June 3rd- August 31st***
Free Next Day Air Shipping on Counts of 100 Queens

Free 2nd Day Air Shipping on Quantities of 25-99
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MOVING UP

Hackensack, MN • Wilkes-Barre, PA • Woodland, CA • Marshall, TX
*Free shipping applies to most orders over $100 sent standard ground service within the lower 48 states. Prices are subject to change without notice.

800-880-7694
www.mannlakeltd.com

MANN LAKE
WE KNOW BEES

WITH FULLY ASSEMBLED KITS

READY TO GO

Our Hive and Super Kits come precision cut and assembled so that you can be ready to 

add on for the honey flow. Pre-Built Kits, HK-190 & HK-210, come with our Assembled 

Wood Frames with Natural Color, Waxed Rite-Cell® Foundation. 

HK-190 Hive Kit - Painted - Wooden Frames

HK-210 Super Kit - Painted - Wooden Frames

$57.95

$53.95

HK-210

HK-190

HK-210

Save!  Call for Quantity Pick-up Pricing!
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We write over 88%
of the Beekeepers 
in the program Nationwide. 

Available Nationwide

APICULTURE INSURANCE PROGRAM
A Specialized Program for Beekeepers

Offering All Forms of Insurance Including:
USDA Apiculture  Automobile

Property  Life Insurance

 General Liability  Home & Farm Insurance

 American Beekeeping Federation

 California State Beekeepers Association

Minnesota Honey Producers Association

North Dakota Beekeepers Association

 American Honey Producers Association

 Florida State Beekeepers Association

Montana State Beekeepers Association 

Texas Beekeepers Association

Kevin Rader: Buzzus@beekeepingins.com
www.beekeepingins.com

888-537-7088

   We are Proud Members & Sponsors of:
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A&O 
FORKLIFT

CALL US 
TODAY! 

800-943-8677

THE CLASSIC HUMMERBEE 
IS BACK!

TUNED HYDRAULICS, A BRAND NEW 
TRANSFER CASE DESIGN, AND 

IMPROVED ARTICULATION JOINT 
MAKE THIS HUMMERBEE EVEN 

BETTER. ORDER NOW FOR QUICK 
DELIVERY!

Engine - Kubota Diesel! 

Hydraulics - 2 speed! 

Drive - 4X4! 

Lift - 2,000 lbs! 
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www.kelleybees.com
1-800-233-2899

*Over $100

This tangential extractor provides the simplicity of 
a hand-crank extractor and the superior quality 
of 18/10 stainless steel material. Can be used 
with deep or medium frames. Includes honey 
gate, cover, and legs; some assembly (no tools) 
required.

2 Frame Extractor - Stainless Steel
This economical 2-frame extractor will hold 2 
deeps or 2 mediums. Hand cranked and extracts 
tangentially. Complete with cover and gate.  Color 
may vary.  

Plastic Extractor

Get Ready for the Harvest
Be ready to harvest the sweet rewards of the 

quality extractors at a price that won’t break the 
bank, a perfect combination for any hobbyist!

$299.95
ONLY

$199.95
ONLY
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Healthy Bees. Healthy Planet. 
Available through beekeeping supply stores.
866-483-2929 | nodglobal.com | info@nodglobal.com

MANAGE 
YOUR MITES 
NATURALLY

FAST & 
EFFECTIVE 

14 DAY 
TREATMENT

TO LEARN MORE 
VISIT OUR WEBSITE 
NODGLOBAL.COM/

FORMIC-PRO

MMAANNAAGGEE

@NODAPIARY

O R G A N I C  V A R R O A  C O N T R O L

WATCH FOR OUR

NEW BOXES!
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Early on the Root Company was a large producer of queens 
for both their own apiaries and for sale. Their queen mating 
yard was set up on what was then the edge of town, and 
Linden  trees were planted in rows, with the mating nucs be-
tween. The Lindens served three purposes here. They provid-
ed shade for these small colonies so they would not overhead 
in Summer sun, they provided a wonderful Summer honey 
crop as they matured, and fi nally, as the trees were thinned, 
the Linden wood, known for it’s long grain and easy folding, 
provided the basis for the Wooden Comb Honey Box sold by 
the thousands to beekeepers, because the public still believed 
if honey wasn’t in the comb, it wasn’t really honey. This site 
now hosts a large parking lot and a grocery store, not too far 
from the center of town. 
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MANN LAKE
WE KNOW BEES

Pro-Sweet Liquid Feed gives your bees the carbohydrates 
they need to stay buzzing and unlike plain sugar water 
will not ferment or crystalize.  Pair it with our Pro Health 
Feeding Supplement and your bees will be stronger, 
healthier and encouraged to draw out new foundation 
even faster.  Pro Sweet + Pro Health equals superior 
feed for your hardworking bees.

Pro-Sweet
2½ gallon jug.............................. $41.95
5 gallon pail  ............................... $69.95
Available in bulk. Call 800-233-6663 

for commercial size orders.

ProHealth
Pint jug ............................. $27.95
Gallon Jug  ........................ $129.95
5 gallon bucket  ................ $499.95
55 gallon drum  ................ $4325.00
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Bee Culture
623 West Liberty St.
Medina, OH 44256
mailbox@beeculture.com

More About Diversity 
I wish to respond to the Mark 

Winston article of January 2019, 
“Listening To The Bees About 
Diversity.” I hope that Bee Culture 
is open to diversity of opinion, 
because my take on “diversity” 
diverges from Professor Winston’s 
and, apparently, yours. Whether 
you choose to publish this letter 
in toto will be an interesting 
experiment on your tolerance for 
diversity of opinion within your 
pages. I’m actually quite curious to 
see the result.

Is “diversity” good or bad? Is 
salinity good or bad? Is humidity 
good or bad? It all depends on what 
one is considering and what one’s 
point of view is. Nature seems to 
like “diversity” of species; but if 
Earth is the sole living ecosystem 
in our Solar System, she cannot 
create life in the absence of liquid 
water, so Earth must orbit in the 
“Goldilocks Zone” which permits 
liquid water. Diversity of distances 
from the Sun is of no benefi t to 
life, so, from the point of view of 
exobiologists, is not a positive.

Honey bees don’t seem to like 
“diversity” very much, actually. 
A hive having two queens is too 
much diversity for them, and, if 
necessary, her own daughters 
will kill an aging queen who has 
fallen behind in her pheromone 
production. Since the entire hive 
are the progeny of the queen, 
they are genetically extremely un-
diverse; this uniformity allows them 
to exclude bees from other hives 
(! inmigrantes undocumentados no 
pasaran ! could well be their battle 
cry) and to act in concert as a single 
“superorganism”. African honey 
bees used to live in Africa; now we 
have Africanized honey bees in our 
American Southwest. Hurrah for 
diversity! (Or, on second thought, 
perhaps not in this case).

Moving to the human realm, 
it appears that the Han Chinese 
don’t relish the “diversity” offered 
by their Uighur minority; are the 
Han “wrong” or “right”? Should 
the United Nations force Nigeria, 
for example, to take the Uighurs 
in as refugees? Would this benefi t 
Nigerians now resident in Nigeria? 
Should Nigeria have the right to 
exclude some or even all? If Nigeria 
may exclude some Uighurs, may 
the United States exclude some 

Mexicans?
Singapore “works” as a polis 

and as a society because the 
Han who run the show import 
as many Han as they can while 
keeping a sharp eye on the Malay 
and Indian populations.  The 
Singapore Chinese feel that they 
have as much “diversity” as they 
care to handle at the moment. 
Maybe Professor Winston can “light 
a candle for universal good” by 
seeking to persuade Singapore to 
take in a few thousand Uighurs. I’ll 
go get some popcorn.

     Peter Kilbridge
Rochester, NY

50th AHPA   
The 50th annual convention 

of AHPA was held in Phoenix in 
January with a great time had by 
all.  One of the highlights was the 
past president’s roundtable and 
lunch. Richard Adee, AHPA’s 3rd 
and 8th president, shared some of 
the history of anti-dumping.  Our 
current president, Kelvin Adee 
reminisced about Jack Meyer 
playing “bad cop” while Richard 
played “good cop” at important 
meetings in DC (there may have 
been a tossed chair to make 
a point).  Steve Park also told 
a funny story of him and Lyle 
Johnston having to stay at an 
“interesting hotel” while in DC for 
meetings (you’ll have ask Steve 
what that means; we need to be 
politically correct). Mark Brady 
thanked all who went before him 

as presidents and, not having 
come from a beekeeping family, 
how much they helped him 
build his business. Kenny Haff 
mentioned the work to keep the 
visa program going for us while he 
was president (and no crude jokes 
this time). Mark Jensen highlighted 
how much secretaries Jerry Brown 
and Cassie Cox have done behind 
the scenes. Also mentioned was 
how valuable Jensen’s explanations 
have been to new board members 
of Mike Coursey’s anti-dumping 
work. Randy Verhoek told a funny 
story of meeting Mark Brady 
for the fi rst time as he (Brady) 
pulled up in his huge, lifted 
pickup truck. Randy has done 
incredible networking for AHPA 
over the years with Farm Bureau, 
Honeybee Health Coalition and 
others. Randy’s “Death Marches” 
across the DC mall between 
meetings will be remembered by all 
that had to endure them. Darren 
Cox highlighted putting the Honey 
Integrity Task Force together to 
get the price of honey up by trying 
to create a level playing fi eld with 
imports. Darren was thanked 
for being the “instant reference 
machine,” able to quote pesticide 
and other bee trial studies to EPA 
and USDA offi cials on the fl y in 
important meetings. Cox also 
spent thousands of dollars to get 
Byrd Amendment money to our 
members, even though he never 
received any Byrd reimbursement 
himself. Thanks was given to the 
Adee family and others for helping 
pay the AHPA lawyer bills during 
the lean years. We thank all our 
past presidents for their selfl ess 
service on behalf of all American 
beekeepers!

2019 AHPA Beekeeper of the year, Joe 
Sanroma pictured with kelvin Adee.
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With the government shutdown 
we were missing some speakers, 
but the open discussions about 
ELAP and indoor wintering ended 
up being some of the favorite 
talks during the convention. The 
Thursday night dinner at Rustler’s 
Roost outside Phoenix with the 
food, music and games was as fun 
as it was back in 2007 (the last year 
of the forklift rodeo). We would like 
to thank Mann Lake and everyone 
else who generously donated for 
our auction at the banquet Friday 
night.

Chris Hiatt
Vice President, AHPA

War Against 
Pollinators

A s a beekeeper, I have always 
tried to help native pollinators, and 
the environment as a whole, by 
planting pollinator-friendly native 
plants. However, it is only recently 
that I have come to view the colony 
itself, and the hive in which it lives, 
as a boon to nature, too. 

Over the years I have observed 
myriad creatures either preying on 
the honey bees themselves (think 
crab spiders, orbweavers, assassin 
bugs, and a host of native Texas 
birds), using the shelter or elevation 
of the hive (snakes basking on the 
hot fl agstones the hive sits on, or 
giant cicadas using the hive as 
a jump-off point in their molting 
cycle), or a combination of both 
(green anole lizards and praying 
mantises hanging out above the 
hive entrance, snagging unwary 
foragers; orbweavers spinning their 
webs between the long legs of my 
top bar hives). 

Now don’t get me wrong: I 
cringe a little every time I see one 

of my hard-working honey bees get 
snapped up by a hungry predator. 
And of course I have my limits: 
would I be writing a wistful letter to 
Bee Culture if the cute anoles were 
in fact lumbering Ursus americanus 
instead? Not likely. But if a 
sustainable number of casualties in 
a colony of tens of thousands can 
help maintain some of our beloved 
wildlife, I am all for it. Placing a 
beehive in an other wise “dead” 
spot, ecologically speaking, provides 
an injection of biomass and draws 
other species in. Those species’ 
natural predators are, in turn, 
drawn to the feast and on it goes. 

It is my view that we 
beekeepers are uniquely positioned 
to make a difference in the world, 
as we operate on the front lines 
of the war against pollinators 
every day. Not only are our efforts 
contributing to the plight of the 
honey bee, but our actions, both 
intended and unintended, serve 
to improve the environment for a 
plethora of other creatures too.

Peter Keilty
Beesforall.com
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Call or Visit us at:

Frames - Plastic
• Super Strong and Durable
• Safe - FDA food grade plastic
• Easy to use - No Assembly Required

Pl ti

Frames - Wood
• Stronger than Industry Standard
• New 1/2” thick end bars - 3/4” top bars
• Assembled, Glued, and Stapled

Snap-in Foundations
• Impervious to wax moths, rodents, 

and hive beetles
• Preferred by Professional Beekeepers
• Precision molded, perfect cells
• Easy to use - Snaps into wood frames 

ssembled, Glued, and Stapled

Factory/Store Address: 680 Main St.   Riverside, CA   92501
(909) 575-2013Get Connected  Made in the

Commercial Grade Boxes
• Honey Supers & Hive Bodies
• Added Strength 1 – 5/8” Top Joint
• 
• Assembled, Primed, & Painted
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Time to take honey off? Those su-
pers can get heavy if you have to 
carry them very far. A two wheeled 
dolly can help a lot, but usually the 
platform is too small to work well. 
However, a telescoping hive cover 
can make it much easier. Turn it up-
side down and with a couple of holes 
in the rim, you can bungee it to the 
dolly frame. The super fi ts right in 
and you can stack several on it. The 
hive cover can be taken off and used 
as normal. Michael Brotzge, Monti-
cello, KY.

Number 1 Tip of the Month – Easy Rider

Be  er Way To Feed

     The boards are built out of ½ 
plywood. The jar hole is cut with a 
three-inch circle saw and the 2x3 
inch patty opening is cut with a sa-
ber saw. Cut the patty opening in the 
center of the board so that the pat-
ty lays as close to where the brood 
area in the hive usually is. I drill 
the three-inch hole for the jar half-
way between the patty opening and 
the edge of the board. I personally 
like to add a 1/8-inch strip of wood 
around the bottom edge of the board 
to make the bee space under the jar 
and patty screen higher to give the 
bees a bit more room to feed. The 
bees do pack under the syrup and 
patty when feeding on it.         
      I found that these boards are also 
indispensable for feeding my col-
onies during periods of drought or 

The picture shows a feeder 
board I made. I saw this somewhere 
and thought it was a good idea. You 
can place feeder jars in the smaller 
holes and press pollen patty into the 
screen on the larger hole. The pollen 
patty was what caught my attention 
as it makes it tougher for the SHB 
to hide and lay eggs under a patty 
laying on the frames or inner cover.  
This would also need an empty box 
to allow feeder jars to be placed for 
the bees. Mine are actually only 16” 
wide as I was able to get 11 from one 
sheet of OSB board. Then placed 
a ¼” strip along the edge for some 
bee space, without it, you do crush 
bees.  Gave the edges heavy coats of 
paint to protect. They are only used 

for a short time during build 
up in spring or a new hive, 
so the OSB board seemed 
to hold up well last year. 2 
¾” holes for jars 4” hole for 
pollen patty with #8 screen 
stapled over holes. I don’t 
have an exact cost, as some 
of the items I had around, ¼” 
wood strips, #8 screen and 
staples.  Not counting your 
time they cost about $2.00 
to $2.50  each. Harold Kein-
er, Wapwallopen, PA 

lack of forage. In my region drought 
is common during the period my col-
onies are producing the Winter bees. 
Without natural sources of nectar 
and pollen, supplementing both is 
important for colony Winter prepara-
tion. There is also an increase in rob-
bing and hornet harassment during 
this same period. With this board, 
the syrup and patty supplement is 
hidden deep in the hive far from the 
entrance. Also, checking and add-
ing syrup and patty is fast and done 
without opening the body of the hive 
exposing the colony. Ernie Schmidt                                                                                                                                          
Olympia, WA                                             
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The wrist elastic on my bee 
jacket tore and needed replaced. 
The thumb elastic to hold the sleeve 
down also was stretched out and 
ineffective.   Putting on my running 
shirt one day, I realized I never use 
the thumb feature on the shirt, but 
could be put to use on the bee jacket 
sleeves. Simply cut about fi ve inches 
off the sleeves of the shirt.  Cut the 
elastic off the bee jacket. Match the 
sleeve end to the bee jacket sleeves 
and sew together. A perfect match 
to keep the sleeves down. Jill Wiest, 
Lykens, PA 

Test honey for moisture BEFORE extracting it. If too wet, stack the su-
pers 'staggered' and use a fan heater to blow warm air at them (but not too 
close or you may melt combs); a dehumidifi er can also help.  (most of our 
honey is fi ne, but that from ling heather – Calluna vulgaris – is often wet 
even when the weather has been dry). Peter

A headband or sweatband.
Stops sweat dripping into your eyes or on to your glasses and stops bees 

stinging your forehead when wearing a Sherriff style veil - especially if, like 
me, you are a bit short of hair! Peter

For those of us with old eyes, glasses with yellow lenses really help see-
ing eggs. Cheapest are the TV infomercial night driving glasses. Most read-
ily available are yellow tinted safety glasses from any hardware store. Best 
quality are in the gun section of sporting goods stores. Jerry Bromenshenk

Keep It Simple

Number one of my bee equip-
ment is the blower. 

Number two is my Honey Jar 
Adjuster. I can change from gallon 
jars to two-ounce jars in 10 seconds. 
It adjusts up and down depending 
on the jar size. I bottled over 300 
two-ounce jars for my granddaugh-
ter’s wedding. Holding 300 jars with 
waiting for that last drop would be 
hard work. The adjuster is made 
from scrap material. I thought $25 
was a good price, but I’ve been giving 
them away. Charles Leitner, Troy, IL

I have talked to several beekeepers at our bee club and found that sever-
al use stands to work bees. I have not really noticed that in Bee Culture there 
is any one specifi c thing said about a hive stand that can be used to work 
bees. I have enclosed a picture of mine that is very simply constructed out 
of leftover wood and two strong nylon straps purchased at the army surplus 
store by the yard for a couple of dollars. It is small, lightweight, and closes to 
be carried with one hand. I use it particularly when I am extracting honey or 
checking bees from the top supers on down as shown in the picture. Sandra 
Center, Omaha, AR

Bee Culture wants you to share your 
good ideas with our readers. Be precise 

and include a photo or sketch if
possible, but that may not be

necessary. If we use your idea you get 
a free one-year subscrip  on. The best 

each month gets $100 (more to come).
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Look What’s New –
Working hard on the job can 

lead to breaking out in a sweat that 
interferes with your activities. Get-
ting sweat in your eyes or having 
it roll down your face can throw off 
your concentration and is generally 
annoying. NoSweat has created the 
fi rst disposable performance liners 
for hats that absorb sweat instant-
ly while preventing odors, stains 
and even acne. NoSweat thin liners 
simply peel and stick to the inside of 
headwear and feature SweatLock™ 
technology engineered to instantly 
absorb sweat. Moisture is locked in-
side the liner to help prevent drip-
ping sweat, fogging, sweat stains, 
acne and odor. Each NoSweat liner 
absorbs about two ounces of sweat.

The liners are performance, 
safety and hygiene based allow-
ing users to perform at their best, 
without distractions that are asso-
ciated with sweating. Depending on 
the person and activities being per-
formed, each liner can last up to two 
weeks. The liners also preserve hats 
and keep the inside looking as fresh 
as the day it was bought. NoSweat 
is a 100% American Made company.

Website: https://nosweatco.
com/

Peel

Stick

corsetry and became a much-loved 
director of a bra factory. Then one 
day he started to keep bees. His life 
was about to change beyond recog-
nition.

What makes this a fascinating 
story is the extraordinary personal-
ity of Brian Sherriff. In his twenties 
he taught himself square dancing 
from a book and established the 
group Bryan Sheriff and his Square 
Dancing Posse, for which he acted 
as caller. As bra factory director, 
he had a calling card for dull busi-
ness meetings. In his top pocket he 
kept what looked like a handker-
chief. When taken out with a fl our-
ish, however, it revealed itself to be 
a miniature bra. He called it The 
Bra-kerchief.

This account of Brian’s life takes 
us through the bad times and the 
good and shows how one man’s te-
nacity, good humour and sense of 
adventure can make a real differ-
ence in the world.

The Sheriff Beesuit truly 
changed the world of beekeeping. A 
safe, easy to use, clean and wear-
able suit made keeping bees an en-
joyable hobby for anyone. Copied by 
nearly everybody now, when it fi rst 
came out it was both recognized 
as that great leap forward by new-
er beekeepers, and as a step back 
from being a tough old beekeeper 
by those used to less than ideal bee-
suits, veils and hoods.  It has, how-
ever, stood the test of time and today 
is arguably the best on the market. 

Kim Flottum, and Felicity Notley

The Bras and the Bees: The Ex-
traordinary Life of BJ Sherriff, by FA 
Notley. Publication date: Mid May 
2019. ISBN: 9781999759834. Price: 
$25.00. Hard cover with jacket. 260 
pgs. Available from Northern Bee 
Books, and Bee Culture Book Store.

I fi rst met Brian and his wife Pat 
at an EAS meeting in the 1980’s. I 
was familiar with the design of his 
new suit because they were adver-
tising in our magazine, but I had 
never seen or worn one. That day 
changed me and the way I kept bees 
until today. I still have my fi rst Sher-
iff suit, and the several I’ve accu-
mulated since. They are perfect for 
friends visiting a beeyard, for every-
day hive inspections, and for those 
days when it’s going to get rough out 
there because of the weather and 
time of day. Below is a short synop-
sis of the book by the author. She 
pretty much covers it all….especially 
the history of how this all came to 
be. You will enjoy this story. It is un-
like any other in the world of bees.

From the author: This is a biog-
raphy of particular interest to any-
one in the beekeeping world. It tells 
the story of Brian Sherriff, a man 
born in the late 1920s in the UK who 
inherited his father’s corset factory 
and went on to run a bra factory in 
Cornwall, but lost everything in the 
recession of the 1970s. 

Using boning, net and fabric 
intended for bras, Brian and espe-
cially his wife Pat created an entire-
ly new kind of beekeeping hood and 
veil - literally from the bones of the 
old enterprise - and founded an in-
ternationally successful beekeeping 
clothing company: BJ Sherriff. All 
BJ Sherriff garments are still pro-
duced in Cornwall.

The story takes in some unusu-
al history: the early days of Lan-
gridge Ltd corset factory in Bristol, 
dating back to 1816, and details 
of the family’s experiences during 
two world wars. Brian’s father was 
in a reserved occupation and made 
panty-girdles for the WRNS and the 
WAAFs during World War II. Bri-
an lived through the fi rst nights of 
the Bristol Blitz as a boy and heard 
the lions in Bristol Zoo roaring. Bri-
an entered the family profession of 

5
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INNER COVER
I’

What’s New?

ve been talking with 
someone who is interest-
ed in starting a business 
dealing with the beekeep-

ing industry. He has extensive, suc-
cessful experience in wholesale, re-
tail, mail order and store front sales 
in a somewhat related industry, and 
already has national and internation-
al connections. 

He has a good mail order set up, 
catalog experience and production, 
promotional and cross promotional 
projects and even TV, radio and an 
extensive internet reach for adver-
tising, information and connections 

with customers.
He has, or had anyway, essentially zero bee experience when he fi rst 

started, but you can hire good bee people he says, but it’s a lot harder to 
hire good business people, and he has plans for both.

He wants to sell overwintered nucs and Spring splits because that’s 
what he, or his bee people, seem to think that they have fairly good control 
of when it comes to the quality of what they will sell. He has good ideas on 
both the genetics and the diversity of the bees he wants to sell, and has 
the resources to supply all the forage those bees will need to build, sustain, 
produce honey and overwinter. 

All in all, the bee part of this looks to be mostly self-contained, with the 
only outside resources needed to come from the producers of new or better 
genetics. And he has some visions for that, too.

For the rest, at least initially, he wants to produce, maybe even invent, 
rather than buy and resell bee housing, and probably enlist local man-
ufacturers to produce better equipment than he thinks is available now. 
The rest is being decided even as I write this relative to the equipment and 
supplies beekeepers need to keep bees.

But wait, there’s more.
“I have looked, and my experience elsewhere fails to include a single ex-

ample of a farming or manufacturing industry where the basic equipment 
is unchanged for 100 plus years”, he recently remarked.

I think he’s coming in right on the cusp of, perhaps, beekeeping’s 
“Great Leap Forward” in terms of all of the things he’s looking at. Materials, 
technology, services, genetics, sustainability, diversity, safety and profi t-
ability. Right place, right time, with no preconceived notions, no ties to the 
past, no ‘That’s the way we’ve always done it’ cement shoes. Stay tuned to 
this station for a year or two while this all comes together. It’ll be fun to 
watch, even better to be a part of. I’m thinking you don’t need our good luck 
wishes, but they’re there anyway. 

•

The Bee Internet Of Things. BIT. 
Have you been paying attention to the way our world, that is the bee-

keeping world is moving lately. The internet, cell phones, data, artifi cial in-
telligence, smart hives, genius hives, gps locators, and more and more and 
more. The article above brings this to the fore in spades. “. . . unchanged 
for 100 plus years,” was the comment by someone just beginning to look at 
what we do on a regular basis. 

Just this calendar year Bee Culture has covered Data Sharing for Com-
mercial Beekeepers, Electronic hive scales, Trust and Data Sharing, The 
Sentinel Apiary Program run by BIP, Technology In Action – Commercial 
Apiary Management Systems, The ApisProtect Colony Monitoring System, 
Technology In Action – Hobbyist Platforms, Thermal Effi ciency, and this 

month The Songs Of Bees, and Opti-
mizing Pollination With BeeHero.

Whether you are a two colony 
backyarder or a 20,000 colony com-
mercial pollination, queen production 
honey maker, the world of zeros and 
ones is both here to stay and won’t 
get out of your way. So rather than 
fi ght it, embrace it. 

We’ve covered several over the 
past year or so, but there are so many 
more. Of course, in our opinion, Hive-
Tracks, https://hivetracks.com/
index.php, is a front runner in both 
promotion and technology simply be-
cause they pretty much got a head 
start, and have drawn in people from 
both the world of beekeeping and the 
world of IT (information technology) 
that are pretty sophisticated in their 
respective areas. 

The BIP people have a vested in-
terest in the equipment they use for 
remote sensing all over the place. 
I know they use SolutionBee hive 
scales because they work for them, 
and that says a lot. 

But the list is long. Arnia equip-
ment is pretty well known and seems 
to do what it says it will do. You can 
fi nd more at https://www.arnia.
co.uk/. Solution Bee, https://solu-
tionbee.com/, like the others is 
in the cloud and designed for both 
hobby and commercial operations. 
Broodminder, https://broodmind-
er.com/, seems more aimed at the 
hobby and sideline market, checking 
weight and temperature, but they 
continue to change so don’t ignore 
their equipment either. OSBeehives, 
the Buzz Box system, https://www.
osbeehives.com/, uses sound and 
your cell phone to tell what’s going 
on inside. More along the songs line 
it seems, but the network is up and 
running so maybe check it out. 

There are others of course, but 
all of this brings me to where I want-
ed to start. 

And that is, this BIT thing is 
probably only number 4 in really new 
things to enter the beekeeping world 
in the last 100 years, as noted above. 

OK, back up a few pages. Jim 
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Thompson, one of the writers of bee-
keeping history we like to use here 
has put together a list of all of the 
patents employed in bees and bee-
keeping relative to hive types and 
designs since Adam and Eve caught 
that fi rst swarm. It’s gotta be more 
than 100 pages, in tiny, tiny type 
on both sides of the page. Hundreds 
and hundreds of better ideas, all in 
one book. 

This got me to thinking, which 
can be hazardous to you health. 
What is new lately, say, the last 100 
years in our world? So, I went look-
ing. 

To look, you fi nd the catalogs of 
the major players in the industry. 
They sell what sells. They sell what 
beekeepers buy. Not, necessarily 
what beekeepers want or need, but 
what they will buy. For the most 
part anyway. 

Of course BIT is new. But ap-
parently nobody wants to use it be-
cause there’s nothing in any cata-
log remotely resembling any of the 
devices, technology or equipment 
noted that you can buy from any of 
them. At least yet. 

So take a look. One thing, if you 
can make it out of wood, you can 
make it out of plastic. New stuff, not 
new ideas. But there’s lots of plas-
tic out there, and more every year. 
Basic wooden boxes are the same as 
ever, but the Styrofoam and poly-
styrene plastics have eased some 
things for the bees relative to envi-
ronmental stresses. But a 10 frame 
box is still a 10 frame box (and even 
eight-frames boxes are still eight-
frame boxes). 

Some plastic things make some 
things easier. Honey house equip-
ment that’s plastic now, instead of 
stainless or galvanized is a good 
step in the right direction, but an 
extractor is still an extractor is still 
and extractor. Put the frame in, spin 
out the honey, drain the tank. Cen-
tury’s old technology. 

 And though there are more 
designs, a hive tool is a hive tool, 
a smoker is a smoker, and plastic 
foundation is still foundation.

Some things have come to us 
from outside our world that we have 
adopted with enthusiasm. Consider 
the pallet and the forklift. Much bet-
ter than one at a time muscle power. 
But that pretty much already exist-
ed in some form before we took it as 
our own. Not new, but better. 

Interestingly, we are going back 
to overwintering in caves again. Spe-
cial caves now, controlled this and 
that, but caves, for protection from 
the elements. And the food we give 
them is, well, some of it is better 
than 100 years ago. Some not so 
much perhaps, but some, but then 
so is the food we feed chickens and 
our kids. 

Anything else? Bottles are bot-
tles are bottles and that hasn’t 
moved off square one much. Plastic, 
again, has replaced glass to some 
degree. But the purists still want 
glass, for reasons known only to 
sticky bottle tops. And the plastics 
are now upside down making them 
even easier to use, so they get used 
a bit more – that was a good move, 
but a bottle is still a bottle. 

So, anything? I’ll point to two 
things that didn’t exist 100, or even 
50 years ago that have really changed 
our world, again in my humble opin-
ion. The fi rst is the Sheriff Beesuit 
design. Copied to death since it fi rst 
came out for a very good reason. It 
doesn’t leak bees. It took chance 
out of the equation and any, and 
everybody could and can work bees 
without fear, without hesitation and 
have fun doing it. That suit design 
changed the world of beekeeping, in 
my humble opinion. 

But what about honey sticks? 
Probably the cleverest market-
ing tool to come along since sliced 
bread. You can sell them as is, you 
can give them to kids and then par-
ents buy the rest, you can use them 
as tasters, you can use them a mil-
lion ways for almost free. 

But any more, I’ll bet Langstroth 
could drive by a beeyard, and go, 
“Look, bees!” don’t you think? And 
A.I. Root could walk into nearly any 
honey house and ask about settling 
tanks and fi lters. I don’t think we 
could fool either of them.

But I’ll bet a farmer from 150 
years ago wouldn’t have a clue what 
he was looking at watching a no-till 
planter putting in seed treated GMO 
corn, or why was that just planted 
fi eld being sprayed with what ever 
that stuff is. 

I’m not blaming the suppliers 
for this. They sell what sells. They 
sell what beekeepers want to buy. 
Sometimes they take a chance and 
cast their nets upon the water and 
see if this new idea might work, or 
not. After a couple of years, it does, 

or it doesn’t and everybody has a 
plastic something instead of a wood 
something, but it’s still the same 
thing as before. 

So, I’ll go back to where we start-
ed with this new business operator 
noting nothing’s changed in the last 
100 years. And, with the exception 
of what I consider only four things, 
I think he’s more right than not. So 
what are those four things: Plastic 
everything, the Sheriff beesuit, Hon-
ey Sticks – and The Bee Internet of 
Things. 

I may be wrong however. Get 
back to me in 100 years and let me 
know what I missed.

 
•

You know where the sounds in-
side a beehive is going to go, don’t 
you? I’ll bet, maybe $20, that inside 
a decade, there will be a sensor in-
side every beehive on the planet 
(that wants one) that will be doing 
something similar. The size of a 
dime, costing a buck each. In a bee 
yard they talk to each other, sum-
marize data and send a message 
home on a daily (or more or less of-
ten) basis telling home whatever it 
wants to know. At home the data is 
summarized again so labor can be 
perfectly assigned, equipment used 
effi ciently, problems solved before 
they are problems, and warnings 
heeded and headed off. Somewhere, 
back home, every beeyard is catego-
rized, labeled, examined, evaluated 
and fi xed, abandoned, or improved 
or encouraged or added to or tak-
en away. The need, and role of the 
experienced beekeeper will move to 
marketing, weather analysis and 
fi nding help. Recognizing AFB will 
be a thing of the past. Just wait and 
see. 

•

There’s lots to do coming up. 
The California Honey Festival in 
early May, Virginia in late May, Pol-
linator day here and EAS in SC in 
August and Apimondia and Moth-
er Earth in September will keep us 
hopping. Hope to see you at one or 
more of these events. May Summer 
be kind to you and your bees. 
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800-632-3379
betterbee.com

• Budget, commercial, & select grades
• High quality Eastern White Pine
• Assembled and unassembled

BIG NEWS!

M a d e  i n  M A I N E

We stand by the integrity and quality of our 
woodenware, from budget to select.

Choose the grade that best suits your needs.
Our frames are built exclusively of Eastern 

White Pine, so they are easier to assemble and 
are less brittle (compared to Western Pine).

Betterbee 
is excited to 

announce the 
launch of a new, 

innovative product.

For more information and pricing 
head to betterbee.com.

Betterbee offers many options for frames, foundation, and boxes!aaand boxes!nd boxesaa !s!soxeoxdndnd xesesd bbbannd baand boxesnd boxes

2019 catalogs are 

now available! 

Call or visit our 

website to request 

your free copy.
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It’s Summers Time –
More Travel, Spring and Chicks and Ducks

I’m excited to say that we are home for a few weeks. 
And also, it’s starting to look a little like Spring here in 
Medina County. We have daffodils, crocus and the tulips 
are popping up and will be blooming soon. We were ac-
tually able to go for a short walk last night after supper.

Last month I talked about the Cincinnati meeting 
and referred to it as the Southeast Ohio Bee School. Well 
it’s actually the ‘Southwest’ Ohio Bee School – my apol-
ogies. If you’ve known me for very long you are proba-
bly keenly aware of my lack of any sense of direction. 
I probably appreciate the map program on my phone 
more than a lot of people. 

So, anyway we made it to Cincinnati – no challeng-
es of any kind and it was a good meeting as usual. It’s 
a much smaller, but just as devoted, group than the 
Tri-county meeting. And it’s a group of folks that we only 
get to see at that meeting. 

We just returned this past weekend from a visit to 
Olivarez Honey Bees in Orland, CA. This is our third 
year to attend their Hobby Day and it was great as usu-
al. The day of the event it threatened rain and was cold 
and cloudy all day, but that did not dampen the en-
thusiasm of those coming to pick up their packages or 
those just coming to learn more about bees and have a 
good time. They, like many others this year, have had a 
hard time getting packages and bees ready because of 
the weather. There’s been lots of rain in California. But 
they’re getting it done and soon we’ll be picking up our 
packages here in Ohio at Queen Right Colonies.

The weekend before that we were in North Carolina 
at Campbell University for a bee school. Kim and Kirsten 
Traynor were the speakers, taking turns all day teaching 
people how to keep their bees alive. The weather was 
beautiful there and we were well taken care of. Thanks 
to Ray Hunt and his group of volunteers. 

Our next trip is back to California for the California 
Honey Festival in Woodland – just north of Sacramen-
to. The date is May 4, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Kim will 
be speaking throughout the day and I’ll be handing out 
magazines and talking to people about bees. If you’re in 
the area it looks like a great day of fun! Maybe we’ll see 
you there.

We put in our poultry order yesterday at the local 
feedstore. We’re getting nine more hens for us and 12 
that we’re keeping for our friend until they’re older and 
stronger and eight of the little Call ducks. They will arrive 
next Thursday, April 18. So my project for this coming 
weekend is to get the coop cleaned and take inventory of 
water and food sources for these babies. We haven’t had 
babies for a couple of years to I’ve got to get organized. 
Also need to clean out the coop and get new straw down. 
There’s work to do on the outside pen – making it bigger, 
repairing some of the spots where they can get out and 
probably putting some sort of net over at least part of it. 

We haven’t had a big predator problem over the 
years with our chickens. But the Call ducks are small 
and we lost all six of the fi rst ones we got a couple of 
years ago. So I’ve got to make sure they’re going to be 
safe this time.

Kim is also thinking about getting quail – for meat. 
I’m not sure about that idea. I’ve never eaten quail and 
I’ve certainly never killed one and prepared it for cook-
ing. I’m going to do that part. We have a cage though, 
that was left by our neighbor, Quentin. So we’ll work on 
that.

This is the time of Spring where we in NE Ohio get 
really anxious and have to reel ourselves in so as not 
to be planting and doing things too early. We could still 
have snow and certainly we’ll have more cold nights be-
fore May 31. Most of the old farmers/gardeners caution 
us not to plant before Memorial Day. 

We’ll keep staying as busy as we can for as long as 
we can with travelling to bee meetings, bigger garden, 
more bees and those babies coming soon. I hope your 
Spring has been pleasant and good luck with all that 
you do along with your beekeeping this Summer. 

Our good friend, Mark Smith in NC.Kim talking with Ray Olivarez in CA.

Olivarez Honey Farm on 
Hobby Day.
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MAY – REGIONAL HONEY PRICE REPORT

1

2

3

4
5
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7

REPORTING REGIONS
                         
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7     Last Last
EXTRACTED HONEY PRICES SOLD BULK TO PACKERS OR PROCESSORS Range Avg. $/lb Month Year
55 Gal. Drum, Light 2.27   2.22   2.40   2.50   2.26   1.95   3.00   1.60-3.00   2.23   2.23  2.22 2.36
55 Gal. Drum, Ambr  2.16   2.18   2.21   2.50   2.25   1.80   3.00   1.35-3.00   2.15   2.15  2.09 2.22
60# Light (retail)  211.08   187.10   190.00   208.00   157.50   190.44   200.00   131.74-300.00   206.30  3.44 207.88 201.79
60# Amber (retail)   204.63   189.65   187.50   203.00   204.63   185.95   223.33   119.74-285.00   206.88  3.45 208.31 204.60
     
WHOLESALE PRICES SOLD TO STORES OR DISTRIBUT ORS IN CASE LOTS
1/2# 24/case   107.92   76.07   106.80   69.67   74.40   84.00   107.92   57.60-194.40   89.84  7.49 85.54 80.90
1# 24/case 140.27   109.67   137.52   114.80   134.00   127.44   142.20   91.20-211.20   129.34  5.39 132.11 127.06
2# 12/case   140.99   97.63   124.17   108.86   111.84   104.40   114.00   78.00-245.00   120.48  5.02 121.26 107.75
12.oz. Plas. 24/cs  112.40   104.00   100.00   91.09   83.76   92.60   103.20   72.00-172.80   102.40  5.69 98.61 96.27
5# 6/case  150.77   111.80   190.80   144.00   113.16   115.50   150.77   90.00-240.00   136.55  4.55 131.27 125.82
Quarts 12/case   181.97   147.50   133.26   180.00   144.03   152.33   144.00   108.00-300.00   159.95  4.44 154.14 143.93
Pints 12/case     96.78   91.95   78.67   84.42   111.00   82.05   84.00   60.00-144.00   91.57  5.09 89.35 89.19

RETAIL SHELF PRICES 
1/2#    5.38   4.74   4.40   5.25   4.28   5.00   5.38   2.50-9.00   5.01  10.02 4.97 4.60
12 oz. Plastic         6.11   6.08   5.46   5.50   4.58   6.84   6.00   3.50-9.00   5.98  7.97 5.91 5.61
1# Glass/Plastic      9.25   7.16   7.79   7.40   7.11   7.00   9.25   4.50-17.00   7.76  7.76 7.90 7.10
2# Glass/Plastic   15.10   11.94   13.80   12.25   13.39   12.33   15.50   7.93-25.00   13.74  6.87 13.58 12.05
Pint  11.67   10.40   8.16   9.50   9.50   9.98   9.20   4.00-22.00   10.33  6.89 10.94 9.95
Quart   20.13   17.57   15.14   17.67   16.24   18.23   20.38   8.00-36.00   18.27  6.09 18.41 16.58
5# Glass/Plastic    30.05   26.25   40.25   27.00   23.91   26.67   30.05   14.48-48.00   28.87  5.77 29.02 26.61
1# Cream  10.44   8.65   7.00   9.27   10.31   8.50   9.67   6.00-16.00   9.89  9.89 10.06 8.71
1# Cut Comb   12.94   9.95   10.49   13.50   15.50   10.50   14.00   6.00-22.00   11.87  11.87 11.29 10.64
Ross Round     9.70   6.87   9.70   10.00   9.70   11.25   12.49   6.00-13.00   9.90  13.19 9.83 8.75
Wholesale Wax (Lt)    6.99   5.23   4.46   7.17   5.50   4.50   7.40   3.00-12.00   6.48  - 6.52 6.58
Wholesale Wax (Dk)   5.64   4.80   3.68   5.25   5.64   2.75   7.00   2.00-10.00   5.28  - 5.39 5.62
Pollination Fee/Col. 91.42   73.60   70.00   70.00   91.42   92.00   86.67   30.00-160.00   87.85  - 94.48 87.50

History
SUMMARY

Coming Up
So what’s the prognosis for the 

honey market this coming season? 
We checked in with our reporters 
again this year to see what they think 
is going to happen. 

Overall, 46% believe that the de-
mand for their honey this season is 
going to increase. This ranged from 
a high of 83% in Region 6, to a low 
of 25% in Region 2. Will demand re-
main steady, we asked? 48% believe 
it will be about the same this season 
as last. That ranged from a high of 

75% in Region 2, to a low of 17% 
in Region 6. That makes sense. Will 
it decrease? Only 17% in Region 7 
seem to think it will.

Prices! Will increase think 35% 
of our reporters, remain steady think 
63% and actually decrease feel 2%. 
Region 2 and 5 had a 50% raise in 
mind, while only a third of Region 7 
felt prices would climb.

Prices will increase for several 
reasons. Increased demand accounts 
for 26% of those increases, while 
63% of the proposed increases are 

due to the cost of keeping bees alive, 
which continue to soar. Some, not 
many, but some will increase prices 
this season because they can, which, 
all things considered, is kind of anti-
marketing, but certainly profi t mind-
ed. I think we need more of the profi t 
minded beekeepers out there. 

As a result of all this, demand, 
price increase and the rest, 33% of 
our reporters will increase produc-
tion this season (providing all the 
rest fall in place), but fully 55% 
don’t intend to do anything differ-

ent. They will just stay the same. 
And, interestingly, 12% actually 
plan to decrease, for reasons not 
specifi ed, production this season. 

Briefl y, take a look at the overall 
prices for each of the products we 
list. Almost, not quite, but almost 
everything is down from last month. 
But interestingly, almost everything 
is up from last year. Some by enough 
to wonder why?
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NEXT MONTH
Welcome to NEXT MONTH, where 

our Honey Reporters share a line or two 
about what they will be doing NEXT 
month with their bees. Advice is given for 
each region so you can see what others are 
doing where you are, and, of course in all 
the rest of the regions. Check these out. 
These reporters are successful in business.

Region One
• Super early
• Keep yards mowed
• CR for swarm cells-“redistribute” if 

necessary
• Keep tabs on new Nucs
• Keep up on food supplies
• Medicate
• Electric fencing
• Keep the hive strong but pull frame now 

and then
• Pest inspections
• Continue to monitor for varroa mites
• Add honey supers to ensure bees have 

room to store excess honey coming in
• Make splits off the larger hives 
• Vaporize with oxalic acid 
• Check mite load
• Remove cozies for spring build up
• Raise queen
• Split hives
• Alcohol wash

Region Two
• Monitor and treat for varroa mites
• Continue swarm prevention
• Check queens
• Super
• Make my hives have a laying queen
• Check at least once a week to see if hon-

ey supers need to be added
• Monitor queen laying pattern
• Check to see the honey fl ow was
• Monitor hive space and honey storage 

and keep adding honey supers
• Ensure queen right
• Make splits
• Checking for insects

Region Three
• Control mites
• Trap SHB/ treat for Varroa
• Treat with mineral oil/ fogging process
• Make splits to reduce swarms
• Maintain large healthy hives to keep wax 

moths
• Re-queen
• Check mite count
• Inspect
• Watch for mites and hive beetles
• Keep plenty honey supers on
• Continue to reduce swarming
• Treat for mites
• Check beetle traps 
• Give more space
• Monitor pests and disease levels

Region Four
• Manage swarming
• Supper with drawn foundation
• Find suitable apiary locations
• Check colonies for swarming
• Split
• Re-queen as needed
• Inspect and treat for mites as necessary
• Equalize colonies if need be
• Move out of blueberries, feed pollen 
• Add supers for honey fl ow
• Make sure they have plenty of room for 

surplus honey
• Merge two weak hives to make one 

strong hive 

Region Five
• Replace queens with new ones
• Treat for mites
• Mite check
• Feed if necessary
• Add honey supers if needed
• Check brood population
• Cut drone comb
• Small hive beetle traps

Region Six
• Check for mites
• Treat after honey harvest
• Keeps mites down
• Keep bees fed
• Watch for swarms
• Don’t let too many supers get stacked 

too high. I had a laying worker on the 4th 
super. Keeping an eye on full supers and 
removing them when full.

• Splits- be sure they have queen
• Get supers on early
• Feed if dry
• Check for Varroa

Region Seven
• Splits
• Mite check
• Super for honey fl ow
• Spot check mite loads
• Feed
• Medicate
• Put them in a location with ample food 

available

We are expanding our Honey 
Reporter popula  on and need new 
reporters in EVERY region. We ask 
that you fi ll in most of the whole-
sale or retail or both sec  ons, most 
months, and our short survey on 
the back. We give you a FREE sub-
scrip  on for your service. So if you 
are interested send an email to 
Amanda@BeeCulture.com and put 
REPORTER in the subject line. In-
clude name, email, phone number 
and mailing address and we’ll get 
you the next Honey Report form. 
Sign up today and be a part of the 
BEST Monthly Honey Price and Bee-
keeping Management Report in the 
industry.

Honey Reporters 
Wanted
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Got a question for Bee Cult re’s Authors? Send it to Kim@Beecult re.com 
with BEETALK in the Subject line. Who be  er to answer your questions?!

Question 1
What is the signifi cance of queens being 
mated a  er the Summer Sols  ce? I have 
always heard that queens that are mated 
at this  me of year lay/raise/produce more 
and be  er Winter bees. I do my last round 
of Summer splits on or around June 1st for 
this reason. 

That seems like peak numbers 
time for drones in northerly sites. 
In the Summer, queens will meet 
with drones from the best/strongest 
colonies to that point and diversity 
should be high. Just make sure the 
splits come with enough food as the 
fl ow also could have peaked, at least 
on parts of the East Coast. Jay Ev-
ans, DC

I would like to see some good 
scientifi c research about this. Cur-
rently we know that drone quality 
and the greater number of drones 
mating with the queen give the beat 
results. Ann Harman, VA

After the Solstice, the egg pro-
duction starts to decrease and adult 
bees will start to physiologically 
change as “Winter bees” with more 
fat to survive the Winter. Queens 
mated after the solstice would pos-

sibly be born as a “Winter bee” and 
would get a start on Winter bee pro-
duction without having to convert 
from “Summer bees.” I don't have 
any proof of this but it seems rea-
sonable to me. Jessica Louque, NC

This appears to be opinion or 
speculation as I am not aware of any 
research that supports the theory 
that late queens are better. We all 
have opinions and mine is that late 
mated queens provide a late season 
break in the brood cycle and will 
head colonies with smaller popu-
lations leading into Winter, both of 
which help to reduce Varroa mite 
loads and increase overwintering 
performance. Ross Conrad, VT

Question 2
As my state bee inspector suggested doing 
a midsummer Varroa mite treatment, I was 
wondering what treatments are available 
that will not adulterate the honey if there 
is s  ll a fl ow on. 

It is most important that bee-
keepers read the label for a partic-
ular treatment and follow those in-
structions. Beekeeping equipment 
supply catalogs, including those 
online, may give specifi c details. A 
phone call to your supplier would 
also provide information. However, 
reading the label will also give im-
portant details about temperature 
range during application, length of 
treatment and beekeeper protection. 
Read the label! Ann Harman, VA

Go with either HopGuard or 
Formic Pro as per label instructions. 
Ross Conrad, VT

Question 3
How many are using 10 frame medium su-
pers for both brood boxes and supers.  I.E., 
one size box for all. I’m late 60s and boy the 
deeps are ge   ng heavy to move. I guess 
the same ques  on could be asked of eight-
frame mediums for all also.
 

We use one-size-fi ts-all deeps, 
due to inertia, but the mediums do 
seem like a good route to go! Maybe 
the new hires will make that switch. 
Jay Evans, DC

I have kept bees in 10-frame 
mediums for 41 years with every-
thing interchangeable. I can easi-

ly switch to eight-frame mediums 
and might do so. Also I have known 
handicapped beekeepers using the 
shallow size for both brood and hon-
ey. The bees don’t mind – it’s a dry 
cavity. Ann Harman, VA

Many people are going with ei-
ther 10- or eight-frame mediums for 
both brood and honey supers (in-
cluding the illustrious Editor of Bee 
Culture if I am not mistaken). Much 
easier to lift when full of honey. Just 
be sure to use an extra box or two on 
the hive over what you would nor-
mally use to help ensure the bees 
have enough room and make up for 
the reduced capacity of each super/
hive body. Ross Conrad, VT

Question 4
What can we as beekeepers do to have 
a tariff  on all honey imported from other 
countries (including Canada which receives 
and bo  les imported honey). Since tariff s 
are being raised on other products these 
days, it would help beekeepers immensely 
if imported honey or so-called honey was 
taxed.

I recommend contacting the 
American Honey Producers Asso-
ciation and the American Beekeep-
ing Federation to see what actions 
they are taking. Both of these asso-
ciations work closely with the U.S. 
Congress on such matters. It is nec-
essary for the United States to im-
port honey since domestic produc-
tion does not fulfi ll U.S. needs. Ann 
Harman, VA 

I don't really have a dog in this 
fi ght since I only deal with local 
honey at most (I'm not selling honey 
out of research hives), but it seems 
like a lot of taxes have been levied 
against imports in the past few years 
in an effort to increase American 
production. There's a decent chance 
that a lobbyist group could take up 
this cause given enough incentive or 
support, or a large beekeeping en-
tity like ABF or AHA might be able 
to push something like this. My ad-
vice would be to talk to some of the 
well-known commercial guys to get 
a feeling of how much community 
support it would have, and how like-
ly it was to get traction and not be 
dead in the water. Jessica Louque, 
NC 
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It All Started With 
    A Swarm Of Bees

Register Now!www.BeeCulture.com

Only $60 
per person!

Join Us October 11 - 13 To Celebrate 150 Years Of The 
A. I. Root Company and American Beekeeping History
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Friday Afternoon: tours of the A. I. Root Candle Factory     
 Evening: meet and greet with the speakers and snacks

Saturday & Sunday: 
 L. L. Langstroth and A. I. Root discuss old times
 Jim Tew talks about all the old authors
 L. L. Langstroth talks about My Hive
 A. I. Root talks about the beginnings of the beekeeping industry
 Wyatt Mangum displays and discusses early beekeeping equipment
 Tammy Horn Potter looks at the history of women in Beekeeping
 Gerry Hayes looks the history of the industry organizations, groups, movements
 Gabe Dadant talks about the history of the Dadant Company
 Jim Thompson discusses equipment from his extensive collections
 Plus much, much more!

To See Lodging Information
And Register Visit 

www.BeeCulture.com

Join us in the conference room at 640 W. Liberty, Medina, OH
Registration begins May 1  and space is limited so don’t wait!
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FREE Catalogs!
Contact us at 800-282-6631  

or visit our website.

FREE Shipping!
On qualified orders.

Photo courtesy of Patrick Dwyer, 
Cooperstown, NY.

 premier1supplies.com
800-282-6631

Protect Your Beehives 

From Predators

Premier’s portable electric net fencing arrives to your door as a 
complete roll with the line posts already built in. Just attach a fence 
energizer and it’s ready to protect your beehives from bears, wildlife, 
livestock (cattle, sheep, goats, pigs) and feral hogs.

Even for new users, it takes less than 10 minutes to go from out-of-
the-box netting to installed fence. We offer many heights and lengths 
to fit your situation, including options for dry soils. Questions? Call 
our fence consultants for expert advice.

Electric Netting

Project Apis m. 
Your “go-to” non- 
profit honey bee 

research
organization, with 
programs in the 
USA & Canada

PAm is dedicated to enhancing 
the health of honey bees while 

improving crop and honey 
production. 
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the
story of 
a.i. root
Gleanings In Bee Culture 

– The Early Days, The 
1870s

A.I. Root

“Happy is the man whom God correcteth; theefore 
despise not thou chastening of the Almighty.”

– Job 5:17

Gleanings in Bee Culture was started on January 1, 1873, 
as a quarterly for the purpose of answering the multitude of 
questions that kept pouring in. In gett ing out the fi rst number 
I had to confess to feeling not quite as much at home as in the 
old American Bee Journal. Improved bee culture was my end and 
aim. I knew that perhaps I might not do as well as the least of 
those whom I had criticized. At any rate, I was in the crucible, 
and if the fi ery ordeal left nothing of any value I made up my 
mind I would bow my head in submission, and stop when I 
had fulfi lled my promise of giving four of the best numbers of 
which I was capable. 

The fi rst number, however, was received so enthusiastically 
that Gleanings was immediately changed to a monthly instead 
of a quarterly; those who wished 12 numbers sending 50 cents 
additional, making 75 cents a year. Those who paid but 25 cents 
were to receive only fi ve numbers. 

By the end of the year I had about 500 subscribers, at the 
end of the second about 806 and at the end of the third, more 
than 1500. To accomplish this increase I spent about $300 in 
advertising. 

Trouble, Trouble, Toil and Trouble
In the second year I received quite a number of complaints 

because Gleanings was not received on time. There were 
some suggestions of putt ing Gleanings on the list of the tardy 
periodicals. I protested against this, for so far I had mailed 
every number promptly on or before the 30th of each month. I 
asked my readers to conclude that the post offi  ce had failed, 
that the cars were off  the track or that Uncle Sam had suspended 
business – at any rate not to intimate that I had been so shiftless 
as to fail in mailing Gleanings as heretofore. About this time, if 
anyone wanted to stir me up, all he had to do was to send in a 
postcard asking if I had printed the October or April or some 
other number, as the case might be. I made sure of promptly 
printing them but it was occasionally more diffi  cult to avoid 
making a mistake in mailing. 

In 1875, C.F. Muth gave directions for cleaning honey jars 
with sal soda and shot. My compositor got the last word “salt,” 
and it was printed in Gleanings that way – “sal soda and salt.” 
About that time I purchased a typewriter, so that henceforth 
all that I att empted to say on postals would be printed. It cost 
$125.00. It is a shame to make blunders in advertisements, yet 
that is just what I was doing early in 1876. I quoted Mr. Lane’s 
buckwheat at 75¢ a packet instead of peck; and still worse, 
Dr. Larch said “Italian bees at $4.00,” instead of $14.00, just 
because I did not see that very litt le fi gure “1” had some means 
dropped out. 

Quite a good many of the May number of Gleanings for 
1877 were reported as folded wrong, the fi rst page being on the 
leaf next to the last. No one could tell how it came that way. 
As the June number was being mailed I picked up one copy at 
random and found it in the same predicament. I opened three 
more and found them just like it. Of course, the whole lot had 
be overhauled and made right. 

One afternoon the boss printer said he wanted so many 
inches of matt er to fi ll up a given space. I got it into my head that 
the space was to be after an article by Mr. Boardman, entitled 
“A Model Beeyard,” therefore I gave the printers the required 
amount of copy for the matt er in view.  When the journal was 
printed later on, my reply to Boardman appeared as a part of 
my reply to Manum. In the same issue appeared a short item 
headed “Rat-tailed Maggots.”  I had dictated a reply to this, 
but to my consternation it did not show up on that page but 
appeared at the end of an excellent article by Prof. Cook on 
“Cuckoo Bees,” while the intended footnote to the article on 
“Cuckoo Bees” did not get in until the next issue. 

Of course, it was not such a terrible matt er, but it gave one 
an impression that the editor had his head fi lled with reservoirs, 
windmills or something else besides the business in question. 

In the May number for 1876 I printed a lett er from D.P. 
Lane in reference to the diff erence of opinion among beekeepers 
regarding smokers. If it had been only smokers on which 
beekeepers disagreed, I might have felt thankful, but it was 
hives, honey, bees, feeders and patents to say nothing of the 
diverse opinions in regard to how a bee journal should be 
conducted. As an illustration one reader wished his journal 
stopped because I did not answer questions more at length, so 
that a novice could understand, and at the same time several 
of the veterans were actually gett ing mad because I fi lled the 
“Heads of Grain” department with so many repetitions of things 
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that everybody knew already. Again, my regular readers did not 
wish me to repeat the whole of what I wrote the last year or the 
year before, and yet I was gett ing abused because I often referred 
inquirers to the back numbers. One subscriber insisted that I 
make every number complete in itself without any reference 
to previous numbers, while others wanted me to collect all the 
facts I could on the subject, give an exhaustive article and then 
refer future inquirers to that number. 

And it was the same in regard to small or large type. In 
the April number of that year I called for a vote on the use of 
small or large type and the votes were just equally divided and 
about equally vehement, so that I was fi nally obliged to decide 
according to my own best judgment. 

In the January 1 number for 1899, I promised to make a 
present to the old subscribers who had taken Gleanings 20 years 
or more. I promised those who had been subscribers 20 years, 
20 issues in advance free, and those who had taken it the whole 
25 years, 25 issues free. 

When Gleanings Was Printed by Power from Windmill
Several in writing me in regard to it, mentioned the time 

when Gleanings was printed by windmill power. Vol. 1, No. 
I was dated January 1, 1873, but was taken from the press on 
December 6, 1872, the printing for the fi rst year being done at the 
offi  ce of the Medina Gazett e. A year later, however, I had a press 
of my own, and the fi rst issue for the second year was printed 
on this press, I myself running it by foot power. I had a large 
windmill and when the wind was blowing I had a mechanical 
arrangement that would relieve me from working the treadle.  
A good deal of the time the printing was done partly by wind 
power and partly by foot power. I remember one night, when 
we were late, I made preparations to run the press all night. As 
there was not a breath of wind, there was no way but to tread 
it out. About 10 o’clock, however, a breeze sprang up, and the 
press kept going faster and faster, but as the wind came up 
gradually I learned to feed it as the speed increased. Under the 
inspiration of seeing my two hobbies work at the same time, the 
printing press and the windmill, I put in the sheets so rapidly 
that I was through and at home not much after midnight. 

Of course, there was some grumbling among the subscribers 
because some of the sheets were printed crooked, but when I 
explained the matt er everyone was kind and forbearing. After 
that it began to be a kind of standing joke that any crookedness 
was to be att ributed to the irregularity of the windmill. Before 
Volume 3 was off , however, the wind proved to be too uncertain 
and a 4½ H.P. steam engine was put in to supplement the foot 
power. For quite a while both the windmill and the engine 
pulled together quite amicably. 

Careless 
Correspondents 

I wonder if it 
is wrong to wish 
to  shake people 
who do not sign 
their names to their 
correspondence . 
A  b e e k e e p e r  i n 
Texas wrote twice 
complaining the he 
did not get his “ABC 
of Bee Culture” and 
there was no sign of 
an address on either 
of his postals. On the 
last one, however, 
after a great amount 
o f  t r o u b l e  w e 
deciphered “Texas.”

A few asked to 
have Gleanings kept 
going, saying they 
would remit soon 
and then when they 
remitt ed they made 
no mention of the 
fact. The result was 
I sent them two copies and after a while a “dun.” When one 
is paying a debt he should by all means say so when he sends 
the money. I could not remember individuals any more than I 
could remember drops of rain during a summer shower. To be 
sure I was glad to see the individuals and the raindrops, too, 
for that matt er.

In 1877 I received a letter from a friend who said he 
could not aff ord to take Gleanings, but who asked so many 
questions that I felt I would almost prefer sending him a year’s 
subscription free rather than to undertake to answer them.

Gleanings goes to all sorts of people in all sorts of places. 
It frequently made visits in lunatic asylums. From a pathetic 
lett er from an unfortunate brother in one of these asylums I 
quote the following:

“Mr. Root, I have no honey bees here. You never sent me 
any of your journals to the hospital since I was at this house. I 
had one when I was down at the other house, but some scamp 
stole it. They do not like me here. I use no tobacco at all. I do not 
even smoke. I have not since my name was used for President.” 

OLYMPIC
WILDERNESS

APIARY

Pacifi c Northwest
WILD SURVIVOR

BREEDER QUEENS
Disease  Resistant -

Mite Tolerant
Isolated Mating Yards

360.928.3125
www.wildernessbees.com

FOR ALL YOUR PACKAGING
CONTAINERS FOR PACKING HONEY

No orders too Large or Small
Our Business Is Built On Service,

Quality & Dependability.

515.266.6112 • FAX 515.266.1112
sales@blplasticiowa.com
www.blplasticiowa.com

12726 Base Line Road
Kingston, IL 60145

Under New Ownership

BC
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found in 
translation

Scraping Out A Living
Jay Evans, USDA Beltsville Bee Lab

A great mentor of mine once 
described true scientifi c discoveries 
as ones where half of the people say 
“that’s impossible” while the other 
half say “that’s a fact the whole world 
knows”. This contradiction refl ects 
an innate trait of scientists. We are 
stubbornly skeptical and, when a 
seriously novel insight comes into 
view, can be slow to embrace the 
messenger. This year’s messenger of 
an important paradigm shift in bee 
health is Dr. Sammy Ramsey (even 
with his newly minted PhD., Sammy 
is steadfast in not being addressed 
as Sam or Samuel). Dr. Ramsey 
and colleagues at the University 
of Maryland, including his adviser 
Dennis vanEngelsdorp, teamed 
up with USDA and University of 
Florida scientists to study what, 
exactly, Varroa mites take from 
their honey bee hosts. With a set of 
clever and tedious experiments they, 
to use a scientifi c term, “knocked 
it out of the park” for this topic. If 
you haven’t heard the punchline 
for this study you can find the 
full paper online at https://www.
pnas.org/content/116/5/1792. It 
turns out Varroa mites are scrapers 
and not slurpers, carvers and 
not bloodsuckers, more Dahmer 
than Dracula. This great insight 
brings past observations into more 
clear focus and sets the stage for 
breakthroughs in both fundamental 
and applied bee biology. 

So, what did they learn and how? 
The study began by observations of 
where mites feed. It has been known 
for some time that older female mites 
initiate feeding on bee brood by 
carving a sort of artesian well from 
the cuticle of their hosts, returning to 
the same spot and eventually bringing 
their hungry offspring. This is distinct 
from, say, mosquitoes and aphids, 

which poke and prod their hosts 
repeatedly and in a way that mainly 
refl ects their fear of being whacked 
or eaten by a predator. Why so 
much effort? Similarly, mites feeding 
on adult bees take time fi nding a 
protected niche between hardened 
plates and truly nurture their feeding 
spot, scraping away the hard shell 
and then settling in for what was 
long thought to be a drinking binge 
on bee hemolymph (watery blood). 
Ramsey and colleagues noticed that 
mites were selecting crevices that 
not only protected them but gave an 
entry to the most accessible sources 
of bee fat. Strikingly, mites were 
most likely to be found directly over 
an ample reserve of the ‘fat body’, 
a honey bee organ that is more 
complex and important than its 
name. This diffuse organ not only 
stores fat to be used for future efforts, 
but contains cells that are key for 
detoxifi cation, immunity, and general 
bee development. If you’ve tried to 
drink a thick milkshake through a 
thin straw you will know that tapping 
into the body’s fat reserve is not the 
fastest route for draining blood.  In 
contrast, it is an excellent spot for 
carving out a complete and fi lling 
meal. Varroa mouthparts are entirely 
consistent with this feeding strategy, 
looking like little rasps and rakes, 
with no evidence of straws of any 
sort. Ramsey and colleagues present 
amazing microscopic images of Varroa 
mites and their bee hosts. Along with 
closeups of mite mouthparts, they 
were able to show precisely where 
mites had scraped their entry into 
bee bodies. They even show pieces of 
fatty food left behind by feeding mites 
whose meals (and lives) ended under 
a million-dollar microscope.

The  r esearchers  had  me 
convinced right there, but they 

stacked their paper with additional 
clever and convincing arguments. 
As a shout-out to teenage boys 
everywhere, they also discuss mite 
excreta. Everyone poops, but the 
solid nature of Varroa feces, as 
opposed to the honeydew of aphids, 
is further evidence of a diet rich in 
fat. They nailed this observation 
by feeding adult bees with both a 
water-soluble dye and a dye that 
attaches to bee fat. As expected, 
mites collected after a feeding bout 
were full of the fat-linked dye and 
showed very little signs that they 
had even touched the liquid parts 
of their hosts. If mite poop is your 
thing, Francisco Posada-Flores and 
USDA colleagues recently provided an 
in-depth analysis of this byproduct 
(ht tp s : //do i . o r g/10 .1017/
S0031182018001762). Even at 
the closest look available for poop 
science, all evidence supports the 
feeding model proposed in Ramsey’s 
paper.

If mites are feeding on bee fats, 
is this really good for them, or are 
they just dealing with an easily 
accessible and chewable part of the 
bee? Using diets ranging from pure 
bee ‘blood’ to pure bee fat, Ramsey 
and colleagues found a distinctly 
better outcome with the latter. In 
fact, mites fed on anything less than 
50% fat body (the consistency of 
chowder) never survived a seven-
day trial, while those fed 100% fat 
body (too many fast-food analogies to 
name) did the best of all. These mites 
survived better AND laid more eggs, 
indicating that, in nature, the most 
successful mites are those that tap 
directly into this organ. This result 
is immediately relevant for scientists 
who maintain Varroa mites in the 
laboratory, as they search for weak 
spots and new treatments along with 
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new insights into the biology of these 
odd creatures. 

The next few years will tell if 
a better understanding of Varroa 
feeding habits will speed the search 
for new control methods.  This line 
of thought should also provide new 
insights into how Varroa mites and 
associated viruses cause so much 
harm to bees. My guess is that fat 
removal and fat body damage is key 
to understanding why parasitized 
bees live shorter and less productive 
lives. Next month, I will explore how 
insights into mite feeding help explain 
the devastating effects of unsolicited 
fat removal on honey bees. What is 
certain is that hard-won discoveries 
like this one remind many of us of 
how we found our thrill for science 
in the fi rst place. 

If you’d like to listen to Dr. Ramsey 
tell more, tune into our podcast with him 
at www.beekeepingtodaypodcast.com, 
Episode 15.
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DEFENSIVE BEHAVIOR

A Closer 
LOO

Clarence Collison

Guard bees are usually at the ent ance 
of hives and though their numbers are 

few, they represent the fi rst line
of defense.

k

Honey bees are social insects that coordinate a suite of 
defensive behaviors to ensure colony survival. Their nests 
contain valuable resources such as pollen and nectar 
that are attractive to a range of insect and mammalian 
intruders. These resources need to be protected, a task 
that is performed by specialized workers, called guard 
bees. Guards tune their response to both the nature of 
the threat and the environmental conditions, in order to 
achieve an effi cient trade-off between defense and loss 
of foraging workforce. By releasing alarm pheromones, 
they are able to recruit other bees to help them handle 
large predators. These chemicals trigger both rapid and 
longer-term changes in the behavior of nearby bees, thus 
priming them for defense (Nouvian et al. 2016).

Honey bee nest defense involves guard bees that 
specialize in olfaction-based nestmate recognition and 
alarm-pheromone-mediated recruitment of nestmates to 
sting. Stinging is infl uenced by visual, tactile and olfactory 
stimuli. Both quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping and 
behavioral studies point to guarding behavior as a key 
factor in colony stinging response. Results of reciprocal F1 
crosses show that paternally (drone’s side) inherited genes 
have a greater infl uence on colony stinging response than 
maternally (queen’s side) inherited genes. The most active 
alarm pheromone component, isopentyl acetate causes 
increased respiration and may induce stress analgesia 
(inability to feel pain) in bees. Isopentyl acetate primes 
worker bees for ‘fi ght or fl ight’, possibly through actions 
of neuropeptides and/or biogenic amines. Genome 
sequence and QTL mapping identifi ed 128 candidate 
genes for three regions known to infl uence defensive 
behavior (Hunt 2007).

Some worker honey bees respond to major 
disturbances of the colony by fl ying around the assailant 
and possibly stinging; they are a subset of the bees 
involved in colony defense. These defenders have an 
open-ended age distribution similar to that of foragers, 
but defensive behavior is initiated at a younger age 
than foraging is. Behavioral and genetic evidence shows 
that defenders and foragers are distinct groups of older 
workers. Behaviorally, defenders have less worn wings 
than foragers, suggesting less fl ight activity. Genetically, 
defenders differ in allozyme frequencies, demonstrating 
different subfamily composition from foragers in the same 
colony. They also differ in allozyme frequencies from 
guards in the same colony, providing further evidence for 
division of labor associated with colony defense (Breed 
et al. 1990).

Guard bees are usually present at the entrance of 
hives and though their numbers are few (only 10-15% 
of adult worker bees become guards (Moore et al. 1987), 
they represent the fi rst line of defense.  Guard bees patrol 
the entrance of the hive, and search for any creature or 
object approaching the colony (Arechavaleta-Velasco 
and Hunt 2003). Guards are very sensitive to vibrations, 
odors, color, and movement and can discriminate between 

nestmates and intruders (Breed et al. 1992). When a 
guard bee is disturbed, she will raise her abdomen and 
release alarm pheromone by opening her sting chamber 
and protruding her sting. She also fans her wings, 
presumably to aid in the dispersal of her pheromone to 
alert the colony (Free 1987). As pheromone is released, 
the number of bees at the entrance of the hive increases 
(Maschwitz 1964). Defender bees may rush out of the 
hive entrance running in circles or zigzags, or assume 
an aggressive posture (Free 1987). This posture might 
include a slightly raised body with wings extended, 
antennae waving, and open mandilbes (Ghent and Gary 
1962; Free 1987). At this stage, bees are ready to mobilize 
at further provocation. Additional disturbance is likely 



Pater ally (drone’s side) inherited genes 
have a g eater infl uence on colony
stinging response than mater ally 

(queen’s side) inherited genes.
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to lead to the stinging of the intruder. Once stung, the 
chances of receiving additional stings become signifi cantly 
increased (Free 1961, Ghent and Gary 1962).

Nine compounds identifi ed from honey bee sting 
extracts and one compound identifi ed from the honey 
bee mandibular glands were evaluated in a standardized 
laboratory test for their effectiveness in eliciting an alarm 
response from caged honey bees. Two compounds, n-decyl 
acetate and benzyl alcohol, were judged ineffective as alarm 
pheromones.  The remaining eight – 2-nonanol, isopentyl 
acetate, n-butyl acetate, n-hexyl acetate, benzyl acetate, 
isopentyl  alcohol 
and n-octyl acetate 
from the sting and 
2-heptanone from the 
mandibular gland- 
produced responses 
of similar frequency 
and strength (Collins 
and Blum 1982).

W a g e r  a n d 
Breed (2000) tested 
compounds found in 
honey bee sting alarm 
pheromone for their 
roles in releasing 
behavioral responses, 
with a focus on the 
relative importance 
of chemotaxis and 
motion of the target 
in the localization 
r e s p o n s e .  S o m e 
c o m p o u n d s  i n 
t h e  b l e n d  h a v e 
specialized functions. Benzyl acetate released only fl ight 
behavior, whereas three compounds (1-butanol, 1- 
octanol, and hexyl actetate) caused only the recruitment 
response. Other compounds (1-hexanol, butyl acetate, 
iso-pentyl acetate, and 2-nonanol) acted in more than one 
behavioral context. Octyl acetate was the most effective 
compound in allowing bees to locate targets, but did not 
recruit or release fl ight behavior. Stationary octyl acetate 
sources were located by fl ying bees, indicating that this 
pheromone component elicits a chemotatctic reponse. 
However, localization of a target is due primarily to the 
motion of the target; the alarm pheromone components 
release searching behavior for a moving object and are 
relatively unimportant in target localization.

Moore et al. (1987) characterized quantitatively the 
ontogeny and individual variability of guarding behavior, 
the allocation of workers to the guard population in 
a colony and the intercolonial variability of guarding 
behavior. Guarding is a discrete task performed by a 
distinct group of workers that are younger than foragers 

and older than house bees. Workers that guarded initiated 
the behavior between the ages of seven and 22 days. The 
mean age of the onset of guarding varied; the minimum 
mean age of guards for a colony was 13.6 days and the 
maximum was 16.0 days. Workers varied in the length 
of time they spent as a guard. Most bees guarded for less 
than one day; however, some guarded up to six consecutive 
days. The more time a bee spent guarding during a day 
the more likely that bee was to guard for more than one 
day. Bees that guarded for more than one day also had 
longer and more frequent individual guarding bouts. All 
colonies that were studied had guard populations, but 
not all workers guarded. A relatively small proportion of 
any age cohort was observed to guard. The percentage of 
an age cohort that guarded varied among colonies, as did 
the size of the guard population. Guarding is a specialized 
task in that few bees guard, but guarding does not appear 
to require experience because so few bees remained as 
guards for very long. There was inter-colonial variation in 
all aspects of the ontogeny of guarding and in allocation of 

workers to guarding. 
T h e  f a c t o r s 

i n d u c i n g  h o n e y 
bees to sting were 
i n v e s t i g a t e d  b y 
c o m p a r i n g  t h e 
number of  t imes 
cotton wool balls 
treated in different 
ways were stung 
(Free 1961). Dark 
colored balls were 
stung more than 
l i g h t  c o l o r e d , 
particularly against 
dark backgrounds. 
The odor of sting 
venom encouraged 
further st inging, 
but the effect was 
overcome by smoke. 
General bee odor 
did not encourage 
stinging and bees 

were more likely to sting balls with the odor of their own 
than of another colony. Animal scent and the smell of 
human sweat encouraged stinging and various repellents 
discouraged it. Bees probably sting materials of rough 
texture more readily than smooth. Rapidly moving objects 
were stung more often than slowly moving ones.

The defense of a honey bee society often requires that 
some specialized members coordinate to repel a threat 
at personal risk.  This is especially true for honey bee 
guards, which defend the hive and may sacrifi ce their 
lives upon stinging. Central to this cooperative defensive 
response is the sting alarm pheromone, which has 
isopentyl acetate as its main component. Although this 
defensive behavior has been well described, the neural 
mechanisms triggered by isopentyl acetate to coordinate 
stinging have long remained unknown. Nouvian et al. 
(2018) showed that isopentyl acetate upregulates brain 
levels of serotonin and dopamine, thereby increasing 
the likelihood of an individual bee to attack and sting.  
Pharmacological enhancement of the levels of both 

When a g ard bee is dist rbed, she will 
raise her abdomen and release alar  

pheromone by opening her sting
chamber and prot ding her sting.
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amines induces higher defensive responsiveness, while 
decreasing them via antagonists’ decreases stinging.  
Their results thus uncover the neural mechanism by 
which an alarm pheromone recruits individuals to attack 
and repel a threat, and suggest that the alarm pheromone 
of honey bees acts on their response threshold rather 
than as a direct trigger.

Honey bee envenomation is initiated by the insertion 
of the stinging apparatus into the victim’s skin. The 
shaft of the sting is comprised of two barbed stylets that 
slide back and forth on the underside of another barbed 
stylet, forming a channel through which venom passes 
from the venom sac in the base of the sting. Reciprocal 
axial movements of the stylets serve to progressively 
bury the sting in the skin and initiate fl ow of venom. 
These movements are effected by rhythmic action of the 
motor apparatus in the base of the sting. This occurs as 
soon as the apparatus is denervated by separation of the 
sting from the abdomen when the bee pulls away from 
the embedded sting, a process known as autotomization 
(Schumacher et al. 1994).

To determine the rate and completeness of delivery 
of venom from honey bee stings, bees were collected at 
the entrance of a hive and studied with the use of two 
laboratory models. In one model bees were induced to 
sting the shaved skin of anesthetized rabbits.  The stings 
were removed from the skin at various time intervals after 
autotomization, and residual venom was assayed with 
a hemolytic method. In the other model the bees were 
induced to sting preweighed fi lter paper disks, which 
were weighed again after removal of the sting at various 
intervals. Results of both experiments were in agreement, 
showing that at least 90% of the venom sac contents were 
delivered within 20 seconds and that venom delivery was 
complete within one minute (Schumacher et al. 1994).

To inspect and manage colonies, beekeepers use 
bee-smokers to direct smoke at the entrance and inside 
of their hives. Smoke reduces defensive behavior and 
allows the beekeeper to manipulate frames of bees 
without being stung. This practice is very effective, and 
used extensively by beekeepers. Despite being an integral 
beekeeping practice, reasons behind smoke effectiveness 

in reducing stings are 
not well understood 
(Gage et al. 2018). One 
of the most compelling 
arguments is that smoke 
d i s rup t s  chem i ca l 
communication among 
b e e s .  T h e  a l a r m 
pheromone, for instance, 
may be masked by smoke 
such that its many 
compounds become 
indistinguishable in the 
odor plume. Or perhaps 
smoke weakens worker 
bee sensitivity to alarm 
pheromone by affecting 
olfactory transduction 
in the antennae sensilla. 
There is evidence in 
support of the latter. It 
was found that smoke 

reduced the electroantennograph response of honey 
bee antennae to both alarm pheromones and a fl oral 
odor, suggesting that smoke interferes temporarily with 
olfaction in general (Visscher et al. 1995).  

Apart from disrupting chemical communication, 
another argument is that smoke may function as a 
distraction. Smoke induces honey bees to ingest honey 
from storage cells, and because of this activity, they are 
less likely to sting (Free 1968; Newton 1968). Smoke 
applied at the entrance was also found to reduce the 
number of guards at the entrance for a period of 10 
minutes or more (Newton 1969). Smoke may mask the 
intruder’s odor, or divert attention away toward the more 
immediate threat of a perceived fi re in the area. Altogether, 
the defensive response is an example of collective action 
based on recruitment and amplifi cation processes within 
the hive (Millor et al. 1999). If smoke affects one, or 
a combination of these processes, or other processes 
entirely, defensive behaviors are likely to be diminished.  
Gage et al. (2018) conducted a study to evaluate the 
effects of smoke on honey bee defensive response by 
assessing individual honey bee sting extension responses 
under smoke conditions. In this way, they could carefully 
monitor how perturbation with increasing voltage steps 
affects the sting extension refl ex and whether this refl ex 
is modifi ed by smoke.

Gage et al. (2018) applied a brief voltage to the bee, 
ranging from a mild to a strong perturbation, and assessed 
four components of the sting extension refl ex using two 
types of smoke. They found that smoke did not infl uence 
the probability of sting extension, but it did affect whether 
a venom droplet was released with the stinger. The venom 
droplet was more likely to be released at higher voltage 
levels, but this effect was signifi cantly reduced under 
smoke conditions. Based on these results, they propose 
that the venom droplet coincides with greater agitation 
in individual bees; and smoke reduces the probability of 
its release. They speculate that the venom droplet serves 
to amplify the sting alarm pheromone, and smoke, in its 
ability to reduce droplet formation, may indicate that less 
alarm pheromone is released.
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BEE INTERNET OF THINGS

Decoding 
the Songs 
Of  Bees
Jerry Bromenshenk, Robert Seccomb,
Colin Henderson, David Firth
Bee Alert Technology, Inc.; Missoula, MT

For Improved Colony Health
Start Screen

NPR 02/18/2019, Headline: Massive Loss of 
Thousands of Hives … This article underscores a 
fundamental problem. There isn’t a system for early 
detection and rapid reporting of emerging colony health 
issues, when and where these occur, in the U.S., Canada, 
and most countries. Bees need the equivalent of the USA’s 

CDC human infl uenza updates and mapping. This problem 
can be solved immediately by just one of the functions of 
Bee Health Guru; our app for smartphones, where the bees 
themselves are the guru, indicating colony health by the 
sounds that they produce.

For 12 years, we have been 
working towards providing a hand-
held device for sensing, analyzing 
and reporting colony conditions. As 
with a Star Trek Tricorder™, our 
bee-sound recording and analysis 
system uses machine intelligence (AI) 
to analyze colony sounds. In 2012, we 
built several hand-held bee recording 
devices that were big, expensive, and 
clumsy to use. Smaller, affordable, 
user-friendly devices with rapid 
processing and large storage 
capabilities were unattainable 
until 2018 when smartphones with 
facial recognition for security were 
marketed. Facial recognition uses AI 
requiring fast processor speeds. It’s 
a visual counterpart to our AI sound 
recognition programs. Suddenly, our 
AI analyses, that had taken several 
minutes on existing tablets, laptops, 
and earlier smartphones dropped to 
seconds!  

The primary purpose of our Bee 

Health Guru app is to allow the bees 
themselves to communicate each 
colony’s health status. Recordings 
of colony sounds are made using a 
smartphone’s internal microphone 
or microphone port with a slender 
microphone. Analysis of a sound 
recording is immediately and 
automatically performed by our 
Bee Health Guru AI program. Our 
algorithms assign the probability that 
one of eight conditions is exhibited by 
the colony. A form then appears on 
the phone’s screen that provides the 
user the option to visually inspect the 
colony to confi rm its condition, and 
then save an inspection report. These 
three actions: (1) Recording colony 
sounds, (2) predicting the likelihood 
of specifi c diseases, and (3) reporting 
the outcome of colony inspection 
provide data needed to fi ne-tune our 
AI modules and map occurrences 
of different colony problems. The 
latter will initially be based on visual 

Analysis 
Screen

Bee Health Guru will launch via Kickstarter May 1. Available at www.kickstarter.
com/profi le/BeeHealthGuru, a way to support what we are doing to help beekeepers 
keep healthy bees, get early access to the Bee Health Guru app, and become part of the 
citizen science that will make the app better and help us keep bees healthy.
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inspection reports and eventually 
should be based on the AI analysis 
reports alone – no inspection needed 
as the app’s accuracy improves.  

A Bee Health Guru recording 
takes 30 seconds. My Android 8+ 
phone analysis for all eight colony 
health factors takes 12 seconds. 
Filling out the inspection form takes 
less than a minute, but visually 
inspecting a colony does take more 
time. This last step, colony inspection 
is critical during the early stages 
of app use. It’s where app users 
can become citizen scientists and 
contribute to our ability to accurately 
decode colony sounds.  

Fo l l ow ing  r e co rd ing  and 
generation of an analysis report by 
the app, the user is asked to visually 

inspect the colony to either confi rm 
or reject the app’s sound analysis. A 
click of a button reveals a simple drop-
down inspection form. The report is 
fi lled out at-the-hive, takes only a 
few keystrokes to complete, and then 
a click of another button uploads 
the report, as well as any notes and 
photographs, to our Cloud-based 
data archive. The app automatically 
creates a copy of the recording, the 
AI colony health analysis report, and 
adds date, time, and GPS location. 
Resultant electronic records have 
safeguards for protecting data 
privacy, confi dentiality, and security 
of beekeepers (i.e., names and hive 
or apiary locations) and the patients, 
bees who may be sick (e.g., locations).   

Once all of this information 

is posted to our Cloud-based 
recording, analysis, and inspection 
data repository, we can accomplish 
two tasks: (1) Refi ning, re-training 
and upgrading the AI modules for 
each health factor analysis, and (2) 
Mapping of colony health trends over 
time and geographical space to share 
with citizen scientists and anyone 
else interested in bee health.

Refi ning the App: Unlike other 
honey bee acoustic scanning and 
monitoring systems (mainly from 
Europe), our programs do far more 
than look for simple frequency 
markers of overall colony noise and 
do not rely on the user to interpret 
sonograms. Our custom AI’s assess a 
broad and complex spectrum of sound 



Inspection Screen Bee Health Smart Screen

The Start Screen appears as soon as the user taps the Bee Icon to bring up the installed app. Insert phone's microphone into hive 
entrance up to the bull's eye or plug in external microphone. Let bees settle just a bit, then touch the red center of the bull's eye. The 
App will start, record for 30 seconds (can be changed to 60), run the AI analyses, and end up showing the Analysis report. The longer 
the red bar for a factor, the greater the probability that there's a problem. (Note, we've asked our app developer to change the word 
Normal (i.e. Normal Colony) to Abnormal - people don't intuit that red is the warning of a problem. Assuming that the user then moves 
to Inspection to reject of confi rm each analysis factor, the Inspection Form drops down with a few questions. Tapping the ? for any 
factor  brings up an explanation of the criteria. The App then reverts back to the start (Upload Screen). Note the Cloud with a number 
in lower right corner.  The number is the number of recordings/analysis reports/inspection reports waiting to be uploaded. At the 
top of the screen is the GPS location for the last colony scanned. At any point, when cell or wireless is available, tapping the bee 
icon near bottom of a screen links the user to our www.beehealth.guru web page for further information, comparing notes with other 
users, etc.  It's where our North American Bee Associations Directory will be made available (when the class fi nishes its project) and 
it's where we will probably post Bee Colony Health Updates and Maps. It only takes a few key strokes to record. Much of the work 
is done automatically by the phone, such as grabbing time, date, GPS location, hive ID (if a barcode is used – just touch a button to 
use camera to take a photo). There’s no input of user’s name, type of phone, etc. Our overall goal is to make this as simple to use as 
possible – people have sticky hands or gloves – need to keep button clicks typing to a minun.
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attributes, far faster and better than 
any person could accomplish. This 
standardizes the analysis. Results 
are comparable from colony to colony 
without observer inaccuracy or bias, 
and no training of the observer is 
required.  

For example, if the app reports a 
high probability that a colony lacks 
a laying queen, the inspection report 
should either prove or disprove that 
analysis result. By having hundreds 
or thousands of examples provided 
from users of our app, we can take 
all of the recordings that the app got 
wrong, all of the recordings that the 
app got right, and re-train the AI. It’s 
an iterative process that we know will 
refi ne and improve app accuracy.

Mapping Health Trends: As 
soon as visual colony inspection 
information is secured, automated 
updates and posting of incident maps 
can be readily produced using off-the-
shelf interactive data visualization 
software. Posted maps will provide 
suffi cient resolution to identify, for 
example, an outbreak area of Varroa 
mites, but will not pinpoint the actual 
location of affected colonies. 

To enact the health trend 
mapping part of our app, we need 
beekeepers with smartphones, 
Android or iPhone, to download 
our app, inspect colonies, and in a 
timely manner, post the reports to 
our Cloud site. Our app stores all 
recordings and reports on each phone 
until the reports can be uploaded. 
Cellular service in the beeyard is not 
necessary. Obviously, we hope that 
every user also records colony sounds 
so that we get recordings and AI 
analysis results, but just the colony 
inspection reports alone can be used 
to generate bee health maps.

The inspection and reporting 
part of our app, by itself, should 
revolutionize bee health protection 
– early alerts, based on visual 
inspections, as soon as the reports 
are uploaded. Any beekeeper with a 
smartphone, anywhere around the 
globe, enabled to submit reports or 
bee colony health problems as they 
are discovered. Initially, we have 
limited the health reports to eight 
major factors like Varroa mites, 
foulbrood, nosema, queen status, 
and other aspects of overall colony 
condition. 

All of this is based on relatively 

recent progress in insect and bee 
ethology (behavior). An excellent 
overview appears in Insect Sounds 
and Communications (Dropoulous 
and Claridge, 2006). We now know 
that in addition to the well-known 
symbolic dance language, bees also 
communicate via sound, using both 
vibratory and airborne-sound signals. 

We can record these signals 
by laying either a phone’s built-in 
microphone or a slender, external 
microphone on the bottom board of 
the hive. Our discovery, formalized 
in acoustic monitoring and recording 
system patents, published in the 
U.S. and Canada, (Bromenshenk et 
al., 2015) was that we can decode 
bee-produced signals to identify 
colony exposures to hazardous and 
toxic chemicals, including often 
the category of chemical, as well as 
discern a variety of colony health 
conditions, and even rank the level of 
infection or infestation of bee diseases 
and pests. Furthermore, bee sound 
or song repertoires are far more 
complex than can be perceived by the 
human ear, with frequencies beyond 
our audible range and additional 
components such as amplitude, 
pulses, shifts, and other related 
signals all contained in the airborne 
sound and vibratory spectrum.

Which raises the question, can 
bees perceive these sounds and 
vibrations that they produce? Bees 
and many other insects have long 
been considered to be deaf to airborne 
sounds.  Around 1940, Hansjochem 
Autrum and associates demonstrated 
that many insects perceive minute 
substrate vibrations and that some 
insects have hair-like structures 
that can function as sound velocity 
and airborne sound receptors. But, it 
wasn’t until the 1990s that scientists 
found evidence that fl ies and bees 
appear to be able to perceive airborne 
sounds by fl agellum in the Johnston’s 
organ of the antennae.

M o d e r n  c a p a b i l i t i e s  f o r 
recording, manipulating, playing 
back, and analyzing the acoustic 
signals of honey bees and other 
insects have made acoustic behavior 
an advanced and active area of 
insect ethology. We are just now 
beginning to realize that the bee 
dance movements are only one part 
of a bee colony’s communications. 
Communication processes of social 
bees that coordinate hundreds or 

thousands of individuals in a colony 
are fascinatingly complex. We have 
a means of tapping into colony 
communications.

Why do we need to fine-tune 
and calibrate? When using high-end 
recorders and desktop computers, 
the accuracy of detection for the 
eight included factors ranged from 
86-98% detection, based on over a 
decade of our own intensive research. 
Our AI programs learn and improve 
when we’ve got real recordings from 
colonies with specifi c visible health 
factors. We now need to know which 
phones provide an accurate recording 
and which do not. We’ve also learned 
the bees have accents. New Zealand 
bees produce somewhat different 
sounds than North American bees, 
and bees from the U.K. are different 
from either America or New Zealand. 

Launched in the Fall of 2017, we 
anticipated that it would take three 
months to produce and beta test our 
Bee Health Guru app, it took two 
years! It’s not a fi nished product, 
but we are close to the fi nish line. 
That’s where lots of beekeepers and 
bee colonies are needed. It’s what we 
intend to do this Summer – calibrate 
the sound and vibration signal 
decoding!

This Spring (April) we will launch 
our app to the public on Kickstarter. 
We hope that every beekeeper in the 
world with a smartphone will support 
this launch and then download, use 
our app, and upload the results.  
That has the potential to generate a 
massive data set. To properly address 
that rich resource, we need to be able 
to have a team ready and willing to 
process the initial data, re-train the 
AIs, and enact regional bee health 
mapping – for the U.S., for Canada, 
for Europe, for New Zealand, for 
Australia – any English speaking 
nation. And then we need to produce 
versions of the app in other languages 
so as to truly go global.

Drosopoulos, S. and M.F.  Claridge. 2005.  
Insect Sounds and Communication: 
Physiology, Behaviour, Ecology, and 
Evolution. 32 Chapters. CRC Press, 
553 pp.

Bromenshenk et al. 2015.  Bees as 
Biosensors: Chemosensory Ability, 
Honey Bee Monitoring Systems, 
and Emergent Sensor Technologies 
Derived from the Pollinator Syndrome.  
Biosensors 5(4), 678-711; https://doi.
or/10.3390/bios5049678.
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Let Us Render Your Beeswax While You Focus On Your Bees!
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BEE INTERNET OF THINGS
Technology In Ac  on
Optimizing Pollination With BeeHero.io 

Joseph Cazier, Omer Davidi 
Introduction 

In this third article in our Technology in Action series, 
we profi le Beehero.io, a company founded by Itai Kanot, 
Michal Roizman and Omer Davidi focused on helping 
farmers increase crop yields through better pollination 
and aimed primarily at commercial beekeepers. This is a 
different approach than that taken by many hive sensor 
companies in that the focus is on the food and farmer 
fi rst. In this case, the technology is primarily used to 
better manage the bees to maximize food production, but 
also provides many benefi ts to beekeepers beyond that 
of food production.

In this article we will continue using the framework 
of the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) to explore new 
technologies that may be useful to beekeepers.  Recall that 
TAM (shown in image 2.) posits that the main factors that 
infl uence the adoption of a new technology are:
● Usefulness: The degree to which the software system 

provides real value to beekeepers
● Ease of Use: How easy it is to use the system. Our 

research shows that this includes both in the software 
application and in the beeyard.

● Enjoyment: Enjoyment has been shown to be very 
important for adopting systems that are consumer-
focused and optional.

In the sections that follow, we discuss the creation 
of this technology, including how it has evolved and 
what problems it is trying to address. Next, we share an 
overview of its features and discuss how it works in terms 
of is usefulness, ease of use and enjoyability. Finally we 
share a few thoughts from customers and conclude the 
article.

Know the Innovator, Understand the Technology 
The BeeHero.io founders (see image 3) met three 

years ago as a part of an elite innovation program 
at IDC university in Israel called IDCBeyond. Itai, a 
2nd generation commercial beekeeper operating and 
managing the largest bee-farm in Israel (~5,500 hives), 
shared his passion for the bees and the challenges bees 
and beekeepers like him were facing. 

After digging into the problems with the knowledge 
from their respective backgrounds and being joined by 
Yuval Regev as the Chief Technology Offi cer, they began 

to explore how technology and data science could be 
used to help address some of the problems the bees face. 

After some analysis, they determined that one of the 
best ways to help bees was to focus on maximizing crop 
yields through better pollination. To provide optimized 
pollination services, they needed healthy hives.  

They were fortunate enough to receive a grant from 
the Israeli Innovation Authority. This allowed them to 
start researching low-cost sensors and sophisticated 
machine learning algorithms in order to predict beehive 
disorders before it damages the colony. However, to do 
good machine learning you need a large volume of quality 
data.  Generally, this means remote sensors generating 
near continuous data of many aspects in the hive thought 
to be predictive.

Since they could not fi nd any existing data sets with 
enough volume, quality or consistency for their purposes, 
they began their own data collection efforts with 10 hives 
at Itai’s backyard, running several experiments and 
looking for correlation in the collected data. Later scaling 
to 1,400 hives allowing them to collect the amount of data 
they needed to build and tag relevant factors needed to 
begin building a useful forecasting model. 

As the accuracy of the model increased, BeeHero 
moved to the U.S. and partnered with several commercial 
beekeepers. They currently track ~20,000 hives, giving 
them one of the largest databases of sensor-derived hive 
data correlated with pollination results. They claim to 
have ~25 different data points from each hive. However 
the full list of items measured and analyzes is proprietary 
and can’t be listed here.

Usefulness
On the surface, it appears that the key usefulness 

of this technology is to the farmers who benefi t from 
pollination services.  However there is much more to it 
than that. This technology is actually an important step 
in the direction of building a Genius Hive as outlined in 
the April 2018 issue of Bee Culture1. While this is cutting 
edge technology and much of it is still in development, 
here is a summary of some of the likely useful benefi ts 

Joseph Cazier, Ph.D is the Chief Analytics Offi cer for HiveTracks.com and Ex-
ecutive Director of the Center for Analytics Research and Education at Appala-
chian State University. You can reach him at joseph@hivetracks.com
Omer Davidi, CEO & Co-Founder at BeeHero. Holds BSc and MSc in computer 
science specializing in Cybersecurity and Machine-learning. You can reach him 
at omer@beehero.io

BeeHero Logo from https://www.beehero.io/

1Original Genius Hive Article located here https://www.beeculture.com/
peering-into-the-future-a-path-to-the-genius-hive/
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that should/will emerge as they grow and deploy the 
system at scale.

Pollination Optimization
Their initial research shows that bees can be used 

to give farmers a signifi cantly higher yield if pollination 
is optimized, and not just for Almonds. After developing 
some models for optimized pollination, the company has 
also run several experiments in Sunfl owers and Cotton 
and found evidence of a signifi cant increase in crop yields 
there as well.

If their initial experiments hold and scale to other 
crops, it is clear that pollination optimization can benefi t 
the farmer’s by increasing their yields. This will give them 
an advantage over farmers who do not use this type of 
service. However this helps not only the farmers, but also 
those of us who like to eat by increasing food availability 
without signifi cant new external resources.  

Additionally, this helps the beekeepers. By being 
more effi cient and effective in their pollination efforts, 
beekeepers should be able to capture some of the 
increased value from the increase in yields.  This 
should also help them be more effi cient in running their 
operation, decreasing dramatically the operational costs, 
lowering mortality rates and increasing honey yields.

Inside the Hive
A nice secondary benefi t of this technology is in 

knowing what is happening in the hive. Since they need 
sensors in the hive to optimize pollination services, they 
already have sensor data they can analyze. The data is 
being analyzed using several sophisticated machine-
learning algorithms, where the company believes they 
can predict or detect early signs of: 
● Queen failure
● High levels of Varroa mites 
● Starvation situation
● Brood diseases
● Swarming 

In addition, BeeHero’s sensors know many bee frames 
and brood frames are in the colony and can predict the 
amount of pollen and nectar that is brought every day 
by the bees. 

Knowing what is happening inside the hive is a 
critical tool for beekeepers to better manage their hives.  

This can be done in real time with fewer costly manual 
inspections that take valuable time from the beekeepers 
and logistics optimization. 

Image 4. Shows some visualization of a missing 
queen, healthy hive and high level of Varroa. These 
visualizations are based on enhancing specifi c features 
of the classifi cation algorithm. Their algorithm looks at 
25 different features from sensor data to know what the 
status of a given hive is at a given time.

Scalability
For every professional beekeeper, scaling the 

operation can be challenging. To manage 500 hives well 
is not as hard as to manage 20,000 hives well. The main 
reason is the expertise of the people who physically 
inspect the hives. Experienced beekeepers will be able 
to notice hive issues in an earlier stage and avoid more 
damage from less experienced ones. 

Additionally they can watch their hives remotely, as 
shown in image 5, making it easier to prioritize actions 
and manage hives from a distance and decide how to 
best deploy resources. Having a real-time apiary status 
update from every region enables better decisions. With 
no need to drive long distance just to inspect hives and 
no need to guess which beeyard should be visited next 
or treated. It is easy to see how this has the potential to 
help bee operations scale.  

Theft
Having these sensors also alerts you, in near real 

time, when there is a theft or vandalism with your hives 
and sends an alert. Another valuable feature especially 
during almond pollination season.

Image 2. The Technology Acceptance Model.

Image 3. BeeHero’s Leadership team.
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Visit our website for more beekeeping tools 
www.PierceBeekeeping.com

World Famous Speed King  
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Easy to Use
BeeHero technology is based on two units that work 

together to make it very easy to use as shown in Image 6. 
The fi rst is a low-cost in the hive sensor that is attached 
to the middle frame of the colony just once. The second 
is a unit gateway that sits in the bee-yard and collects 
the data from the in-hive units and uploads the data to 
the cloud for processing.

The analysis is done by BeeHero and shared with the 
commercial beekeeper via a Dashboard. The beekeepers 
get units which they attach to the middle frame of a 
colony. They claim it requires no changes or modifi cation 
to the current hives and just takes a few seconds to install. 
They say it is easy to work with gloves, does not need 
battery replacements and that no modifi cation needs to 
be done to the hives.  

The technology is based on the in hive sensors alone, 
so there are no extra parts or apps to manage and it 
updates automatically when the hives are uploaded to 
trucks, moved and re-deployed. Together this makes this 
one of the easiest to use technologies for beekeepers.  

Enjoyment
There are multiple ways to enjoy technology. One 

is from the concept of hedonism, which is about self-
enjoyment or pleasure. We often see this in online video 
games and other indulgences. This is commonly thought 
of as having fun. 

Another way to look at enjoyment is about meaning. In 
this case, it is less about fun than it is about satisfaction. 
This often comes from doing something that one believes 
has a deeper meaning.  

BEE INTERNET OF THINGS

In this case, beekeepers are helping to grow more food 
in the world, helping to feed the hungry by optimizing their 
pollination.  This is in direct alignment with the United 
Nations Sustainable Development goal #2 to Eliminate 
Hunger. Knowing that your bees are helping to increase 
food production beyond the traditional way of pollinating 
crops by making the effort more precise can provide this 
kind of satisfaction of knowing you are contributing to 
the world.  

For others, it is also about knowing they did a good 
job, the best that could be done. Taking pride in your work 
and excellence which can be measured, quantifi ed and 
seen on the screen can provide deep satisfaction for some.  

For still others, if they choose to share their data 
and allow it to be combined with other data, even in 
anonymized form, the act of being a data donor and 
contributing to the ultimate development of the genius 
hive can also help the research community improve and 
develop treatments for the future.

Voice of the Customer
Here are a few few comments from some customers.

“Two months using the system and I saved more 
than 100 hives, mostly from queen failure.”

“Having all this information remotely using just small 
unit inside the hives is a game changer.”

“The installation was super fast and simple, in a day 
the information started showing up on the dashboard.”

“It is clear that a commercial beekeeper was 
involved in the development process.”

Image 4. Data Visualizations from sensors inside the hive.

Image 5. Yard Operations 
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Conclusion 
BeeHero is an important step on the path to building 
a Genius Hive. They are taking a new and innovative 
approach by focusing on a critical issue for commercial 
beekeepers and farmers and bringing new skills and 
technologies to work on the problem. We wish them 
much luck and success! Stay tuned to BeeHero.io  for 
the latest updates as the product continues to develop.

Finally, special thanks to Project Apis m. for 
supporting the investigation into the role of data science 
with a Healthy Hives 2020 grant and to the editors of Bee 
Culture for publishing this work.

Image 6. BeeHe-
ro Gateway and 
InHive Sensors.

Image 7.  A commercial beeyard with BeeHero Sensors.

Image 8. BeeHero Data  Form.

Image 9.
Commercial

beeyard.

BC
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For more information visit www.RossRounds.com. 
For dealers near you please email sales@rossrounds.com.

SUNDANCE POLLEN TRAPS
Imagine the cleanest pollen available with no heavy lifting, chalkbrood mummies or risk of foulbrood
scales. There is no substitute for the Sundance Trap quality and cleanliness. Leading experts from the
USDA and universities as well as commercial beekeepers and hobbyists agree that Sundance Traps are
the best pollen traps available.

COMPLETE ROSS ROUND SUPER 
Produce comb honey with no dripping from cut edges and no liquid honey in the consumer 
package with Ross Rounds equipment. Easily shipped or delivered, stocked on shelves, 
purchased and taken home without danger of leaking. Enjoy providing locally grown,
unprocessed, all-natural honey with a complete Ross Rounds Super. 

Harvest The Best…
with SUNDANCE™ POLLEN TRAPS and COMPLETE ROSS ROUND SUPERS.
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Keeping
It
Real

Eric Wenger
Today’s consumers care about where their food comes 

from. When they buy honey, they expect it to be pure and 
natural. Nothing added and nothing taken away.  

At True Source Honey, we do too. The True Source 
Honey initiative was started by a group of honey packers 
and honey importers (or suppliers) who believed in honey 
and keeping it real. Real bees. Real beekeepers. Real 
honey.

In the six years since True Source Honey launched 
its certification program, True Source Certified has 
seen adoption by 16 North American Honey Packers, 
79 International Exporters and more than 400 North 
American beekeepers.  Estimates suggest that up to 50 
percent of all honey sold at retail in the North American 
market is packaged by a True Source Certifi ed® packer.  
So, what is True Source Honey  and how does it help the 
U.S. honey industry?

To answer that question properly we have to crank 
up the “Wayback Machine” and have a quick history 
lesson. Most of us can probably remember where this 
all got started – Chinese honey companies were selling 
honey into the U.S. market at incredibly low prices 
and in substantial volumes. This honey (and here is an 
important point, this was actually honey at that point 
in time – probably not the case these days but more on 
that later) was often contaminated with antibiotics, even 
some that are banned for use in food-producing animals.  
Thanks to the American Honey Producers Association 
and the Sioux Honey Association, a dumping order was 
put in place on Chinese honey. If you don’t understand 
how important that event was, take a look at the honey 
market in Europe these days; In 2015, China held a 49 
percent share of the import market in the EU, up from 
a 7 percent share in 2006. That number dropped to 37 
percent by 2017 but still represents a considerable share 
and exerts a profound impact on the global honey market. 
Imagine if Chinese imports held a similar share in the 
U.S. market.  

As soon as the dumping order was put in place, 
Chinese companies started to fi nd ways to work around 
it. It was in this atmosphere that True Source Honey was 
originally formed. At that time, U.S. Packers had to make 

a decision, either they were going to consider the idea of 
using the cheap circumvented Chinese honey or they were 
going to take a stand against it, avoid it like the plague and 
suffer the economic consequences of that decision.  Some 
of the packers that made that decision were faced with a 
dilemma – how do we educate our customers about what’s 
going on?  How can we make them understand that there 
are companies importing really cheap honey from China 
but with a claim that it’s coming from somewhere else? 
As an example, in 2010, there were 33 million pounds 
of “Malaysian honey” imported to the United States, up 
from 310,000 pounds just four years earlier. To anyone 
who knows the industry, this is a clear impossibility, but 
retailers didn’t understand this, ingredient buyers didn’t 
understand this and most of them don’t have the time 
to sort through all the competing claims.  It was at this 
point that a small group of packers and their suppliers 
got together and decided to launch an educational website 
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– True Source Honey. You can visit that website at www.
truesourcehoney.com. It’s got some great information 
and a complete history of circumvention, indictments 
and seizures related to Customs and Homeland Security 
Investigations actions during the past 10 years.

Not long after the launch, we realized that an 
educational website was not likely to carry much 
weight with our customers (the big retailers, ingredient 
manufacturers and largest users of honey). We decided 
to develop a solution that these companies were familiar 
with and understood – the 3rd party audit. If you aren’t 
familiar with the food manufacturing industry this may be 
an unfamiliar term but it’s something that retailers and 
manufacturers rely on to help them manage their risks. 
A 3rd party audit fi rm is an independent company that 
comes in to your packing plant to make sure that you are 
following good food handling practices and conducting 
your business in a manner that is satisfactory to your 
customer, the big retailer. Once the audit is complete, 
the packing plant is issued a score or a grade and all of 
their shortcomings are recorded in a report. This report 
is issued to the retailer and they review it to see if there 
is any cause for concern. If you fail the audit, you lose 
the business – so it’s a big deal and retailers put a lot of 
emphasis on these audits.  

True Source Honey realized that if we were going to 
have any success against circumvention as an industry, 
we needed to follow the same course and develop an 
audit that looked specifi cally for circumvention and 
shady business practices, using that audit as a tool for 
companies to prove that they were running an honest 
business.  It was the same concept that everyone was 
already used to, just tailored to detect circumvention.  The 
concept was a big hit with many of the largest retailers; 
they immediately understood the value of such a program 
and realized that it gave them a measure of confi dence 
that the honey they were selling on their store shelves 
was the real deal and had been sourced in accordance 
with the True Source Certifi ed requirements as described 
in the following pledge:

We pledge to adhere to the standards of True 
Source Certifi cation. We pledge to protect 
our customers and consumers, as well as 
the global reputation of honey products, by 
ensuring to our utmost ability that honey:

 Is ethically sourced in a transparent and 
traceable manner from known beekeepers 
and brokers;

 Moves through the supply chain in full 
accordance with U.S. law and without 
circumvention of trade duties; and

 Carries truthful labeling as to its source, has 
been tested to ensure quality, and has been 
handled in a safe and secure manner from 
hive to table.

So how do these audits work? Well if you want all the 
specifi c detail, you can view the complete document at 
https://tshmember.com/standards.html.  But here’s 
want a quick overview. Let’s take a look.

For honey that is imported to North America, it 
starts at the overseas exporter. In order to participate, 
the exporter is prohibited from purchasing honey from 
outside of their country of operation and they have to 
prove that all the honey they purchase comes from actual 
beekeepers with enough hives to produce the amount of 
honey that the exporter claims to purchase from them.  
When the 3rd party auditor shows up, he or she reviews 
all the purchase records and randomly selects at least 
10 beekeepers to go and visit. The auditor visits each 
beekeeper and counts hives and inspects them to make 
sure they contain a viable colony of bees. The auditor 
then uses this information to estimate potential honey 
production and verify that the amount sold to the exporter 
is a realistic amount based upon colony counts. Back 
at the exporter’s factory, the auditor randomly selects 
samples and sends them out for both purity testing and 
pollen analysis for country of origin. If the sample does not 
contain pollen, the exporter fails the audit and loses their 
certifi cation. In addition to an annual audit, in countries 
designated High Risk, an auditor must be present during 
the loading process for each container that is shipped 
as True Source Certifi ed honey to North America. The 
auditor samples the load and submits the sample for 
country of origin analysis and then seals the load and 
applies a numbered True Source Certifi ed tamper evident 
seal to the load. When the shipment arrives in the United 
States, this seal is verifi ed to be intact. To date, there 
have been several exporters that have had to forfeit their 

One of the exciting new developments 
is the launch of the “Made with True 

Source Honey™” logo for use by
manufacturers who share in our values.
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certifi cation following a failed audit. This demonstrates 
that the auditors are doing their job and that the True 
Source Certifi ed audit is stringent enough to identify 
genuine problems.

An audit of a North American packer follows a similar 
process but with an emphasis fi rst on honey that they 
have imported and then second on their purchases 
directly from beekeepers. The imported honey must be 
sourced according to the requirements of the program and 
the auditors review import records and inspect storage 
locations, randomly selecting from records and inventory 
then collecting samples for laboratory analysis. Just as 
with audits of exporters, the auditor will select beekeeper 
suppliers to verify volumes of sale. This verifi cation is 
conducted by both phone call and site visits to confi rm 
the honey is coming from a real beekeeper.

The companies that participate in the True Source 
Certifi ed program spend a considerable amount of time 
and money to subject themselves to these inspections 
in an effort to clearly demonstrate their commitment to 
honest, ethical and transparent sourcing of honey. We are 
seeing the benefi ts of this commitment as the program 
continues to grow, adding new members from year to year.

One of the exciting new developments is the launch 
of the “Made with True Source Honey™” logo for use 
by manufacturers who share in our values. This is an 
important development as we suspect that a large portion 
of the suspicious honey that is sold does not actually 
appear on store shelves but is used as an ingredient in 
other products. When we see these food manufacturers 
commit to using only True Source Honey we should 
celebrate that as a big win for our industry. Although we 
would like to see them use honey as the only sweetener, 
and we sometimes get frustrated when honey is at the 
bottom of the ingredient list, but let’s at least recognize 
when a company makes a commitment to use real honey 
from real beekeepers in their product.

Last year, several major brands took a stance against 
honey fraud and adulteration by sourcing 100 percent 
of the honey used in their products from True Source 
certifi ed suppliers. Honey Stinger, Droga Chocolates, 
Unilever’s Hellmann’s Real Ketchup and a universally 
known cough syrup were the fi rst brands to earn the 
Made With True Source Honey™ certifi cation and more 
products are in the works. If you have a moment, give 

those companies a call and express your appreciation – 
better yet give their products a try and tell your friends 
about them.

As True Source Honey evaluates global trade patterns 
and practices we are seeing a shift away from direct 
circumvention of Chinese honey to the sale of purifi ed and 
manufactured syrups that imitate honey. These syrups 
can be sold directly into the United States without duty 
payments or could be commingled with honey prior to 
export. This is the current focus for True Source Honey 
– we have already made adjustments to the program 
requirements to get out ahead of this trend and will make 
more in the months ahead.

Honey fraud and adulteration undermines the entire 
honey industry. It undercuts ethical companies and 
beekeepers, and perhaps most importantly, damages 
honey’s golden reputation. That’s why True Source Honey 
is an initiative that should be supported by everyone in 
the honey supply chain – including beekeepers. 

We ask that North American beekeepers participate 
in the True Source Certifi ed® registration program. For 
more information visit http://www.tshmember.com/
northamericanbee.html.

Join the effort to trace honey from hive to customer, 
an effort to maintain and protect honey quality. Join us 
in keeping it real.

Eric Wenger is Chairman of True Source Honey and Director 
of Honey Procurement at Barkman Honey, and Chairperson of 
the National Honey Board.
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Parrottsville, TN 37843
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OHB QUEEN TRAITS:
 • ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY
 • HONEY PRODUCTION
 • OVERWINTERING
 • TOLERANCE TO  ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES

OUR QUEENS ARE THRIVING IN THE COLD OF 
MONTREAL AND MONTANA; THE DESERTS OF DUBAI 
AND LIBYA; THE HILLS OF OHIO AND SASKATCHEWAN; 
THE AGRICULTURE FIELDS OF CALIFORNIA AND 
ALBERTA AND TROPICS OF BARBADOS AND HAWAII…

Olivarez Queens are bred to thrive and handle any 
climate. With over 5o years’ experience, we are 
your source for all things queen bee. Using the skills 
we learned from our forefathers combined with our 
collaboration with industry leaders, fellow beekeepers 
and scientists, we  modify  our queen genetics  so they 
can tolerate environmental changes. 

We honor beekeeping by raising the next generation 
of bee enthusiasts! Our mission is clear: repopulate 
colonies with strong, disease-tolerant queen 
bees because we know an amazing queen can  
change everything. 

CALIFORNIA
530. 865. 0298

HAWAII
808. 328. 9249

TOLL FREE
877. 865. 0298

KONA
PO Box 274

Princeton, MN 55371

niteguard.com
800.328.6647

Protect
Your

Property
From Night
Predator
Animals

Nite•Guard attacks
the deepest primal

fear of night animals,
that of being discovered.

When the sun goes down,
Nite•Guard begins to

flash. The “flash of light”
is sensed as an eye

and becomes a threat
to the most ferocious

night animals.

STANDING
GUARD
NIGHT
AFTER
NIGHT! Dakota Gunness, Inc.

P.O. Box 106, Abercrombie, ND 58001
888.553.8393 or 701.553.8393

dakgunn@rrt.net • www.dakotagunness.com

“We have been using our
uncapper for years. We love 

our Gunness!”
Dave Holbrook

Clintonville, WI

We sell liquid sucrose and
55% High Fructose Corn Syrup

as feed for your bees.
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Bee Farming In The 
United Kingdom

From The Beginning To Now, Part 1
Ann Chilcott

This is the fi rst article in a three-part series on bee 
farming in the United Kingdom by Tony Harris N.D.B. 
(National Diploma in Beekeeping), and Ann Chilcott B.A. 
(Bachelor of Arts degree). Both authors hold Scottish 
Expert Beemaster certifi cates and are freelance tutors 
and writers living on the Scottish Moray Coast, and in 
Highland Region respectively. Tony is also a bee farmer 
and will, in the subsequent articles, discuss from personal 
experiences the current challenges of bee farming in 21st 
century UK. I am a hobby beekeeper who has kept bees 
and produced honey for sale in my village for 14 years.

To understand bee farming in the United Kingdom 
(UK), it is essential to know how geography and climate 
infl uence and limit the success of beekeeping in this 
country. You may be forgiven for thinking that the UK is 
a small island with much the same climate and conditions 
all over. However, it actually comprises many islands; the 
country of Scotland alone boasts 6,160 miles of coastline 
and 790 islands of which many are inhabited. Also, the 
climate varies markedly from north to south and east 
to west.

The population of the UK is around 67 million spread 
over England, Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales. 
Scotland, where we live, has a population of around 

fi ve million and is in the northern third of the country 
separated from England by a 60- mile border. Scotland 
is about the same size as Colorado or Wisconsin. Our 
indented northern and western coastlines are swept by 
the Atlantic Ocean whilst the east coast is lashed by the 
North Sea, and the south coast by the Irish Sea. 

The oceanic climate of the UK is temperate and very 
changeable and the west coast is greatly infl uenced by 
the gulf stream carried by the Atlantic Ocean, so much so 
that tropical palm trees fl ourish on Scotland’s west coast. 
However, the east coast is cooler and dryer and more likely 
to have heavy snowfalls in Winter. At higher altitude, in 
places like Braemar in Aberdeenshire, it is not unusual 
to experience very cold temperatures, sometimes down 
to -27˚C (-17˚F), and 59 days of snow annually compared 
to less than 10 days in the south and west. 

The rainfall in UK is heavier in the west than in the 
east. For example, on Scotland’s west coast the rainfall 
can exceed 120 inches/3,000 mm annually in some 
places while in the south of Scotland it can be less than 
31 inches/800mm. The UK has milder Winters and cooler 
and wetter Summers than residents of areas on similar 
latitudes such as Labrador and the Moscow region, but 
Scotland experiences lower temperatures generally than 
the rest of the UK which limits forage crops available to 
honey bees.

In this climatic context it is easy to understand why 
honey yields are generally higher in the south of England 
than in the north and why Scottish bee farmers seeking 
pollination contracts must mostly head south of the 
border to the top fruit orchards of Kent, East Suffolk, 
Gloucestershire, Worcestershire, and Herefordshire. The 
total area of UK orchards is 17,500 hectares/43,000 acres 
growing apples, plums, pears, apricots, cherries and even 
fi gs as the climate warms. The area of apple orchards is 
14,468 hectares/35,750 acres which is approximately 
the size of the cities of Liverpool in England or Scotland’s 
Aberdeen which are 71 square miles. I believe that this 
would be about the same size as New York State’s city of 
Rochester, the home of Kodak.

The fertile region of Tayside around Dundee in north 
east Scotland is an exception having more sunshine, 
and rainfall on a par with parts of England so this area 
is renowned for soft fruit growing and the poly tunnelled 
fi elds in the carse of Gowrie bear testimony to the success Map showing main UK orchards by Linton Chilcott.
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of fruit farming here. Back in colonial times and the 
heyday of industry, Dundee was famous for jute, jam 
and journalism. Now the jute mills are silent but the 
buildings rejuvenated and fi lled up with restaurants and 
offi ces in a city regeneration scheme. Jam and journalism 
still fl ourish.

How did we progress to farming bees and honey 
production in the UK? Well, it is a relatively new agrarian 
activity compared with bee farming in the U.S. where 
you folks are ahead of us by around a hundred years. 
It required a brave beekeeper to make the move from 
hobbyist to bee farmer and Robert Orlando Beater Manley 
(1888-1978) was our man. Known to his friends as 
Bert, and, under his pen name R.O.B Manley, he wrote 
widely and invented things like the Manley system of 
frames, adding thymol to prevent mould in sugar syrup, 
and actually feeding bees sugar over Winter. Manley 
was the fi rst man in 1948 to manage 1,000 colonies in 
England though a Mr Gale was another early commercial 
beekeeper managing many hives around that time.

Manley, a pragmatist, was highly regarded as an 
authority on bee farming and today his advice still 

remains relevant. He regarded the hive as the most 
important tool in the business and at that time in the 
UK the double-walled, 10-framed WBC hive (designed by, 
and named after, William Broughton Carr) was the most 
popular design. These hives are charming but unwieldy.

The hive types used in UK and Ireland then refl ected 
the hobbyist element to beekeeping however, and Manley 
looked further afi eld to the U.S. for the perfect hive. He 
wanted one with a fl at, rather than gabled, roof and 
no legs or projections to make stacking and transport 
manageable. Obviously, the hive needed to be sturdy 
and made of sound timber to keep out the rain, so he 
advocated the use of the Langstroth, Modifi ed Dadant 
and British Standard hives to provide more space and 
meet his needs.

Manley1 was way ahead of his time in dismissing “the 
fads and unnecessary trimmings that so delight the hearts 
of those who want to “keep Bees.””  Just take a look at 
the latest tantalising beekeeping supplies catalogue on 
either side of the Atlantic today and ask yourself, “do I 
really need that?” when your eyes rest upon the latest 
“must have” fancy gizmo and gadget. 

Manley’s famous quote,2 “There is a lot of difference 
between keeping bees and being kept by my bees” 
resonates soundly today with bee farmers, and Manley 
recognised, that hobbyists in his time looked for any 
excuse to disturb the bees, “it is called “Manipulating” 
them he says3. “The poor creatures are to be commenced 
upon in March and ceaselessly tormented until Winter 
brings them respite.”

His dry sense of humor makes reading his books 
enjoyable today and I think that you may be amused to 
know that he didn’t like the taste of honey and, according 
to anecdotal rumor, he coped with honey drips whilst 
bottling by using his wife’s vacuum cleaner when she 
was out shopping.

Manley worked hard to change the focus on 
beekeeping away from being purely an amusing hobby to 
being a professional way of working with bees to produce 
a marketable commodity. The climate and weather were 
as challenging then as they are now but Manley ended his 
20-year bee farming career wishing that he had started 
20 years earlier.

UK Farming has changed markedly since Manley’s 
day with a reduction in clover pastures, wild fl ower 
meadows and hedgerows; these have been replaced by 
large areas of mono-culture crops such as oil seed rape, 
borage, and fi eld beans. In Scotland, a lot of barley is 
grown for the whiskey industry so the main mono-fl oral 
forage crops for honey bees here are oil seed rape and, 
if the weather permits, ling heather towards the end of 
Summer.

Today, our bee farmers are represented by the Bee 
Farmers’ Association (BFA) with a membership of around 
470 members managing some 60,000 hives between them 
amounting to 35-40% of the UK’s total hives. Around 
30 of these are Scottish farmers. Interestingly, the UK 
classifi cation of bee farming differs from that of the US 
based on hive numbers. Bee farming on a large scale in 
the US is defi ned by having around 3,000 colonies, whilst 
in the UK running 150 or more colonies, defi nes large 
scale beekeeping.

The criteria for BFA membership are no longer 
fi gure-based. Eligibility depends upon demonstrating 

Poly-tunnels for Soft-fruit Growing Outside Dundee in Tayside, 
Scotland. Photo by Fred Mollison.

WBC hive appraisal. Author photo.
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that beekeeping is practiced for profi t from which income 
is mainly or partly derived. The applicant needs to be 
developing or operating a bee farming business, or is 
employed on, or working on, behalf of a beekeeping-
related business or organisation.

You can see how the direction of bee farming in 
the UK has been shaped by climate and geography and 
how it is a relatively young endeavour. We expect that 
bee farming will change further in the near future. The 
demand for honey has risen and the bee farmers produce 
only around 15% of the honey consumed here compared 
with 60% on average for other European countries, so 
there is much potential for expansion in bee farming. On 
the other hand, there has been a decline in the number 
of bee farmers over the last 20 years and a rise in the 

Speyside Heather Moors. Photo by Tony Harris.

BC

Beekeeper Training DVD 
~Great Stocking Stuffer~ 

Featuring Dr. Jim Tew & John Grafton 
2 DVD Set - Over 3 1/2 Hours in 36 Videos. 

 

Hive Management, Queens, 
Hive Inspection, Package Bees, 
Swarm Removal, and more! 

 

$24.99 Shipping included! 
 

 
To order call:  567-703-6722 
Or order on-line:  
www.OhioStateBeekeepers.com/dvd 

average age of beekeepers; half the BFA membership is 
over 65 years. Consequently, the industry is seriously 
challenged today. In the following articles, Tony Harris 
will address some of these issues.

References:
1,2,3Manley, R.O.B. 1948. Honey Farming. Faber And Faber LTD, 

London.
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Many years ago I started visiting the Irish Beekeepers’ 
Yahoo List to learn what they were doing “across the 
pond” as they like to say. I became Internet friends with 
some of the beekeepers. They were not all from Ireland 
but many discussed the great Summer course given 
by the Federation of Irish Beekeepers’ Associations at 
Gormanston. It attracts beekeepers from all over Ireland, 
North Ireland, the UK and other parts of the world. In 
2005 Ireland was the host country for Apimondia. This 
was my fi rst chance to meet my Internet friends. One 
of them arranged for a pub lunch during Apimondia so 
we could actually have a chance to talk to each other 
in person. It was like fi nding long lost relatives. We had 
a great time talking about bees. Most of them were old 
friends because they attended Gormanston year after 
year. I longed to go. Having a pumpkin patch that had 
to open the fi rst of October kept me from going away late 
in the Summer when the course was held. In 2014 we 
closed the pumpkin patch. In 2015 I was free to go off to 
Ireland to join my friends at Gormanston. The fi nal push 
was when I was asking the Irish Beekeepers’ Facebook 
group many questions about using my newly purchased 
microscope for looking at pollen samples. The group’s 
microscope expert Ruary Rudd gave me lots of advice 
but said to learn more I should come to the microscopy 
classes at Gormanston. He assured me it would be a big 
help. The summer course turned out to be all I dreamed 
of and more so I went again the next Summer.

The fi rst time I went my 20-year-old granddaughter 
Jessie Peterson asked to come with me. She had been 
one of my 4-H beekeepers and fi gured it would be a fun 
way to get to travel to Ireland. We planned a two-week 

trip, one at Gormanston and the next one visiting parts 
of Ireland including a day at the famous Galtee Honey 
Farm where the Mac Giolla Coda Family raises the native 
Irish Black Bee and produces award winning honey. 
My son Lew joined us the second week to be our driver, 
which was great! I had great fears of driving on the left 
side of road and my navigation skills are horrible. The 
next summer I was happy to take another granddaughter 
Kristie Lesmeister. She was brave enough and the right 
age to drive. We spent one entire day with Eoghan Mac 
Giolla Coda, son of Micheál Mac Giolla Coda, seeing his 
apiaries and historical parts around there. Both of the 
Mac Giolla Codas and Eoghan’s sister Aoife Nic Giolla 
Coda are frequent lecturers at Gormanston on such 
topics as honey bee diseases, queen breeding and rearing. 
Micheál is also a certifi ed honey judge.

The campus of the Gormanston Franciscan College 
boarding school is the perfect place for having a weeklong 
school for about 400 beekeepers. The Federation of Irish 
Beekeepers’ Associations has been using it for the past 57 
years of the 72 years of having the Summer course. It is 
about 20 miles north of the Dublin Airport. One can use 
the Drogheda bus and get off at the Huntsman Pub and 
take a short walk up the street to Gormanston College or 
splurge on a 20-mile taxi ride to get there. The grounds are 
spacious, allowing plenty of room for the many beehives 
and posts for Apideas that are brought in for the week. 
There are a variety of classrooms and lecture halls. In 
the entry hall there is a screen that everyone can check 
to see the day’s events, times and places. 

Some beekeepers live close enough that they can 
come any number of days they can get away from their 

GORMANSTON

Ettamarie Peterson

Spend A Week At An
Outstanding Beekeeping School
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jobs and go home at night. Most prefer to be boarding 
students as the cost for room, board and tuition is quite 
reasonable. The food is served cafeteria style in a large 
dinning hall with generous servings of a good number of 
delicious choices at every meal. We made it a habit to sit 
with different people as often as possible to extend our 
friendships. There are morning and afternoon tea breaks 
with coffee, tea, juice and biscuits (their word for cookies). 
During the week one does not have to have cash nor a 
credit card for anything except the refundable deposit on 
the room key unless he or she is shopping in the bookstore 
or equipment store that are set up for the week.

All week at Gormanston we took various classes 
learning about Irish beekeeping, diseases and treatments, 
queen rearing, marketing and honey labeling and of 
course, microscope techniques. Other courses offered 
were Importance of Drones, The Small Hive Beetle, The 
Hive Produce and Medicine, Nosema, “Acarine and Chalk 
brood a beekeeper’s perspective”, Winning at the National 
Honey Show, Nuclei for Beginners, Using the Various 
Licensed Bee Medicines, Soaps and Lip Balms and many 
others. Some days it was hard to pick which lecture I 
wanted to hear but sometimes my choice was repeated 
at another time so I could fi t it in. 

There were some new words to learn, as Americans 
do not call all bee equipment by the same names as the 
Irish and English. We learned that “crown boards” are 
what we call “inner covers.” Apideas are the Styrofoam 
mini-nucs used to keep new queens to evaluate their 
laying abilities. Soft set honey is called creamed honey 
here. They sell crystallized honey as set honey and liquid 
honey as runny honey. 

The queen rearing class taught me how useful 
apideas are when you want to be sure your queens are 
mated and laying nicely before moving them into your 
colonies. The class was a combination of lecture and 
hands-on experience. Several beehives are set out on 
the spacious lawn so the instructors can use them for 
various courses. In the queen-rearing course our group 
went out to a colony that provided us with bees to put 
into the apideas. The instructor taught us how to pull 
frames of bees, allow the fi eld bees to fl y back to the hive 
and put the nurse bees into a large container where cups 
of them could be scooped up to put into an Apidea with a 

new queen. I learned a coffee mug holds about 400 bees, 
the best amount to stock the Apidea. The queen was put 
in before the Apidea was secured to a post for mating. 

The microscopy class taught me how to look at pollen 
samples the fi rst year I went. The second year I learned 
about dissecting bees and looking for diseases. These 
classes are hands-on, not just lecture. We were taught 
in a classroom full of Brunel microscopes that were top 
notch.  The instructors were very helpful and so were the 
other members of the classes. 

When you check in you get a Summer course program 
that has all the classes, locations and times. This booklet 
is full of information about the courses and workshops 
and the lecturers. The fl oor plans were very valuable as 
the college has many rooms in more than one building. 
If you get lost or confused there is always someone 
around happy to assist you. The courses are organized 
in the program by the levels Beginner/Novice, Senior and 
workshops. You can attend any that you want regardless 
of your own level of beekeeping skills. The only exams 
given are for the people who want to take them. We took 
the Preliminary exams both written and practical so at 
the closing ceremony we were awarded certifi cates. The 
lecturer exam, intermediate and advanced beekeeper 
exams are held during the week. The practical part 
of the exam requires going into an active beehive and 
demonstrating your hive examination skills. 

During the week they have the National Irish Honey 
show. This show is a completion of honey, photography, 
wax displays and candles. It is an education just to see 
all the varieties of honey from the country. The displays 
are extremely beautiful refl ecting the thoughtfulness and 
competitive spirit of the Irish beekeepers. I was able to 
enter a photo and won a “commended” award.

Two evenings are set aside for entertaining on 
campus. Sunday night is a wine and cheese reception 
where we can welcome each other. This is the place to 
renew old friendships and make new friends. It almost has 
the feeling of a family reunion. In the middle of the week 
there is another evening party called the “Monster Social 
Evening” with games, music, singing and dancing. Other 
nights there are classes such as the frame building one 
we attended. There is a pub down the road that is an easy 
walk for those who want to go out for a pint and usually 

Some of the hives brought in for the week. Building in the back-
ground is called the castle. 

Students are being introduced to Apidea and how to fi ll it.
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a spontaneous sing-a-long. We were invited to walk down 
with some of the Irish beekeepers and were introduced 
to some charming English beekeepers that go every year. 

Michael Gleeson, Summer Course Convenor (mgglee@
eircom.net) said for Sunday, August 11 to Friday, August 
16, 2019 Gormanston ”The guest speaker is David Tarpy, 
Professor of Entomology and the Extension Apiculturist 
at North Carolina State University. In addition to the 
usual program of Beginners, Intermediate, Senior and 
Workshops levels we are adding an additional level this 
year. We are introducing apitherapy to the course and 
we’re delighted to have the President of the Apimondia 
standing commission in Apitherapy Dr. Bioch. Cristina 
Mateescu from Romania to deliver the lectures.” He also 
said that all the rooms would be en-suite. In the past years 
there were just a few en-suite and most people stayed 
in dorms so this is very good news. In order to secure a 
place at Gormanston Beekeeping Summer Course 2019, 
request a reservation form from mgglee@eircom.net. 
Go to the website to see more as plans are fi rmed up 
gormanston@irishbeekeeping.ie. When you send in 
your completed registration you will receive an invoice 
through PayPal directing you to make a payment. If you 
decide to go, look for me, a short little old lady having a 
great time laughing and chatting with my Irish and British 
beekeeper friends when I am not in a course.

Student taking hive inspection test. This hive is polystyrene.

Just one of the honey show entries. This category was a
display of 12 jars of honey for sale.

L-R My granddaughter Kristie Lesmeister with her certifi cate
showing she passed the preliminary examination in the theory 

and practice of beekeeping; Colette O’Connell, Honey Queen; 
the author and Eamon Magee, President of Federation of Irish

Beekeepers’ Association wearing his chain of offi ce.

GIVE THE GIFT OF HABITAT
Your support of just $100 will plant 1 acre of high-quality habitat for honey bees, monarch butterfl ies 

and other wildlife. Donate today at beeandbutterfl yfund.org/donate.

BC
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The Preferred Supplier of

BEEKEEPING EQUIPMENT

1% of beekeeping sales is donated to  
fund critical honey bee health research.

SaveTheBee.orgGLORYBEE.COM  | (800) 456-7923

• Feeders  • Smokers  • Protective Clothing  • Tools

CLOTHING & MORE!CLOTTHING & MORE!THING & M

VISIT GLORYBEE.COM FOR  
OUR COMPLETE SELECTION

STARTING AT $43.99

For more information or to sign-up, visit: 
www.beeinformed.org/programs/sentinel 
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Good Queens
Good Real Estate
Good-Bye Mites

As beekeepers we disagree about many things (some 
would say, most things) regarding how best to keep bees 
healthy and productive. And even the things we agree 
on, we often have wildly differing views about. However, 
I believe, nearly all of us would agree that we want more 
of our honey bee colonies to survive longer (especially 
through Winter) and we want them to be able to do this 
with as little (preferably no) chemical intervention as 
possible. I’ll even go out on a limb here and say that a 
majority of us believe a key to achieving this objective 
is dependent on genetics, in other words, the inherited 
ability of bees to resist or tolerate mites and diseases. 

This is possible and has been documented in different 
honey bee populations around the globe: early work by 
Walter Rothenbuhler (1964a) and more recent work 
by Marla Spivak and Gary Rueter (2001) and others 
in the Spivak lab demonstrated that we can select for 
hygienic behavior and this can lead to resistance to 
America foulbrood; Russian bees shown to be varroa 
mite resistant and brought to the U.S. by the USDA 
are now being propagated here; in South Africa where 
Varroa, fi rst identifi ed in 1997, was identifi ed as a major 
threat to beekeeping on the African continent (Allsopp, 
2004 ) but by 2006 was considered an “incidental” pest,  
(Allsopp) and the wild honey bees of the Arnot forest in 
New York State now considered “persistent” despite varroa 
(Seeley,2005). 

 So we have solid evidence demonstrating that mite 
and disease resistance is possible in honey bees.  But 
how to bring this about on a broad scale across a large 
and varied landscape (the whole of the U.S.) made up of 
beekeepers keeping bees with countless different reasons 

for doing so and, again, widely if not wildly, differing 
views on how this is best done, is where things break 
down. But given that the genetics of a honey bee colony 
is totally determined by the queen and the drones she 
mates with, the selecting and breeding of queens for 
mite and disease resistance should be totally within our 
grasp.  However it is important to remember that there 
are actually two components to achieving the  queens 
we desire; genetics (inherited qualities like good honey 
producer, mite resistance, reduced swarming, etc.)  and 
quality (ability to lay a lot of eggs over a long period of 
time). And it turns out trying to produce large numbers 
of high quality queens that have the genetics we desire 
is very diffi cult.

The Good Queen
The acquisition of a “good” queen is what all 

beekeepers have desired for as long as there have been 
beekeepers. We know them when we see them, not 
necessarily by how they look but by how their colonies 
look; the ones with most supers, overfl owing with bees 
when opened, frames of brood solid from top to bottom 
and side-to-side. But now the “good” queen, the “ideal” 
queen we dream of, needs to be able to withstand the 
pressures of mites and diseases. We want queens that 
are mite resistant and/or “survivors”. There have been 
a number of approaches to acquire these qualities in 
our queens. One approach advocates for locally reared 
queens. In the north especially, where winters are long 
and cold and overwintering losses high, some believe 
wintering can be improved by using locally reared queens 
that are perhaps better “adapted” to northern climates 

Maryann Frazier



Figure 1. Each bar represents the 
October net weight (bees, pollen and 
honey) of each of fi fty-six colonies 
located in one of three apiaries. The 
origin of each queen is indicated be-
low (N2 and N3= northern queens 
from two different breeders, S1 and 
S2 =southern queens from two dif-
ferent southern breeders. Blue bars 
designate colonies that were alive 
in March while red bars indicate 
colonies that were dead in March. 
There was no signifi cant difference 
in overwintering survival in colonies 
based on queen origin. There was 
however a signifi cant difference sur-
vival based on apiary location with 
those in Apiary 3 having the highest 
survival and those in apiary 1 hav-
ing the lowest survival and apiary 2 
was intermediate.
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as opposed to queens reared in the south with its short, 
mild Winters.

Honey bee population structure is interesting. In 
places where honey bees have existed for thousands of 
years (think Africa and Europe) subspecies or ecotypes 
have evolved. These are populations adapted to specifi c 
local conditions, for example, Apis mellifera mellifera, the 
dark German bee, A. m. ligustica, the yellow Italian bee, 
A. m.  scuttelata, the African savannah bee and. A. m. 
yemenitica the East African coastal bee. It is worth noting 
that as our ability to understand the genetic makeup 
of organisms improves through the use of molecular 
techniques, some of these long-designated subspecies are 
being amalgamated, nevertheless sub-species do exist. 
But honey bees are, of course, new to the Americas and 
several sub-species have been introduced here, not to 
mention, the Africans that have invaded from the south. 
This, in addition to the fact that we have a highly mobile 
beekeeping industry; queen and package bee rearing in a 
few locations and shipping to all corners of the country, 
migratory movement of colonies for pollination and honey 
production, etc. makes the existence and maintenance of 
any kind of population structure very unlikely.  Still some 
have argued that bees reared in a place, albeit a large 
place “the north” are more likely to survive in the north 
than bees reared in other places, specifi cally “the south.”

In 2013 we carried out a study to ask the question, 
“are bees (queens) reared in a northern climate more likely 
to have higher overwintering success than bees (queens) 
reared in the south.” We used 60 colonies established 
from packages and nucs (Russian stock used for one of 
the Northern groups), to compare four different stocks, 
two northern and two southern. These were equally 
divided into three apiaries around State College, PA. It is 
important to note that all four stocks were from reputable 
queen breeders and selected for some type of varroa mite 
resistance. While we carried out this work over a two-
year period with similar results both years, the newly 
published study (Döke et al. 2018) focuses only on year 
two of the study. What we found was that, where the 
stocks originated from did not affect their overwintering 
survival but what did signifi cantly infl uence colony size, 
weight in Fall, and overwintering success was apiary 
location (Figure 1). Colonies that were heavier in the 
fall were more likely to survive the Winter (Figure 2).  In 
addition, colony size, weight in Fall and overwintering 
success are very likely correlated with fl oral resources 
around the apiary (Figure 3).   

Another similar study conducted by E. MacGragor-
Forbes (2014) in Maine did fi nd evidence that colonies 
headed by locally reared queens did overwintering better 
those headed by non-locally reared queens. Similar to our 
study, she used packages, half of which were re-queened 
with locally reared queens while the other half, used 
for comparison, were not requeened. But under these 
circumstances, the observed increase in overwintering 
survival of the re-queened versus non requeened colonies 
could have been due to the act of requeening itself, a 
difference in quality between the locally bred and package 
queens, local adaptations of northern bred queens, or 
some combination of these factors.

Package bees; blessing and a curse.
Thanks to the package bee and commercial queen 

rearing industries we have virtually unlimited access 
to bees and queens. Other than perhaps dairy farming, 
I cannot imagine work more demanding than the 
production of package bees. The relatively recent increase 
in demand for bees, created by high annual losses and 
thousands of new beekeepers, has placed tremendous 
strain on this relatively small industry. As is the case in 
most industries, maintaining high quality is challenging 
when demand for quantity skyrockets practically 
overnight. It is perhaps not surprising that maintaining 
queen quality in package bees may be a causality of both 
the decline of honey bees and the new found popularity 
of beekeeping.

From 2007-2016 our lab at Penn State conducted 
research on the impacts, particularly, sub-lethal affects, 
of pesticides on honey bee health. Queen egg-laying was 
one of many criteria we measured. To do this we caged 
queens and some young workers on an open frame for 
24 hours and then counted the number of eggs laid. We 
did this prior to and after pesticide applications. In 2011 
we installed 25 packages and assessed the egg-laying 
rates of their queens. Even before applying pesticides, 
egg-laying rates ranged from 200-800, averaging slightly 

Figure 2. There was a signifi cant difference in overwintering 
survival based on colony weight in the Fall.

Figure 3. Landscape designation within a 1.5 mile radius of the 
three research apiaries. Apiary 3 had the highest overwintering 
survival and the most diverse landscape (including agricultural 
crops) surrounding the apiary. Apiary 1 had the lowest survival 
and the least landscape diversity and apiary 2 was intermediate 
in overwintering survival and landscape diversity.
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over 400 eggs per day. Easy to say, these are not the 
“good” queens we desire. To address this, in 2012 and 
2013 we re-queened all of our packages immediately 
after installing them with queens from a well-established 
(southern) queen breeder. Egg-laying rates by these 
queens, 32 (2012) and 37 (2013), ranged from 185 to 
1,500 averaging 1,045 and 137 to 1,684 averaging 1,038, 
respectively (unpublished data). True, this work was done 
several years back and we only have one year of data on 
the packaged bee queens, but queen failure continues 
to be a problem and is listed among the major reasons 
for overwintering losses by commercial beekeepers (self-
identifi ed, Bee Informed Partnership) many of whom now 
re-queen on an annual basis.  And while there may be 
several different factors contributing to queen failure, 
the pressure has not let up on the package bee industry 
to produce ever-increasing numbers of packages and 
queens.

So what’s a beekeeper to do?  
Undoubtedly many of you have your own ideas about 

this, but I offer my own humble opinion on how we can 
make progress on improving the health of our own honey 
bee colonies and the population at large.

Regardless of where your bees live, use the best 
quality resistant/survivor queens you can get your 
hands on, regardless of where they come from. Support 
those breeders who are working to develop resistant/
survivor stock. Buy local if you can get ‘em. This takes 
some of the pressure off of the large commercial queen 
rearing outfi ts and supports local efforts. Who knows, 
perhaps overtime we can even develop local population 
structure with bees adapted to local geographic and 
climatic conditions.

Bees need good real-estate. Apiaries need to be 
located in close proximity to diverse sources of nectar and 
pollen that is present throughout the foraging season, 
hopefully punctuated by intense seasonal nectar fl ows 
that allow them to make enough honey for themselves 
and an excess for you.  And this forage needs to be free 
of pesticides; no small challenge!

Have a mite/disease control plan. Even if that 
plan is to do “nothing,” allowing the mite-susceptible 
colonies to die and making splits and/or rear queens from 
the survivors; that’s a plan. Albeit a plan that requires 
ownership of a suffi cient number of colonies, ideally 
located in a number of apiaries in order to have enough 
survivors to split and/or select from for rearing queens. 

On the other hand, buying a few packages or nucs, 
placing them in your yard that is perhaps surrounded 
by fi elds of corn and soybeans, or on your rooftop in a 
golfi ng community and taking a hands-off approach to 
mite and disease management with the objective of simply 
buying more packages/nucs next year when this year’s 

die off, is not a plan.  This approach only counters efforts 
to establish  resistant bee populations by seeding an 
area with non-resistant genetics. When they die and are 
robbed out, these colonies are a source of mites for other 
colonies. In addition, this approach puts undo pressure 
on package bee and queen producers trying to meet the 
ever increasing demand for bees.

If we truly want mite resistant and/or survivor 
bees we must work toward that goal. We can do this by 
supporting the efforts of those producing high quality, 
resistant queens, be they local or not. And because we 
know that using resistant stock alone currently is not 
likely to keep mites from killing colonies, we can assist 
these colonies by using other cultural methods that fi t 
our management objectives and even treating with soft 
chemicals.

But treating only when mite levels reach a designated 
threshold that keep them from killing colonies. The goal 
is to get to the point where we can rely on resistant stock 
and cultural controls most of the time. This approach, of 
course, is called Integrated Pest Management (IPM) and 
it is applicable across agricultural systems. It does not 
exclude the use of chemical control but makes chemical 
control the choice of last resort. 

Taking this a step further, some in the scientifi c 
community are now suggesting an upgrade to IPM to 
enhance pollinator protection; Integrated Pest and 
Pollinator Management (Biddinger and Rojotte 2015). 
IPPM advocates for pest control in cropping systems that 
also takes into consideration pollinator protection and 
improving habitat to enhance pollinator populations, 
especially in crops that are pollinator-dependent. The 
earnest implementation of IPM in our honey bee colonies 
and IPPM across agricultural systems can do much to 
improve the health of our honey bee populations and the 
environment they, and we, inhabit.
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And this forage needs to be  ee of pesticides; no 
small challenge!  For beekeepers in Pennsylvania, 

Indiana and Illinois, you can now examine the
relative forage qualit  and insecticide toxic load in 

your landscapes at beescape.org.
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This true story begins with a healthy observation 
hive that had a yellow-marked queen. 

The observation hive thrived with eggs, larvae, 
capped brood and honey.

One morning, I received a call from a staff member, 
“The bees are swarming!” When I arrived at the nature 
center, most, but not all of the bees had returned to the 
hive.  

On the ground below the outside entrance to the 
hive, there was a three-foot cluster of bees. “The queen 
must be in there,” I remarked to bystanders. While 
contemplating rescue options, the cluster got smaller 
and smaller. I leaned down to see more closely and saw 
the queen, or . . . what was left of her.  

Though she was twitching and moving, I realized 
that there was only half a queen – the lower half was 
missing. Not a pretty sight. After 20 minutes, she quit 
moving and the bees slowly departed.  

We scratched our heads and speculated among 
ourselves why she was cut in half.   

The next day, Kenneth Rosenthal, the naturalist 
from the nature center emailed a photo taken of the 
queen the previous day with the subject line: “Now I 
know what happened to the queen.” 

Post script: At the start of the swarm, we had seen 
a skink beneath the hive entrance, atop a two foot-high 
stone-wall with a bee in its mouth, and congratulated it 
for being in the right place at the right time for a meal. At 
the time, we had no idea that the bee, in fact, was THE 
QUEEN until the following day 

During the swarm, the skink had a lot of bees to 
pick from. Too bad (for us) it just happened to pick the 
queen. 

A Yellow 
Marked Queen
Jean Hacken

BC
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SUSTAINABLE 
BEEKEEPING

Never buy bees again. Par  2

Meghan Milbrath



A few spring-like days means 
that beekeepers are peeking in their 
hives, hoping to fi nd big clusters and 
heavy boxes.  Inevitably, we’ll come 
across a hive that is cold, quiet, and 
still – a corpse. It always feels bad, 
even after decades of beekeeping.  
While it never gets emotionally 
easier to lose a colony, we can 
control how fi nancially destructive 
it is.  Last month I introduced three 
steps to making my operation more 
sustainable: 1) Accounting for (and 
being accountable for) my losses, 2) 
Making up replacement colonies from 
within my own apiary, and 3) Making 
my excess bees available to my local 
community. Last month I described 
step one.  In this article, I’ll tackle 
the specifi cs of part two – how I make 
replacement colonies from within my 
own apiary. 

In 2015 I was awarded a farmer 
rancher grant through the USDA 
Sustainable Agriculture Research 
Education (SARE) program (FNC15-
1005-” Improving apiary sustainability 
by using an overwintered nuc system 
for colony replacement and expansion 
instead of purchased package bees”). 
My goal was to find a method of 
colony replacement that doesn’t 
require high labor or cost, and 
doesn’t cut into honey production.  
With this grant, I looked at methods 
of splitting my colonies in the late 
season and overwintering nucs. 
While my original goal was to have a 
few colonies on hand to replace dead 
outs in the Spring and allow me to 
expand my operation without buying 
bees, I found that making small 
colonies in the late Summer had 
other advantages as well. First, it was 
a good system for stock improvement.  
By the end of the main honey fl ow, I 
already had a sense of what colonies I 
liked, and which ones were not ideal.  
I could replace the queens in colonies 
that were hot, unhygienic, or had 
disease issues.  I would be removing 
the genetics I didn’t like every year, 

and increasing the number of hives 
with good queens. Over time, I am 
improving the overall quality of my 
bees; every year, I come out of the 
winter with young queens of ideal 
stock.

Secondly, the timing of this 
approach is incredibly useful for 
Varroa control.  I can make a split 
with a queen cell, which provides 
a brood break in the late Summer.  
If I couple this with an oxalic acid 
dribble, these colonies would be 
nearly free from Varroa right before 
my precious Winter bees are made. 

Late-season nuc making is now 
part of my yearly beekeeping plan.  
I have only been playing with it for 
about fi ve years, so I’m still working 
out what system works best for me.  
Below I’ll explain what I have learned 
so far.  You will need to work out the 
timing and the equipment to fi t your 
climate and your needs.   

Timing
The goal is to find a window 

where you won’t be sacrifi cing all 
of your honey production from your 
big colonies, yet the new queen can 
become established before you need 
your winter bees.  For me, in southern 
Michigan, this target period is usually 
from Mid-July through August.  
 I have a very strong honey fl ow 

early, and then it slows down in 
Mid-July.  I can have a substantial 
secondary honey fl ow about the 
first week of September, but in 
the last few years this has become 
unreliable. Right now, I’m leaving 
my hives big to capture the early 
honey, I’ll extract and split, aiming 
to have all the queens in the splits 
in order before the secondary honey 
fl ow starts. 

 I don’t have a strong dearth in 
my area, so robbing isn’t a huge 
concern.  If you have a strong 
dearth, then breaking down your 
colonies at this time could be 
devastating.  I’ve talked to others 
who make nucs in areas with a 
dearth, and they try to time their 
splits at the end of the honey fl ow, 
when nectar is still coming in. Still 
others will use a screened tent 
or structure to make the nucs to 
prevent robbing.   

 Another consideration on timing 
is how you plan to manage mites 
in the Fall.  If you are using queen 
cells for your nucs, you get a break 
in the brood cycle and can treat 
with oxalic acid.  If you are using 
mated queens, you won’t get a 
brood break, so it might be good 
to use a treatment like formic acid 
on the larger hives before you break 
them down.   
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Equipment
Many beekeepers think of nucs 

as colonies in five-frame boxes, 
but there isn’t a standard. A nuc is 
just a smaller colony; it can be in 
a 10-frame box, a three-frame box, 
etc. In the Winter of 2015/2016, I 
compared multiple equipment styles. 
- Double deeps: two eight-frame 

colonies in the same volume of 
a double deep hive. The bottom 
deep is divided into two four-frame 
compartments, each with a four-
frame box above.

- Full hives: prepared for winter in 
standard fashion.

- Four-frame towers: similar in 
dimension as the double deeps, 
but stacked according to need – two 
deeps, or a deep and a medium, or 
three mediums.

- Single deeps: standard 10-frame 
equipment, with the edges fi lled 
with foundation or drawn comb. A 
spacer with an upper entrance was 
added under the inner cover. 

- Polystyrene nucs: insulated fi ve-
frame nuc boxes. 

In year one of the SARE grant, 
I overwintered 86 colonies in five 
different styles of equipment: full 
size hives (n=8), single 10-frame deep 
boxes (n=15), double side-by-side 
deep boxes (n=12), four-frame towers 
(n=38), and Polystyrene fi ve-frame 
nuc boxes (n=11). The nucs were 
started within two weeks from the 
end of July through the beginning 
of August, with most made the fi rst 
week of August. They were made with 
fi ve frames of bees, two to three brood 
frames and had queen cells from the 
same mother queen. 

In year one, I had better survival 
in my nucs than my full hives with 
their old queens. The greatest survival 
was in the single deep hives (87%), 
followed closely by the Polystyrene 
nucs (82%). The double deeps, four-
frame towers, and full sized hives had 
similar rates (67%, 68%, and 63%, 
respectively.) I felt that the equipment 
with lower survival was not because it 
was worse, but was because I wasn’t 
using it correctly - the differences 
were more of a function of using the 
wrong methods for that equipment 
rather than a fl aw in the equipment 
itself. In year two, and in the years 
since the SARE grant, I have worked 
to optimize each type of equipment 
to fi t into my operation. Some work 
well for replacement colonies, some 
provide support for queen rearing, 
and some provide nucs for sale. I 
found that a single story nuc (fi ve-
frame Polystyrene nuc or single deep) 
was good for replacements, while the 
vertical colonies were good for small 
colonies that support nuc sales and 
queen rearing. 

 
1. Making replacement colonies

In the beginning of July, I make 
my replacement ‘packages’ using fi ve-
frame polystyrene nuc boxes. From 
each large colony, I pull two frames 
of brood and a frame of food and put 
into a polystyrene nuc with a frame 
of foundation and a frame of drawn 
comb. The next day I add a queen cell. 
I’ll check the queens, and will restart 
those that don’t return from mating 
fl ights. I let the nucs build the rest 
of the season. In the spring, I just 
load them into the fl at bed when I do 
my fi rst inspections, and can put the 

bees right into full size equipment if I 
fi nd a dead-out.  If I have extra, I can 
sell them as fi ve-frame overwintered 
nucs.  

There are other ways to make 
up your replacement colonies. 
Beekeepers who purchase a package, 
for example, could make a small 
nuc with the package queen, and 
either let the big colony raise a 
queen, or introduce a local queen. 
That way they have a new queen in 
their producing hive, and a back-up 
for every colony, just in case! You 
don’t have to use any specialized 
equipment for these options- the 
Polystyrene nucs are light and easy 
to move, which is why I use them, but 
the bees would be just fi ne in a single 
deep or two medium boxes. 

2. Splitting my big hives
If I extract at the end of July, I 

can break down my big colonies into 
multiple single story hives. After I pull 
honey, I go through each hive, and set 
up each box to have the equivalent 
of a nuc, with the old queen on the 
bottom level. When I’m ready to split, 
I leave the old queen in the original 
location, and take one or two splits, 
giving them queen cells/new queens 
and overwintering them each as a 
single deep box. I don’t have to do 
all my hives this way, (I may want 
to leave some if I think that I can 
make more honey from a later honey 
fl ow), but I found that I can usually 
overwinter two to three times the 
number of colonies. This gives me 
a huge buffer – if I had a bad year 
with over 50% loss, I won’t be that 
far behind in spring.  If I make them 
up earlier, and I think there will be 

Testing different methods of overwintered nucs for the SARE grant.
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enough nectar, I can make them 
smaller. If it is later, then I’ll make 
them a little larger than a fi ve-frame 
nuc. Using 10-frame equipment 
rather than a five-frame nuc box 
allows for four big advantages: 
1) You don’t have to buy special 

equipment
2) The bees have more space – good 

for honey in the fall and growth in 
the spring

3) You don’t have to move the bees 
in and out of different equipment.

4) They are easy to feed.  The cluster 
is right on the top, so you can 
always access them with a winter 
feed patty or sugar block.  

3. Perpetual nuc and brood 
makers

The two equipment styles that 
have vertical brood nests (four-
frame towers and double deeps) 
don’t work as well for replacement 
colonies, because they are hard to 
transport, and hard to move bees in 
and out of. However, they are great 
for beekeepers who raise queens, or 
want to make nucs for sale. I initially 
started them in early July with two 
frames of brood and a frame of food 
and a queen cell.  They built up to 
the second box by winter (in some I 
added honey frames).  In the Spring, 
after they have built a little, I will sell 
a nuc with the over wintered queen 
in it, and put another queen cell in 
the hive (May). Once she is mated, 
I’ll sell another fi ve-frame nuc from 
that hive, and put in a second queen 
cell (June). This queen will then be 
used to build up for the Winter. When 
this system works, I can sell two 
nucs from each tower of bees. I also 
use the vertical systems to support 
other nucs, act as mating nucs for 
queen sales, and to provide brood 
for the queen rearing operation. I will 
basically keep these as a separate, 
nuc-based operation, but can use 
them for replacements if needed.

L ike  most  o f  beekeeping, 
equipment choice for nucs has a 
lot more to do with management 
preference than it does biology. 
The choice of equipment is largely 
based on my end goal (nuc for sale 
or replacement colony that would go 
in full equipment), and timing (did I 
want to split a hive later, or make a 
new colony that would grow to fi ll its 
equipment?) The same is true for the 
choice of queen. You can use a cell, 
virgin, or mated queen for your nucs. 

Nucs made at the early end (July) 
get cells; they are much cheaper, 
and give me a break in the brood 
cycle. The downside is the inevitable 
loss of a few nucs to unsuccessful 
returns from mating, but those nucs 
may be easily recombined. Mated 
queens are utilized in later late-
season splits because I don’t want 
to interfere with the production of 
winter bees. Remember, a nuc is 
just a small colony with all essentials 
of brood, food, and bees. You can 
get these components by making 
a very small colony, and letting it 
grow, or breaking down existing 
colonies into ready-to-Winter splits. 
However you make them, you have 
to remember that they are small, and 
won’t produce a lot of food or a lot of 
bees.  You may have to keep them in 
a more sheltered location, and really 
make sure they have enough food.

Step-by-step replacement colonies: 
Option 1 – Improving existing 
queens
1. Set up an extra ‘nuc’ hive (single 

hive body or nuc box).
2. Go through your hive slowly until 

you fi nd the old queen. 
3. Move that old queen into the nuc 

hive. 
4. Fill out the nuc hive with the queen 

with two to three frames of brood 
and one or two frames of food, and 
at least one frame to grow. Adjust 
accordingly to account for the 
season and anticipated growth – 
make them larger if it is later. 

5. If you like the original hive, you 
can let them raise their own queen 
(remember, if it doesn’t work, you 
can put the original queen back, 
and you have lost nothing). If you 

want new genetics, add a queen 
cell (if it is early enough that she 
has enough drones to mate with 
and there’s time to raise young), or 
you add a mated queen from stock 
you like. 

6. Manage and monitor both colonies 
for Varroa. 

7. Feed them in the Fall. 
8. Make sure they are in a well-

sheltered or insulated location.
9. Watch them closely in the spring 

to make sure they don’t go through 
food stores. 

10. Plan for their rapid expansion 
come Spring; overwintered nucs 
grow fast!

Option 2 – Splitting an existing hive 
for expansion and Varroa control
1. Allow your colonies to grow into two 

or three deep boxes and whatever 
honey supers they need over the 
Summer. 

2. In late Summer, remove the honey 
supers for extraction.

3. Break down the  co lony by 
distributing, rearranging or adding 
to each of the three boxes so each 
box can be a standalone colony. 
Put frames of food on the outside, 
and brood in the middle making 
sure all capped brood is in the top 
boxes. In the fi nal arrangement, 
the queen will be in the bottom 
box with two frames of uncapped 
brood, some food and some space. 
Potential splits will be above a 
queen excluder. 

4. Shake all the bees from all the 
frames into the bottom box, putting 
the frames back into the new 
arrangement. 

5. Add a queen excluder to the top of 
the bottom box, and restack the 

Double deep nucs in Winter.
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colony. At this point you should 
have three boxes with food on 
the outside, and brood in the 
middle, with no capped brood in the 
bottom box. The bees will spread 
themselves over the brood, and the 
queen will be in the bottom box. 

6. Return early the next morning with 
two bottom boards and two lids per 
hive. Before the bees are fl ying take 
the top two boxes off, giving them 
each a bottom board and a lid, and 
move each to a new location. 

7. The following day, provide each of 
the new colonies with a queen cell, 
and treat the original colony with 
oxalic acid. 

8. Once the new colonies are 
queenright, treat with oxalic acid. 

9. Feed as needed and manage as 
appropriate for your area. 

Option 3 – Making up some 
replacement nucs
1. Get a fi ve-frame nuc box (wood if 

you are in a not harsh Winter, or 
Polystyrene if you are.)

2. In early July, put one frame of 
brood and one frame of food 
(covered with bees) into the nuc, 
fi lling out the rest with drawn comb 
and foundation. 

3. The following day, add a queen or 
queen cell.

4. Allow to grow, feeding as needed. 
5. In spring, use to replace existing 

colonies.

All three options increase the 
number of colonies you have going 
into Winter, and increase the number 
of colonies that have young queens 
that you like. In all cases where I 
was making up nucs throughout 
the season, I overwintered a lot 
more colonies, and did not have to 
purchase bees to make up losses.

Think small!
Think Honeybees;  makers of 
nutritional, health enhancing, 
and useful resources for us.  
It’s almost unfathomable 
that these tiny creatures 
make treasures in their 
hives that enhance our lives! 

BEEpothecary artisan crafted 
dietary supplements, skin care 
and shaving products, and 
soaps using bee resources 
and natural ingredients.   

chemicals. Propolis is the 

secret to our brand’s success. 
It’s effectiveness is backed 
by over 70 years of research 
around the world.  Discover 
what the power of bees can do!

.US

BC

ernstseed.com
sales@ernstseed.com

800-873-3321

Seeds for
honeybee habitat

Olivarez Honey Bees/Big 
Island Queens is seeking 
motivated beekeepers to 
join our Hawaii team! Ex-
perience preferred. Self-mo-
tivator and ability to work in 

a team environment a plus. Positions are full 
time, salary based on experience. Great Bene-
fi ts Package. Prior work history and references 
required. Advancement opportunities avail-
able. Submit resume to info@ohbees.com or 
Olivarez Honey Bees Inc/Big Island Queens, 
P O Box 847 Orland Ca  95963, Fax: 530-
865-5570, Phone 530-865-0298
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An Unusual 
Beeyard
Dilemma

High winds – yet another
unex ected apiar  oddit .

James E. Tew
T

One Tew Bee, LLC

High winds were predicted
I have spoken of this phenomenon in past articles. 

No doubt some of you who are reading my opening 
comments here have an individual weather station and 
are weather predicters yourselves or maybe you are even 
a professional meteorologist.   

Even so, in my years of reading weather predictions 
and preparing for subsequent occurrences, it appears 
to me that many predictions for meaningful weather are 
normally over the mark. For instance, here in northeast 
Ohio, if twelve inches of snow is predicted, I would 
personally expect it to snow about three to eight inches. 
It appears to me that the same prediction technique is 
used for serious rain, extreme cold, and high heat. After 
the weather has passed and the effects were under the 
mark, television people commonly say, “We dodged a 
bullet!” Well, maybe.  Or maybe the shot was never fi red.  

Before trained weather predictors attack me, I should 
say that I have no science and no data that support my 
notion. In many ways, if I am correct, over-predicting 
would be a logical thing to do. I mean who wants to be 
professionally responsible for people buried in snow or 
washed from the planet due to an under-predicted rain 
storm. Better to be over prepared than insuffi ciently 
prepared. That’s true, but this procedure (if it exists) is 
a bit like crying wolf. I become more comfortable with my 
complacency.  A few weeks ago, high, dangerous straight-
line winds were predicted.  In different ways, much of the 
country was to be affected by this large storm system. 
Yep. I’ve got it.  Big storm coming! Right! I mean really, 
what could I do?1  

My complacency was sorely misplaced. I was wrong.  
Everything predicted – and more- came raging through 
my area. In retrospect, to prepare, I could have put my 

1This footnote is personal. I have a healthy fear/respect for strong wind storms. 
In 2010, a small, but intense tornado came across the OSU branch campus 
where my bee lab was. The large storage barn that was fi lled with sixty years 
of old and modern bee equipment was annihilated. The storage facility and the 
equipment it contained were 90% destroyed. The remaining 10% was mostly 
useless. That event was the beginning of me accepting the concept of retirement 
from Ohio State. While recently visiting my ancestral home state, Alabama, my 
wife and I drove through Wetumka, Alabama, after a serious tornado had passed 
a few days earlier. Part of the town was a wreck. Then even more recently, a 
vicious tornado ripped through rural communities south of Auburn University. 
Twenty-three people died. While I may bluster about weather predictions, I 
have a great respect for wind and sympathy for those whose lives were forever 
changed by wind storms.

trash cans inside. I could have secured the large lids 
on my outdoor storage boxes. I could have secured my 
pile of empty fl ower pots. But I could have done nothing 
about the two large Blue Spruces2 that came down in 
my beeyard, crushing a nearby apple tree that my bees 
frequently use when swarming. I could not prepare for this 
event, and I did not see it coming. Professional predictors 
were spot-on.

Nothing was damaged
Other than my trees, nothing was damaged. While 

empty equipment blew everywhere, my bee colonies 
remained standing.  My barricade fence was undamaged. 
My out-buildings were untouched. But everything else 
that could blow in my yard did blow. Luckily, several 
much larger Norway Spruces withstood the storm. If 
those trees had come down, my yard would have been 
much more damaged, and my problems would have been 
much greater. 

I suppose I was lucky, but since my property was 
undamaged, my home owner insurance policy was not 
in effect.  The upcoming expense was to be all mine. For 
me, the expense was not insignifi cant. I had no way to 
factor in the expense of tree removal in my bee budget. 
Some changes will need to be made in my bee life plans.

Unique factors and conditions
I had no experience in fi nding a tree removal service 

that could remove these trees with active beehives just a 
few yards away. (I now have purchased a lot of experience.) 
The frozen ground, when thawed would be a mud mess. 
The size of the removal equipment needed would destroy 
my yard and leave deep trenches in the access pathway 
running near my yard. Even more challenging, a wide, but 
shallow ditch separated the trees from the access lane. 

The tree removal company that I hired was sympathetic 
to my unique needs. While the ground was frozen, I was 
bumped to the front of their job list. In two days, the trees 
were limbed and the trunks were cut to manageable sizes 
and hauled away. Large, loud chippers were on the job. 

2I didn’t know this fact.  Out of their home range, Blue Spruces in Ohio only live 
about forty years.  Mine were 42 years old.  They suffer from various diseases 
that limit their lifespan.  While it takes years, these trees slowly die from the 
bottom up.  One way or the other, my trees were going to have to be taken out. 
If they had to come down, I suspect my trees came down at the best time of 
the year.
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Large amounts of chips and signifi cant amounts of my 
money were fl ying everywhere. Finally, only the large, 
partially buried, insanely heavy, root systems remained.

The weather warmed.  Normally, blue skies and gentle 
warm winds are a relief for my neighbors, but not for 
me. The top three inches of the ground thawed. The bees 
began cleansing fl ights. At the work site, comments and 
jokes were common. The bees were in no way aggressive, 
but the workers were still leery. I was, too. A huge, muscle-
bound all-wheel drive truck having a powerful front winch 
was brought to the site.  From about 35 yards away, the 
stumps were pulled from the ground and down the ditch 
to a point where they could be loaded from a chip/seal 
paved area beside my house.  

A cleanup crew put landscape Band-Aids on the 
remaining muddy sore spots and stump holes were fi lled 
with soil. The end was in sight. But not for me. I will have 
to clean/clear my yard while working in water logged Ohio 
clay.  No doubt I will make photos and movies for you. 
Then the fencing work begins.  

ground on a bush. I mean these were three to four-pound 
swarms. As I said in my earlier article, working to hive 
these swarms was probably a waste of time and valuable 
food resources. What was I to do? Just leave them there?  
Obviously, no. I had to try.  

One swarm suffered this fate
After considerable work to hive it, one of the swarms 

was immediately robbed by surrounding powerful 
colonies. There was a nectar dearth starting and 
unemployed foragers were abundant. When I tried to feed 
this oddly late swarm, I soon had hundreds of robbers 
doing their thing. Robbing behavior is maniacal. Robber 
bees are simply unreasonable. They will not be deterred. 

 In past articles, I subsequently wrote about robbing 
behavior and about this specifi c robbing event. I could 
not save this particular swarm. It was killed by its bee 
neighbors for just three quarts of sugar syrup. I would 
strongly suggest that a late season swarm should be 
moved to a distant location far away from bee neighbors.  

Yet another swarm suffered this fate
One of the other swarms died during the Winter. 

Because it was a large swarm with little time for signifi cant 
late season Winter bee production, the population waned 
rapidly (I guess that that was the reason.) This colony’s 
death was unremarkable. I gave this colony a super of 
honey that I was holding, but I specifi cally did not take 
honey from established colonies in order not to jeopardize 
them, too. You may wonder why I did not try to feed 
dry sugar or some other emergency feeding technique 
throughout the Winter? I can only say that such an 
effort would require a considerable amount of work and 
resources to Winter a weak colony with a poor chance of 
survival. However, it is still disheartening to see a colony 
be Winter-killed for making a serious biological error.  

The third swarm is still alive – barely
I also gave the last colony a full medium depth super 

of honey. Confusingly, this was actually the second swarm 
to be hived. For writing purposes and since it is still alive, 
I have discussed it last. For whatever reason, at the time 
of hiving this second swarm, robbing was not as bad as 
it was a week later when I hived the last swarm.  

Truck pulling stumps from the apiary edge.

Now, the fencing project begins
I don’t know why.  I’m sure; it’s just me, but I like 

privacy in my beeyard. I tinker. I work. I use smokers. 
I wear strange clothes. I take photos. I shoot video. I do 
not want an audience for any of this.  Indeed, it is a rare 
occurrence when I invite you to my yard. It’s just me.  

Now, all my activities are exposed to the non-bee 
world. My barriers are gone. I will have to purchase more 
fencing or wait until I am 112 years old for replacement 
Spruces to reach full height. Is all of this over yet? No.  
All that fencing will require protective exterior coatings. 
I didn’t see all of this coming. It was not in any of my 
beeyard future plans. Know this. In some way, I will 
recover and redesign my yard and its layout. It’s just bee 
life.  You know that I will keep you informed.  

An update on (very) late season swarms of last 
season 

I wrote articles about them. I composed slide decks 
on the subject. I have thought about them at length. Why 
do some swarms issue so late in the season? Last season, 
during late September, I had three large swarms leave. 
Two “pitched” in the apple tree that was badly damaged 
by the falling Spruce trees. Another landed near the Bees feeding on late Winter dry sugar.
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I put these three late season swarms in another part 
of my small apiary, but still near my established colonies. 
Ironically, I suspected this second swarm of being part 
of the robbing problem that caused the last swarm to be 
robbed to death. These late season swarm colonies were 
all immediate neighbors.  

Feeding the surviving swarm colony
Winter survival feeding is always a last-ditch 

desperation procedure. It is always better to adequately 
prepare colonies, in the Fall, with enough stores for the 
great dearth season – warm or cold climates.  

Survival feeding differs from stimulative feeding. 
Survival feeding is an effort to keep a colony alive until 
spring resources are available. Stimulative feeding is 
offered to a late winter season colony to entice it to develop 
more brood using the stored resources available to it. 
Wintering colonies like this are not in danger of starving.  

Feeding dry sugar to a needy late Winter colony
I tell you all of this because I decided to try to help 

this last late season swarm.  I must write that I have never 
had great luck with winter-feeding procedures, but there 
is one dry sugar technique that works reasonably well. I 
have no idea who fi rst developed the procedure.

It is not my intention here to fully elaborate on the 
procedure, but the fundamentals are:
1. Quietly remove the upper equipment until the top of 

the wintering cluster is exposed.
2. Lay a sheet of newspaper over the wintering cluster.
3. Place an empty hive box atop the newspaper.
4. Pour about a pound of granulated sugar on top of the 

newspaper.  
5. Wet the sugar, but don’t soak it.  Many beekeepers use 

a spray bottle atomizer.
6. Punch five or six holes (pencil-sized) through the 

dampened sugar to expose sugar to the wintering 
cluster. Bees will enlarge the punctures, eat the sugar, 
and eventually remove the paper.   

7. Though not required, I place a layer of newspaper on 
top of the dampened sugar and then I place a towel or 
other heavy cloth on top of that.  Beekeepers of yore 
called this heavy cloth a “quilt”. They were advertised 
in bee catalogs.

8. Good luck. You and your bees will need it.

Normally, as the spring season nears, I will also place 
a small piece of pollen substitute along with the sugar. I 
hope this helps, but I have no proof that it does.  

My personal opinion
My evolving opinion of late season swarms is to hive 

them – if practical – rather than just abandon them. Don’t 
disrupt other late season established colonies by pilfering 
their honey stores. Move these out-of-sync colonies to 
another yard (which will most likely make consistent 
survival feeding even more inconvenient). Install mouse 
guards.  Then wish them good luck. 

Expecting them to die is not an unreasonable 
beekeeper assumption, but if they don’t, you have yet 
another Spring colony. If she is still present, the queen 
of that colony still carries the late season swarm behavior 
in her make-up. Mysteriously, other behaviors could be 
involved that caused the late swarm to issue. Why these 
late swarms leave remains unclear. 

Hey, beekeepers . . . 
All that I have discussed here – trees falling, building 

fences, late swarms, colonies dying, feeding hungry 
colonies, tinkering with bees, worrying about bees – it’s 
all just beekeeping. Be challenged.  Be fulfi lled. If possible, 
enjoy it.  

I have spent all of my adult life working with bees 
in one fashion or another. I’m not always sure what I’m 
doing, but I still love trying. I hope you feel the same, too. 
Thank you for reading this piece.

Dr. James E. Tew, Emeritus Faculty, Entomology, The Ohio 
State University and One Tew Bee, LLC; tewbee2@gmail.com; 
http://www.onetew.com; https://youtu.be/3zzoiKMIRgU

Jim’s Question for you: My apiary was heavily shaded. 
That has all changed. Will this be a good or bad new feature of 
my home apiary? Presently, I don’t know. 

Manufacturers of Quality 

M a d e  i n  M A I N E

info@humbleabodesmaine.com·  www.humbleabodesmaine.com
636 Coopers Mills Road, Windsor, ME 04363

Quantity Pricing Available!

• Frames
• Boxes
• Outer Covers

• Bottom Boards

• Nuc Boxes

1-877-4-BEE-BOX
(1-877-423-3269)

Try our budget frames & boxes today!
We think you’ll be pleased.

Apiary Woodenware

https://youtu.be/3zzoiKMIRgU
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Understanding 
Honey Bee

Removals And 
Cut-Outs

Part 2
Albert Chubak

Preparing for a Cut-Out
What Tools are needed for Bee Removal 

Plan for the removal. Do not just wing it. Bring a 
contract with disclaimers ready to sign.

Thermal imaging device is handy in locating the 
colony but renting is initially cheaper than an outright 
purchase.

Required tools list:
1.Hammer.
2. Sawzall with masonry, drywall and wood blades. A 

hand drywall saw. Drywall 5-in-one is very handy.
3. Drill with 2” and 3” screws. At least one 2x4 plank.
4. Prybars.
5. A bee-vac
6. Hive tool.
7. Flashlight.
8. Garbage bags and a few fi ve-gallon buckets.
9. Bee suit and gloves.
10. Silicone gun, silicone and a tube of roofi ng sealant 

which is tar.
11. A batt of steel wool.
12. Rubber spray sealant normally used for evaporation 

coolers.
13. Beehive with suitable frames.
14. Elastic bands.
15. A white large sheet.
16. A razor knife.
17. Duct tape. A 1-foot square piece of tin with 1-inch 

nails.
18. Blue painters tape and a roll of painter’s plastic.
19. A camera!

How to assess and remove the feral colony
Learn fi rst from the property owner all you can 

about the history of the cavity in question, especially 
how long bees have been there and if they saw a swarm 
enter or leave. An inspection of where the bees are enter-
ing is vital. On a non-rainy day with temperatures above 
40° there should be activity. Watch for pollen on the legs 
of the bees. If no pollen is being carried in then no brood 
is being cared for, showing these bees may be scouts 
or robbers. Scouts are looking for a home, robbers are 
cleaning out a home. Determining how to access the 
cavity, is not just a free for all. A device that can help 
determine initially is a thermal imagining device. These 
can be rented from lumber stores or a rental store per ½ 
day or full day with minimal charge. Realize there has to 
be a cavity big enough for a colony of bees, use a beehive 
as a frame of reference.

Some feral colonies can’t be saved
Sometimes the bees chose an area that can’t be ac-

cessed due to safety concerns, risks, potential damage 
and repair costs, and so forth.  Each property owner will 
have a different estimate of what they can afford. Home 
insurance does not cover insect infestation.  

How to remove bees without physically removing 
them

An effective trick in removing a colony during the 
Summer months is mimicking a failing colony.

A few keys to understanding a failing/failed colony 
exist with common characteristics: 

1) A strong healthy colony will not permit or tolerate 
leaking honey. 

2) Bees are quite social insects and they visit nearby 
colonies daily looking for access to already stored and 
harvested resources.  

3) All hives have wax moth but healthy ones keep it 
controlled.  

4) Honey bees have a diffi cult time locating items by 
fl ight within 15 feet of their hive.  

With these keys any colony can be forced to va-
cate. Acquire honey, preferably buckwheat or any honey 
with a good smell to it. Smear this honey all around the 
entrance or within fi ve feet of the hive during the late 
morning or early afternoon. Can also devise a container 
or humming bird feeder to supply bait for a longer pe-
riod. Stand back and watch the activity begin. Within 
an hour or so on a hot day, visitors will arrive feast-
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ing on the “Costco SAMPLES/FREE honey.” These bees 
will return home and will waggle their family this great 
spot and more will return. As this robbing frenzy begins 
the original colony will initially try to defend the attacks 
but each day you will return early to bait the entrance 
area. As the robbing increases and the bait is dried up 
the defending colony will eventually abscond as a defen-
sive survival behavior. The efforts in defending caused 
a lapse in forage for water to supply humidity for their 
incubating young, as well as further nectar and pollen 
which are essential for life. Once the original colony has 
absconded an army of bees will converge on this hive. 
This frenzy will continue until all spoils are removed. 
When the activity of the robbers has ended, seal up the 
access to this cavity and let the wax moth have an open 
door to expand and consume all the wax left in the cav-
ity. The empty comb will eventually be replaced with a 
cob-web type material and cocoons. Job is done and no 
pesticides were used.  

What to do at a removal – saving the comb and bees
Finally, a green light has been given and the es-

tablished colony has been located in a specifi c cavity. 
A “Plan of Removal” should be given and signed off on 
by the property owner. Ultimately the goal is to remove 
the bees and their by-products with the least amount 
of damage possible AND have everything back together. 
If you take it apart, plan on putting it back together or 
have a plan in place to have it done. Many property own-
ers will neglect restoration.  

Removals are effectively done just prior to dusk 
as this prevents bees from playing the game of “into 
the vac” “into the hive” “back to the cavity” game.  
During the removal of the drawn wax, the goal is to har-
vest all honey into clean buckets and place open and 
capped brood into frames (mini frames are ideal for this 
and are made by Eco Bee Box) with elastic bands. As 
the comb is being removed bees can be brushed into 
the new hive with the saved brood or vacuumed up and 
dumped in as soon as possible. Try NOT to suck up open 

cells of nectar as this splashes the bees in the vacuum 
and can kill them in a very short time. If the queen is 
killed in the removal the nurse bees with the open brood 
and hatching nurse bees will prepare young larvae and 
cells by generating a new queen. In three to fi ve days 
there is either eggs in this new relocated hive or queen 
cells start appearing.  

Setting up swarm traps near a feral colony that
cannot be removed

Feral colonies exist among us but we rarely notice 
them until they swarm or we specifi cally look for them.  
A fl oor removal consisting of 120 lbs of honey resided 
directly beneath the fl oor of a master bedroom matri-
monial bed and home-owners believed the bees just 
arrived. Further inspection showed an immense brood 
chamber and virtually years of stores. 

A swarm trap is a box placed with the intention of 
luring a relocating colony. These bait hives can be seed-
ed or baited with lemongrass, or swarm lure containing 
pheromones similar to a queen, and at least a portion of 
the darkest empty drawn comb that can be found. This 
dark empty comb emits scents mimicking this was an 
established hive. In Spring when blossoms are abun-
dant robbing among bees is low as bees prefer fresh 
nectar over stored honey.  Nectar is for build-up where-
as honey is for survival during times of famine. Baiting 
with food induces robbing and bees rarely move into a 
location where they have to initially defend.     

Placing a swarm trap near established feral colonies 
as well as apiaries with boxed colonies can yield swarms 
and absconding colonies.  

A Challenging Situation
Signs can be confusing or even mis-read by some.  

A cabin was leaking a black sticky substance from be-
tween cedar tongue-and-groove boards requiring a costly 
clean-out. Things are not what they always fi rst appear. 
Seek fi rst to locate the colony’s entrance as it should 
have debris and dried out bees as well as discoloration. 
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Discoloration may be due to disease, pollen, propolis 
and even wear. Next challenge is to locate a cavity that 
could have been suitable for a colony to live in. Remem-
ber, bees seldom compete with insulation and need to 
regulate their environment on many levels. A bee’s clus-
ter and comb is usually close to their entrance. If the 
hive is leaking, this is a sign of a failed or failing colony.

A recent inspection of a potential cut-out showed a 
black sweet substance dripping from an interior window 
header (above the window). The complaint was “honey 
bees must have been in my cabin but I don’t see any 
activity now.” Cabins may not have insulation in ceiling 
or walls and may have a colony for years without even 
being noticed. A drive to perform the clean-out was tak-
en with a plan of removing shingles instead of removing 
the clean cedar tongue-and-grove ceiling boards. There 
was no visible entrance for the bees, no dead, and the 
ceiling and walls were heavily insulated and externally 
clean. A taste revealed a sweet watery substance that 
was black similar to what has been seen prior in oth-
er honey bee situations. A review of the ceiling showed 
this cabin had sprinklers installed which have watery 
antifreeze in the lines to prevent freezing. Honey would 
have been sweet, sticky and thick, whereas this was wa-
tery sweet and slightly greasy. This cut-out mimicked a 
failed feral bee infestation but was a false insect alarm 
that could have generated an immense amount of dam-
age by a novice beekeeper and inexperienced removal 
technician. Insect and rodent infestations are rarely in-
cluded in a homeowner’s insurance but leaking water 
pipes are.  

What the Feral Colony Teaches 
A Beehive is Nature’s Pantry for Insects, Rodents, 
and People Wanting a Part

In the world of a bee their home is a place of con-
stant battles. These battles have nothing to do with fer-
tile land, better view, access to waterways, and histor-
ical signifi cance. It is all because they did a good job 
doing what they do. They took a place that is usually 
barren or in decay and have transformed it into a pantry 
with liquid honey (carbohydrates) bee bread (pollen) and 
wax (essentially bee fat). These essential items to a bee 
are sought after by ground crawlers, fl ying critters, ro-
dents, animals and people.  A colony has an innate need 
to clean and fi ll a cavity then split to start again. It is a 

never-ending cycle. In the growth of a colony a need is 
developed to defend resources, naturally this comes in 
late Summer into Fall when resources/forage is scarce. 

What bees tell you when they’re entering and
exiting a beehive

Many signs are displayed by bees at their entrance, 
without opening their hive.  
- If pollen is going in, it is an active colony. 
- If no pollen is going in, it may not have a queen or 

could be in the process of being robbed, or scouts.  
- Defensive behavior/aggression shows problems in the 

hive such as being honey-bound, not queen right, it 
is being robbed, lack of access to resources such as 
water, nectar, pollen.  

- Bearding can show over-crowding, preparations for 
swarming, and is a sign of a colony showing its col-
ors so-to-speak or like a sports team showing off their 
banners.  

- Bees discard their dead in varying degrees out front of 
their hive, sometimes inches other times yards away.  
This discarded waste can detail signs of disease and 
problems with colony production.  

- Signs on the exterior of the hive can show typical 
cleansing marks, or excessive brown marks could 
be signs of disease. Old hive entrances can be dark 
brown with years of varying issues.  

- Honey leaking from any hive shows a successful colo-
ny has failed and is being robbed. 

What bees need for a living environment
Bees need to be able to control their environment – 

protection from attacks, regulate temperature, and reg-
ulate humidity. Bees seek to disinfect their living quar-
ters with propolis and may recoat it repeatedly to the 
point it looks black. Too many access points make it 
diffi cult to defend. A complicated space may lose bees as 
scouts’ venture and explore and get lost in the process. 
Access in and out needs to be simple. This space needs 
to hold in heat, remain humid during Spring to Fall, and 
ideally is dry during the Winter months – it is an incuba-
tor, anything that wreaks havoc to that goal is not ideal.  

What every Feral Colony Needs - water
Of thousands of removals one thing was 100% uni-

versal, close access to a water source. Bees can fl y two 
to three miles for forage but when their colony is over-
heating water is needed fast. Access to water is the most 
vital daily need especially if their hive is in full sun. Once 
a water source is initially found in spring, they become 
loyal to it. Trying to change a colony’s water source 
during the season is like trying to change a child’s favor-
ite cartoon. When the temperature is hot bees fl y shorter 
distances. According to Arnia, at 50% humidity inside 
the hive no eggs will hatch. At 110°F bees will stop fl y-
ing, and at 120°F the bees will die.  

What happens when a removal is not properly
performed

When a removal is performed, all areas next to the 
cavity need to be inspected. Little access points through 
wiring holds, spaces between drywall and studs, poorly 
fi tted joints provide access to expansion spaces. When 
removing a colony, it is important to identify the en-
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tire brood chamber. The brood chamber is surrounded 
by honey – so if honey is all that was removed a brood 
chamber was missed. If the brood chamber is next to a 
joist or opening, additional areas need to be inspected. 
Regularly queens fl ee from the activity of the removal 
creating chances she is left behind. Even if all the comb 
is removed, if the queen moved she will continue to lay 
eggs.    

If the area of removal is not sealed up and is littered 
with honey and wax, other bees will recycle the resourc-
es then another colony may reclaim the property. It may 
appear as though nothing was ever done to evict them.   

Buckets can Retain Toxic Chemicals from Prior Use
A removal can be a messy ordeal so buckets are 

needed especially for honey. Just because a bucket is 
washed doesn’t mean it is good for you to use for food-
based products. Blindly buying reclaimed buckets 
where no idea of where they were used is a scary prac-
tice. Honey absorbs materials and chemicals from re-
claimed buckets and their prior purpose. Use food grade 
containers and clean them prior to use.  

Why Knowing This Makes a Better Beekeeper
Messages to beekeepers from feral colonies

Experiences with feral colonies and removals can en-
lighten a beekeeper on how to improve. Lessons taught:
- Pollen being brought in shows the colony is brooding 

up.  
- Brown staining on the exterior entrance maybe signs 

of dysentery or Nosema.  
- Robbing is a typical behavior of honey bees and can be 

prevented and induced.    
- Bees start at the top of the hive and work their way 

down fi lling the space above with honey and bee 
bread. In Fall the bees are on the bottom or opposite 
end from where they began and work their way back 
eating what they stored.  

- A nearby water source is critical to a colony.
- If open brood is moved to a new location with young 

bees the colony will make a new queen from those re-
sources.

- When removing open brood consider the need of main-
taining high humidity.

- Moving frames inside a hive haphazardly can isolate 
brood frames creating opportunity for each frame to 
requeen.  

- A queen can only be made from resources for three to 
fi ve days. Once the larvae are too old the only outcome 
is worker bees.  

- Bees prefer tight confi ned small spaces so they can 
build up fast and swarm again.

- Swarming is natural and is a defensive behavior.  
Swarming breaks the brood cycle which also breaks 
the mite cycle. During the relocation of a swarm mini-
mal resources are transported to the new cavity.  

- Breaking the brood cycle lowers the mite population.
- Drones are vital in sustainable beekeeping and drones 

will visit nearby hives regularly. 
- In nature a hive is rarely on the ground where bees 

have to fi ght against invasive ground crawlers.
- When a colony gets sick, wax moth is permitted to ex-

pand and the honey is robbed out by nearby colonies. 
Once it is cleaned out another colony smells it was a 

hive and moves back in to reclaim it.  
- Feral colonies can survive with direct access to the 

elements during the Winter cold.  
- Once a swarm commits to a new home, they can draw 

out wax comparable to the size of a human head over-
night.  

- When forage is abundant a colony is less aggressive.  
As the Summer progresses so does the aggression in-
crease. Harvesting sooner in the season is less threat-
ening to a colony compared to Fall.  

 
Risks of a feral colony 

Not all feral colonies are ideal for a beekeeper as 
some have risks of being Africanized, others may have 
issues with disease. Disease can be found through a vi-
sual inspection of:  their entrance, young and capped 
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brood, coloring and lack of hair on some of the bees, 
aggression levels, and carcasses in front of the hive.

Temperament
The goal of a feral colony is to build fast and di-

vide/swarm to a new location. This is a natural healthy 
process. Defense is at a minimum initially due to the 
large numbers of nurse bees required in forming a new 
hive. Nurse bees have a job of raising young and caring 
for their queen – not defense. Defense is more prevalent 
during late Summer and Fall and is more a seasonal 
disposition rather than a trait of the colony. There are 
highly defensive genetics with honey bees but it is also 
a seasonal issue.

Wax Moth
Many will say, “wax moth killed my colony.” This 

is not a correct statement as a strong healthy colony 
can resist the advances of the moth. The ideal situation 
for the moth to expand is ample dark propolized comb 
and weakened bees due to a variety of reasons. Defen-
sive behaviors of the honey bees inside the hive will limit 
growth of the moth where they can encapsulate and suf-
focate the larva inside the cocoon with propolis.    

A Feral Hive is Setup as a Natural Labyrinth  
Feral colonies control their environment by build-

ing comb across their openings. When invasive threats 

occur in a feral hive, it is easy for the unfamiliar visi-
tor to become lost. In standard box hives this defensive 
labyrinth is essentially non-existent. This apparently 
random formation of comb is a natural process that pro-
tects and serves the colony as a defense as well as aiding 
in regulating temperature and humidity throughout the 
season.  

Honey from an amusement park
The last fun story is one of a local amusement park 

that had issues with excessive bees seemingly terror-
izing visitors throughout the park. A daytime inspect-
ing initially located two feral colonies frequenting open 
trash cans. The abundance of discarded sugars at an 
amusement park is very high.  One of these colonies re-
sided in a hollow tree. The removal commenced at dusk 
so as to remove most of the bees as they all stay home 
at night. The initial capped honeycomb was inspected 
and appeared black. Tasting the black comb revealed an 
unfamiliar taste in honey, it was Coca-Cola honey! Fur-
ther into the hive revealed another surprise as the comb 
was bright red.  Again, a taste revealed tiger blood snow 
cone fl avor!  Once the removals were completed another 
inspection of property lines showed hundreds of nearby 
honey bees entering and exiting the park clearly without 
season passes. The risk to nearby feral and boxed hives 
is the amount of recycled sugars found in this sugar 
dumping ground.  BC
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Peter’s
Bee
House

Roy Hendrickson
Peter Berk was born in Slovenia, 

but spent most of his youth in 
Austria. His father kept bees so Peter 
had exposure to beekeeping at a very 

early age. “I’ve been around bees all 
my life” was his fi rst comment when 
I asked why he decided to build a 
bee house. “Bee houses were very 

common in Austria, almost every 
beekeeper had one, and, I’ve always 
wanted one too.” Although bee 
houses are unheard of hereabouts, 
our snowy winters coupled with cold, 
erratic, spring climatic conditions 
would seem to favor their presence. 
As would the ever increasing black 
bear population, a fact not lost on 
Peter.  

Located in Geauga County 
approximately 25 miles east of 
Cleveland Ohio, the bee house was 
built over a three to four month 
period during the Summer of 2015. 
It was a one man labor of love from 
design through fi nal construction. 
Accordingly, the rough framing was 
the most challenging aspect. “It took 
a lot of bracing to compensate for that 
nonexistent second pair of hands,” 
Peter confi ded. And, “I m still making 
minor adjustments.” The structure 
measures six by 16 feet and can hold 
10-20 colonies in two tiers depending 
on colony confi guration and time of 
year. Facing due south, a wooded area 
to the east mandates shade through 
late-morning. For the remainder of 
the day through early evening the bee 
house is in full sun. The structure 
is insulated throughout. One inch 
Styrofoam is sandwiched between 
two layers of fl ooring. The walls and 
door contain two to three inches of 
Styrofoam, and there is six inches of 
fi berglass insulation in the ceiling. A 
120-volt electric line supplies power 
for interior lighting, a fan in Summer, 
and a small heater throughout the 
Winter period. The bee house has a 
large window on the west end; access 
is through a door on the east end. 



Lower tier colonies, picture taken in December 2017. The European inner covers are 
no longer in use; it seems they provided a safe haven for small hive beetles.

Upper tier colonies fi tted with standard inner covers. Supplemental feeder jars are 
placed above the center hole. This picture was taken prior to reconfi guration, when the 
upper tier colonies still had traditional bottom entrances.
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Summer heat is minimized by opening both to create 
natural fl ow-thru ventilation. During the Winter months 
the heavy insulation aided by the aforementioned electric 
heater helps maintain a constant 45-50 degrees. Peter 
estimates that he spent about $2,000.00 on materials to 
build the structure. 

The lower tier colonies are normally housed in two 
hive bodies. The brood boxes rest on built-in screened 
bottoms under which Peter places a sheet pizza pan 
to collect hive debris. When necessary it doubles as a 
sticky board for mite analysis. Colony management is 
similar to that of outdoor colonies with the exception 
of supering. Due to the confi nes of the bee house the 
bottom tier colonies are limited to two supers apiece. This 
necessitates honey removal at regular intervals. Even 
though super space is limited, Peter doesn’t attempt to 
sort and remove individual frames of capped honey, it’s 
simply too laborious and time consuming. As is normal 
outdoor practice, supers are removed once a majority of 
the frames are about two thirds capped.   

The upper tier colonies are managed in single hive 
bodies. Like their brethren below they’re also fi tted with 
built-in screened bottoms. However that’s where the 
similarity ends. Due primarily to space considerations 
Peter has relocated the main entrance to the top of the 
hive body. This was accomplished by placing a three 
sided ¾ inch shim to the top of the brood box. The open 

front serves as the main entrance. In the event supering 
is required the supers rest on a queen excluder atop the 
entrance shim. Again, due to space considerations these 
colonies are limited to one super apiece. I’m sure that has 
more than one reader scratching his or her head. There 
is a very simple explanation. The upper tier colonies are 
rarely supered, their primary function is to produce bees 
and brood.  

Come Spring the excess bees and brood are used 
to boost weaker colonies and make up replacement 
splits. Here Peter deviates from normal management 
practice. The overwintered queens are transferred 
into the corresponding splits. Hence, no time is lost 
on introduction, nor is there any concern over queen 
acceptance. As a result, the splits literally explode in 
population, putting them at least two weeks ahead of 
their counterparts started in the traditional manner. 
Peter moves the splits to a temporary second location 
a couple miles distant to prevent the older adults from 
drifting back to their parent colony. Upon their return 
they’re either moved back inside to replace deadouts, 
or they’re placed in the small beeyard Peter maintains 
outside the bee house. Once the upper tier colonies have 
been equalized they’re left alone to rear a replacement 
queen. By the time they’ve reared new queens and rebuilt 
their populations the main honey fl ow is over, thus no 

The bee house has a convenient, rain protected storage shelf on 
the outer back wall.

Each colony sits atop a screened bottom board, the pizza pan 
allows for year-round mite monitoring.

Winter entrace, the small entrance virtually eliminates robbing 
issues. Colony ventilation is assured due to the interior screened 
bottom and upper ventilation ports. The entrance cover seals the 
opening when a stand is vacant.

Screened inner covers are the Winter norm. In extremely cold 
weather, two inches of Styrofoam is added for additional protec-
tion. Note the barely visible ¾ inch entrance shim between the 
hive body and the inner cover.
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supers. This management system allows Peter, not the 
tallest individual on the planet, to maximize the bee 
house’s effi ciency.  

Now that the bee house has been in operation for 
three years, I asked Peter to list its positives and negatives. 
Accordingly, the main advantage is the time and 
energy that’s saved due to centralization. The superior 
overwintering environment coupled with the ability to feed 
much later in the season is a close second. And as stated 
earlier, the structure negates any black bear issues. Last 
but not least, the simple enjoyment or therapy, derived 
from sitting out among the colonies, any time of year, is 
perhaps the greatest benefi t of all. On the negative side, 
colony management is slightly more laborious due to the 
close hive proximity and the necessity of working the 
colonies from the rear.  

A personal note, I visited the bee house on four 
separate occasions during the preparation of this article. 
I found the interior environment quite enchanting. 

My last visit was on a pleasantly warm Sunday 
afternoon in mid September. With the door open and 
lights ablaze, the interior was adequately illuminated. 
The smell mimicked that of a hive interior. Plus, there 
was a slight sound, best described as a cross between 
a buzz and a hum. But, most notable were the bees 
themselves. The bottom tier colonies all had solid covers, 
while standard inner covers were in place on the upper 
level colonies. Several were being fed through the center 

Lower tier entrances in late Summer. Note the support posts set 
in stainless steel pots.

hole. Bees were easily observed through the center holes, 
and around the recently reconfi gured, yet not quite bee 
tight upper entrances. There wasn’t any fl ight, signs of 
robbing, or other unexpected behavior. All was quiet and 
peaceful as it should be. To a lifelong beekeeper, this was 
one the more enjoyable experiences of my career. And I 
was immediately struck by the therapeutic value. Peter 
is a very lucky fellow indeed; he can visit the bee house 
any time he chooses as it’s only a hundred feet or so from 
his back door.  
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For more information, visit: 

TREES TO FILL YOUR NECTAR FLOW GAPS

Where are Your Gaps?
Red Maple 60’ Zone 3 to 9 March-April
Redbud 20’ to 30’ Zone 4 to 9 April-May
Crabapple - 2 8’ to 40’ Zone 3 to 9 April-May
Black Gum 40’ to 60’ Zone 4 to 8 May
Black Locust 40’ to 60’ Zone 3 to 8 May
Tree Lilac 25’ Zone 3 to 7 May-June
Tulip Poplar 60’ to 90’ Zone 4 to 9 May-June
Hollies - 3 3 ’to 50’ Zone 3 to 9 May-July
American Linden 50’ to 70’ Zone 3 to 8 June
Little Leaf Linden 30’ to 70’ Zone 3 to 7 June
Vitex - 2 8’ to 10’ Zone 6 to 9 June to Frost
Sourwood 20’ to 40’ Zone 5 to 9 July-August
Japanese Pagoda Tree 50’ to 70’ Zone 4 to 8 July-August
Korean BeeBee Tree 20’ to 40’ Zone 5 to 8 July-August
Seven Sons Tree 20’ to 25’ Zone 5 to 9 August-September

615.841.3664 www.rockbridgetrees.com

JZ’s BZ’s
866-559-0525

to order
Cups, Cages
& Cell Bars
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Summer 
Blooming Bee 
Plants In The 
Midwest

There are so many Summer blooming bee plants in 
the Midwest. I’ve selected a few to highlight here. Unless 
noted otherwise, the following are sources of pollen and 
nectar. Keep in mind that the plants featured here are 
found in other regions as well.  

Providing pollen, Japanese anemones (Anemone 
hupehensis) can bloom from mid-Summer until late Fall, 
depending on the variety. September Charm Japanese 
anemone is highly recommended. Over 2½ feet in height, 
this bears pink blossoms from August through October. 
This variety is available from Well Sweep Herb Farm. 

Several anise hyssop species (Agastache spp.) are 
native to the Midwest. These include purple giant hyssop 
(Agastache scrophulariifolia), hardy to zone three. It 
blooms from July through September. Yellow giant hyssop 
(Agastache nepetoides) is around ¾ feet in height, and 
fl owers from July through September. 

Anise hyssop (Agastache foeniculum), hardy to zone 
four, is 1½ to three feet in height. Blossoms are present 
from Summer until a hard freeze. The anise hyssops thrive 
in partial shade to full sun. They do best in a moist, well 
drained, reasonably fertile spot.  

All anise hyssops are excellent sources of nectar, 
and are major honey plants in the Midwest. These can 
provide good honey crops. The premium quality honey is 
extremely light colored with a very mild, mint-like fl avor. 
This is heavy bodied with a wonderful aroma.  

Dolce Fresca basil is an All-America Selections 
winner. The shrubby, very dense, annual herb is up to 
a foot tall with a matching width. This bears small white 
blossoms in terminal clusters from early Summer until 
frost.  

Dolce Fresca basil seeds are available from Park Seed. 
Very easy to grow from seed, the plant needs a sunny, well 
drained spot.  All basils provide nectar and pollen. When 
enough plants are present, this can yield surplus honey. 

Bush cinquefoil (Potentilla fruticosa) is a highly 
recommended shrub for the Midwest. The dense, rounded 
plant with peeling bark is hardy to zone two. From one to 
fi ve feet tall with a matching width, the very adaptable, 
heat and drought tolerant species bears blossoms from 
early Summer until frost. Typically, the fl ower color is 
yellow or white, but can be red or pink. 

This shrub rarely experiences pest or disease 
problems. Easy to grow, bush cinquefoil does best in full 
sun. The plant adapts to infertile, rocky, dry sites. But, it 
prefers rich, moist, well drained conditions. Bees eagerly 
seek out these fl owers for nectar and pollen. 

Summer phlox (Phlox paniculata) is a popular 
Summer blooming perennial in the Midwest. Forever Pink 
phlox is a newer one bred at the Chicago Botanic Garden. 
This early blooming, disease and deer resistant phlox is 
a clump forming, upright plant. Slightly over 1¼ feet in 
height with a somewhat larger spread, it is hardy to zone 
four. The pinkish-purple fl owers begin emerging in June 
with periodical repeat blooms extending into October. 

This pollen plant does best in full sun to partial shade. 
A well drained, rich, moist soil is preferred. Forever Pink 
phlox is available from Breck and Well Sweet Herb Farm.

Bee balms (Monarda spp.) are excellent nectar 
and pollen plants. These can bring good honey crops, 
especially in the Midwest and Great Plains. Disease 
resistant Marshall’s Delight bee balm (Monarda didyma), 
hardy to zone four, is a top performing, heat tolerant 
variety. 

Connie Krochmal

Japanese Anemones.



Anise hyssop.
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Blooming from early Summer into Autumn, it bears 
pure pink, ball-shaped blossoms. The plant reaches 2¼ 
feet in height. Bee balms thrive in full sun to partial shade 
in most soil types. 

Sages are good Summer blooming honey plants in 
this region. Purple Rain sage (Salvia verticillata) is hardy 
to zone four. This exceptional, early blooming, award 
winning, disease resistant sage is ideal for the Midwest. 

The very fl oriferous plants bear 12-inch-long fl ower 
spikes with purple blossoms. Following the initial 
fl owering period, repeat blooms appear sporadically into 
Fall. The plant is 2¼ feet in height. 

The sages prefer full sun to light shade. They adapt 
to average soils with a pH of 5.0 to 6.4. 

All sages can yield a premium quality honey with 
a pleasing, mild fl avor and a sage-like aroma. Rarely 
granulating, this is usually light colored and heavy 
bodied. The plants can provide 100 to 200 pounds of 
honey per colony. 

The linden and basswood trees (Tilia spp.) are 
excellent choices for Midwestern bee gardens. The 
following cultivars have performed beautifully in the 
region. Sentry American basswood, hardy to zone three, 
reaches 25 feet in height within a decade. 

Greenspire linden, hardy to zone four, is similar in 
size and available from Nature Hill Nursery. Redmond 

American basswood, 
hardy to zone two, is also 
highly recommended. 
These space saving, 
pyramidal trees feature 
attractive deep green 
foliage.

L i n d e n s  a n d 
b a s s w o o d s  b e g i n 
blooming in late June or 
so and can extend into 
August. The blossoms 
are great sources of 
pollen. The trees also 
produce lots of nectar, 
bringing huge honey 
crops in three out of fi ve 
years even during rainy 
seasons. The premium 
quality, white to water 
white honey features a 
delicate aroma and a 
mild to strong fl avor.

These trees need watered during dry periods. Light 
shade to full sun is preferred. They do best in a well 
drained, rich, moist soil.  

Geisha garlic chives is a 2015 All-America Selections 
winner that is highly suited to the Midwest. Hardy to zone 
three, the plant bears fl at, broad, onion-like foliage. It 
grows to 1½ feet in height.  

The vigorous perennial has a mild garlic fl avor. The 
white blossoms emerge from mid to late Summer, and 
are well liked by bees. 

Tolerant of frost, garlic chives are sources of nectar 
and pollen. When enough plants are available, a honey 
crop can result. The amber colored honey can initially 
have an onion-like aroma, which diminishes with time.     

The plant needs at least six hours of sun daily. A 
fertile, well drained soil high in organic matter is best. 
The preferred pH is slightly acid to neutral. Geisha garlic 
chive seeds are available from Jungs. 

Sunfl owers are important bee plants in parts of 
the Midwest. Depending on the planting time and type 
grown, the blooming period can extend from Summer into 
Autumn. The native perennial sunfl owers bear blossoms 
over a longer period than the annual types, usually from 
July until frost. For small bee gardens, the multi-fl owered 
sunfl ower varieties are a good choice. 

These plants yield lots of nectar and pollen. They’re 
major honey plants in the Southwest, the Great Plains, 
and the Southeast. A honey crop of 65 pounds is average. 

The very light amber to golden or yellow honey can 
taste tangy with a slight hint of bitterness. Granulating 
rather rapidly, this honey is perfect for creamed honey 
due to the fi ne granulation.  

Easy to grow, sunfl owers should be planted in full 
sun after the last frost. Most any well drained soil, even 
alkaline or salty ones, is suitable. They do best in a loose, 
rich, moist soil.  

Lanceleaf stonecrop (Sedum lanceolatum) is native to 
parts of the Midwest. Hardy to zone three, this is named 
for the small, gray-green leaves, ½-inch long. The bright 
yellow fl owers emerge on six-inch-tall clusters from June 
to August. All of the stonecrops yield a high quality honey Bee Balm.

Summer Phlox.

Linden.
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that is superior to that of clover. 
Mints are widely grown in the Midwest as a 

commercial crop. Spearmint and peppermint, the most 
popular types, are hardy to zone four. These are wonderful 
sources of nectar. All species yield a high quality honey 
that is somewhat thin bodied with the color varying by 
species. Most mint honey can initially have a mint-like 
fl avor that mellows over time.  

Mints thrive in full sun to partial shade in most any 
soil type, even heavy clays.  

Russian sage (Perovskia atriplicifolia) is a stout 
stemmed perennial that thrives in the Midwest. A member 
of the mint family, it reaches three to fi ve feet in height. 
The scented, gray-green leaves are silver beneath, which 
gives the plant a silvery appearance. 

From mid-Summer until frost, this reliable plant 
bears masses of narrow fl ower spikes with deep violet 
to lavender-blue blooms. I never fail to see bees working 
these fl owers. 

Easy to grow, this popular perennial prefers full sun 
and a well drained, rather dry soil. All species are sources 
of pollen along with large quantities of nectar.

     
Additional Summer Blooming Bee Plants for the 
Midwest

The two species discussed below haven’t been covered 
in previous articles while those above have done so.  

Virginia Creeper (Parthenocissus quinquefolia) 
Hardy to zone three, this native vine is sometimes 

called woodbine or American ivy. It is found throughout 
the Midwest, the East, and the Gulf region. The usual 
habitats are rocky banks, woods, and cultivated spaces. 
The vigorous, salt tolerant plant has a fast growth rate. 

Less dense than English ivy, Virginia creeper bears 
branched tendrils with adhesive disks that enable it to 
climb. The stems are up to fi fty feet in length. When 
supports are unavailable, the vine can cover banks and 
slopes. In warm climates, it can strangle trees if left 
unchecked. 

Virginia creeper features soft, compound, medium 
green to dark green leaves that can be either shiny or 
dull. These contain fi ve, toothed, pointed leafl ets, two to 

fi ve inches long. They range from oblong to elliptic. Some 
varieties have smaller, somewhat dainty looking leafl ets. 
To develop good Fall color, the plant requires full sun. 

The cream colored to greenish blossoms appear in 
early Summer. Bees just cover the fl owers and create a 
distinct hum. The pollen is light green. 

When the plants are plentiful, this species can provide 
a small honey crop of around 25 pounds per colony. 
The unusual tasting honey is typically amber, but can 
sometimes have a slightly pinkish or reddish tint.

Growing Virginia Creeper 
Ornamental varieties of Virginia creeper are available 

with some having variegated foliage or other special 
features. Suitable for both sun and shade, this native 
plant thrives in most any well drained soil. It prefers a 
reasonably moist loam. The plants are propagated by 
seeds, cuttings, and layering. 

Certain cultivars cling better to walls and trellises 
than the native vine. The most common insect and disease 
problems are Japanese beetles, soft brown scale, and 
caterpillars. When the plants are grown in damp shady 
sites, the vines can sometimes experience leaf spots and 
powdery mildew.   

Pale Purple Conefl ower (Echinacea pallida)  
Suitable for zones fi ve through nine, this is also 

known as prairie purple conefl ower. Its habitats include 
roadsides, plains, barrens, and dry open sites. The plant is 
native to most of the Midwest as well as Oklahoma, Texas, 
Arkansas, Louisiana, Alabama, Tennessee, the Carolinas, 
New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Maine. 

This species is uncommon east of the Mississippi 
River. Pale purple conefl ower is three to four feet tall and 
half as wide. The rather sparsely branched, hairy stems 
are largely leafl ess. The hairy foliage is mostly basal. 
The narrow, untoothed leaves are four to eight inches 
in length.  

Pale purple conefl ower differs from the common 
purple conefl ower by blooming a little earlier – usually 
between April and July, depending on the location, for 
about two months, and by having lighter colored rays. 
The disks are 1¼ inch wide. The drooping rays are three 
inches in length. Pollen can be white to whitish-green. 

Many types of pollinators visit all species of the purple 
conefl owers. These fl owers are rich sources of pollen. 
They also provide nectar. When enough of the plants are 
available, a small crop of honey can result. 

Growing Purple Conefl owers 
Often self sowing, these species can withstand high 

humidity, hot Summers, and windy conditions. Full sun 
to light shade is best. A pH of 5.0 to 7.0 is preferred. 

Purple coneflowers thrive in most average, well 
drained, moderately rich soils, particularly loamy 
ones. Heavy clays and wet soils can result in root rot, 
particularly for the white fl owered types. These plants 
can be grown from seeds and divisions. 

Plant as early as possible during the growing season 
to ensure they will survive the Winter. The white fl owered 
types seem the most vulnerable to this malady.   

Connie Krochmal is a beekeeper and plant expert living in 
Kentucky.

Russian Sage.

BC
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A Teaching Apiar

Ann Harman

Local beekeeping clubs do a good 
job of teaching beekeepers. Many 
give classes that use Power Point 
presentations, books, magazines, wall 
charts and samples of equipment. 
Live bees are usually missing. Clubs 
may have a Field Day once in a while 
at someone’s beeyard. However, that 
is just a one-day, or one-afternoon 
event. A very few clubs do have 
a teaching apiary. Those clubs 
that do have one are lucky – the 
members have the opportunity to 
see live bees in action. The colonies 
can be available for demonstration 
throughout the bee year, short in 
cold climates, almost year around 
in the warm ones. Colonies can be 
reconfi gured so that the effects of 
varying conditions can be shown. 
Not all the bees will survive but 
the lessons taught will save some 
beekeepers’ colonies. In areas that 
have only African bees, a teaching 
apiary could be impossible. These 
overly defensive bees do not wish to 
be disturbed. 

There is one item to be considered 
when thinking of having a teaching 
apiary. Just read through to the end 
where I will mention it. 

Finding a place for a teaching 
apiary could be diffi cult. More space 
is available in rural areas than in 
suburban ones or within towns and 
cities. Various kinds of parks can 
be found and some may welcome a 
teaching apiary. If the park is large 
enough an apiary “off the beaten 
path” could be ideal. However, a 
teaching apiary could consist of just 
one hive. Activities would be limited 
but with careful planning one hive 
would work. If the teaching apiary is a 
club activity, the club should be able 
to provide compensation for purchase 
of bees, queens, and necessary food 
as well as any treatments needed. It 
is possible that a beekeeper with a 
number of hives could set aside two 
hives for club activities. 

The space available for a teaching 
apiary may be limited by its location. 
Room around the hives is necessary 
for club activities with the hives. 

Security for the teaching apiary would 
also depend on its location. A fence or 
a fence combined with a surrounding 
hedge may be necessary. 

Many items are needed for 
beekeeping. Honey supers are not 
used the year around. The club may 
own a small extractor and other 
harvest equipment. Storage for 
ancillary equipment, large and small, 
would be useful. If a search for space 
for an apiary fails it could be possible 
to have a “moving around apiary.” 
This means that volunteers from the 
club would select different hives or 
activities to demonstrate in their own 
apiary. True, members would need 
to travel to different beeyards and 
parking space for cars and pickups 
could be limited. 

A teaching apiary is an excellent 
place to have a variety of hives: 
Langstroth of course, and top bar, 
too. Some beekeepers might like to 
see how the Warre‘ hive works or the 
Layens. Having a conglomeration of 
hives does make caring for the apiary 
diffi cult so some styles of hive could 
be for display only. If space is limited 
it is possible one of the club members 
would offer to care for a colony in one 
of these hives. It might be interesting 
to use both a 10-frame and an eight-
frame Langstroth just to discover any 
differences. 

Many beekeepers see pictures 
of keeping bees in straw skeps. 
Since the built-in combs are not 
moveable and cannot be inspected 
for American foulbrood they are not 
legal for keeping bees. However a 
club could ask the state apiarist or 
Department of Agriculture if a skep 
colony could be used for a season as 
a demonstration. The best way to get 
a skep populated would be to use it 
in a traditional way by capturing a 
swarm in it. 

Club members can suggest some 
of the various activities to be done 
with the hives. If the state has hive 
inspection services one session could 
be a demonstration of a hive health 
inspection. Many diseases are just 
not that common. Good photographs 

of frames with disease may have 
to substitute for actually seeing a 
sick hive. If someone’s colony has 
chalkbrood, save some samples of 
the white, and even gray or black, 
mummies. The club can have a 
collection of various items. Encourage 
members to save some. A container 
with skunk cuds. A vial, with alcohol-
preserved wax moth larvae and small 
hive beetle larvae nicely demonstrates 
the difference between them. Save 
a few small hive beetles in alcohol, 
too. A preserved collection does help 
newbees recognize what they are 
looking for when they inspect their 
hives.

Activities can follow the bee year 
with its seasons. Spring is the best 
time for swarms. One hive could 
be followed as it progresses toward 
swarming. Why is it crowded? Search 
for ‘pollen-bound’ or ‘honey-bound’ 
then search for queen cells – where? 
Did this colony just swarm – search 
for clues. The swarm may be long 
gone but sometimes beekeepers are 
lucky and the swarm is in a nearby 
tree, not very high. Obviously swarms 
are to be discouraged in urban areas 
so concessions will have to be made 
for the apiary location.

When drones are plentiful it is 
a perfect time for club members to 
learn to mark queens. Yes, there 
are tools to capture queens and 
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hold them for marking. However 
without practice those helpful items 
can accidentally squish a queen. 
Therefore practice with drones. Use 
the tools but also practice with just 
your fi ngers. Practice using as many 
drones as necessary – they don’t 
mind. However you now have created 
another activity. Drones are known 
to drift, fl ying out and returning to 
nearby hives, not always their own 
hive. After the marking paint has 
dried, just release the drones. If the 
apiary has other colonies marked 
drones will be found in them, not 
only on the day of marking but also 
on other days. It will be interesting to 
follow these drones for a few weeks. 
Is there someone’s beeyard near the 
teaching one? Inform that beekeeper 
to watch for marked drones. 

When a  co lony  has  gone 
queenless a number of interesting 
things happen. A teaching apiary 
could certainly be used to make 
a colony queenless. She could be 
placed in a nuc to save her for later 
projects. One of the first things 

to notice is the weird sound of 
a queenless hive. It is a sound 
beekeepers should learn because it 
is the fi rst signal that something is 
wrong. Laying workers will follow. 
Beekeepers have tried many ways 
to requeen laying worker colonies 
–sometimes successful, sometimes 
not. The colony made queenless for 
teaching may not survive but it has 
provided a challenge. 

Today any colony can be used for 
testing for varroa. Some beekeepers 
prefer using powdered sugar to test 
because the bees are saved. However 
others prefer an alcohol wash. The 
teaching apiary is a perfect place 
to use both methods. Test with the 
powdered sugar then follow with 
an alcohol wash. Keep good records 
for this experiment. If the teaching 
apiary has more than one hive use 
different ways of testing on different 
colonies.

Several observations can be done 
during periods of great activity when 
workers are furiously bringing in 
pollen and nectar. Many beekeepers, 
especially if rushed for time, do not 
stop and simply watch what is going 
on at the entrance. With multiple 
hives in the beeyard activity at 
the entrance can be watched and 
compared. Foragers from different 
hives may also be going in different 
directions. Foragers from a single hive 
may also going in different directions. 
Look for different colors of pollen. Is 
there a water source close by? See if 
any bees are using it. Can anyone see 
a bee returning with propolis? It can 
be hard to notice. What are the guard 
bees doing? Does activity slow down 
when the sun is directly overhead?

During strong nectar fl ows many 
beekeepers have noticed bees doing 
their dancing on the comb. A teaching 
apiary makes us all slow down and 
take time to watch. At the times of 
great foraging see if a dancing bee can 
be found on one of the combs. Can 
anyone decipher her instructions? If 
she is in a nice calm colony go ahead 
and watch her for a while. Are any 
bees paying attention to the dancing 
bee? Does her information agree with 
the direction bees are taking from 
the entrance? Many beekeepers have 
read about what bees do inside and 
outside the hive. But today we are all 
so rushed for time that not enough 
time is taken to actually see what 
bees are doing. A visit to the teaching 
apiary does make us more observant.

Beekeeping today is all about 
nucs. Making nucs. Overwintering 
nucs. Selling nucs. Creating a nuc 
is an excellent project for a teaching 
apiary. Those newbees and other 
beekeepers who have been hesitant 
about making a nuc – including what 
to do with it – would benefi t greatly 
with real-life teaching. Besides the 
nuc created could save one of the 
teaching apiary’s colonies. Encourage 
the beekeepers who have come to 
take notes and photos. Then the 
participants can go home with a set 
of illustrated directions. Some may 
want to wait until next beekeeping 
season to make a nuc.

There seem to be endless ways 
to requeen a colony. Some of them 
work but perhaps not all the time. 
Now that a nuc has been made it 
could be used as a demonstration of 
requeening. This project does need 
a bit of organization if a queen is to 
be purchased and sent from a queen 
breeder. Perhaps the club members 
wish to try a particular kind of queen. 
Here is an excellent way to see what 
her colony will be like.

Bees are dependent on the 
weather. Unfortunately this is one 
thing we cannot control in the 
teaching apiary. However, the bees 
can easily show us what happens 
during a severe drought, or the 
opposite with incessant rain. What 
are the indications of a starving 
colony? Brood expansion followed 
by a sudden cold spell – chilled 
brood? Too chilly during early pollen 
sources? Hives too hot in the desert 
areas? Simply paying a little attention 
to weather can mean the difference 
between colony survival and not.

There remains one important 
item mentioned at the beginning. 
Some clubs have some type of liability 
insurance. It can be for activities 
that occur during the year, such as a 
picnic with a Field Day. Setting up a 
teaching apiary might not be covered 
by that sort of policy. For a teaching 
apiary perhaps insurance is needed.  
At the beginning of planning for a 
teaching apiary it would be essential 
to obtain some insurance advice. 
Not all the club’s members will be 
teachers. Not all the members will 
participate. A neighboring club has 
heard about a particular teaching 
event and wish to attend. Be safe – 
advice fi rst then make the plans for 
a successful teaching apiary. BC
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BIGGER PICTURE
Jessica Louque

Around The Apiar
This year starts my 11th year 

as a honey bee researcher. It seems 
crazy now to think about just the 
sheer exposure to colonies since I 
started in contract research. I’ve 
been able to work bees in at least 
11 states that I can remember and 
visit at least another 22 because of 
bee-related travel. We assess colonies 
by percent coverage on the frame 
(in increments of 5%) of adult bees, 
then capped and open brood, eggs, 
nectar, honey, pollen, and empty 
cells for each box. It takes about 40-
50 minutes per hive for triple deeps. 
I hit the 10,000 colonies assessed 
mark a few years ago and lost track 
after that. Sometimes it’s hard to 
remember what it was like to be a new 
beekeeper and excited and confused 
about everything that goes on in 
the hive. I saw a post on someone’s 
Instagram page last week and it was 
the fi rst time I was like, “hey that’s 
a cool idea!” in so long that it made 
me think about new beekeepers and 
what I’d like to know about now or 
then. 

So this Instagram post. It was 
actually from a gardening page that 
was repurposed from a beekeeping 
company. The idea here (with a very 
internet-worthy picture) was to use 
a mailbox in your apiary (or garden 
as originally intended) to store tools 
or items without having to take them 
back and forth. As someone with 
multiple apiary sites, this seems 
like a good way to have backups of 
commonly forgotten items. Depending 
on the security of the apiary site and 
the size of the mailbox, you could 
keep a blowtorch, matches, extra 
smoker fuel, smoker, hive tool, an 
extra veil, or who knows what else 
you might want or need. This would 
only work if you had a permanent site 
because it would need to be put on a 
post in the ground.  I’ve often thought 
about using a plastic garden bench 
with storage, but people vandalize or 
steal so much that those just aren’t 
permanent enough to use. 

This led me into a thought process 
of unconventional apiary items that I 
would fi nd useful, and maybe other 
people would too. I know some people 
don’t like to keep records when they 
work their bees, and other people 
could write a novel off of every apiary 
visit. I am not a huge fan of record 
keeping for personal bees because we 
do so much in the way of intensive 
assessments that I don’t want to do 
it for “fun”. However, I could see how 
it would be really useful to have a 
record of all the local bee-attractive 
blooming plants in the area. For this, 
I would recommend a small stash of 
reference books, both because this 
is useful, and because I am a book 
hoarder. In particular, there are some 
guides from IBRA that are somewhat 
flashcard-like in appearance but 
they have pollen colors and most 
likely plant sources. WE have all 
stood in front of a hive trying to 
guess what kind of pollen is coming 
in, and this would just confi rm our 
already-correct guesses. I would also 
say to have a wildfl ower guide that 
covers your region. Just think of the 
presentation you could give to your 
local beekeeper association with a 
few years’ worth of data on what 
fl oral sources you have identifi ed, 
when they started blooming, what 
the weather was like at the time, 

and corresponding pollen baskets. 
Everyone could benefi t from such 
localized information. If it’s not 
included, a tree guide would probably 
be benefi cial as well. The majority of 
our local sources are trees, such as 
tulip poplar, sourwood, basswood, 
locust, and maple. 

Since most of my bee work is 
research based, I have the “luxury” of 
having a weather station at most of 
the sites. I love having the data off of 
the weather stations, like barometric 
pressure, but accurate weather 
stations can be pretty expensive. 
If you look online, you can fi nd a 
wide variety of weather stations 
for less than $200 that appear to 
be compatible with phone apps or 
otherwise remotely accessible. If 
you pay attention to pressure, it’s 
amazing how much it affects the 
behavior of a colony. It can also 
be fascinating to have a weather 
station that’s just a couple miles from 
another one and see how different 
the weather can be so close to the 
same place. Even if it’s not perfect, 
it’s a lot more accurate-to-you than 
just looking up the local weather info 
online. If you really want to go all out, 
or have a way to count it as a farm 
expense or business expense, I’d 
recommend something in the Onset 
HOBO line. They can come with all 

A doe at the creek.
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kinds of readers and attachments 
at a variety of price points, but still 
extremely expensive. I think you can 
get a base model setup of temp and 
humidity and maybe wind for $1300 
that is also solar powered. 

Adding to the book list, I would 
add a local animal ID book that 
includes tracks and scat. Most 
beekeepers like to be outside and 
appreciate nature, and it’s always 
a good idea to see what’s lurking in 
your apiary. Skunks and raccoons 
can pose a problem to the colonies 
but can be deterred with a few quick 
remedies if you don’t want to kill 
them. Putting some wide square 
hardware cloth-like material in the 
front of the hive sticking out with 
the pointy edges will deter skunks 
and usually raccoons. Raising the 
hives off the ground a little more 
helps too because the bees can sting 
a soft squishy underbelly easier if 
a pest has to be up on its hind legs 
to reach the hive. We have also had 
our share of bears, as I’ve written 

about previously. Something that is 
a large pest or predator is not only 
something to worry about for your 
colonies, but also yourself. You don’t 
want to be out in your apiary late 
in the day and have a bear lumber 
up to share supper with you. A deer 
is one that people don’t normally 
think about, but I can’t tell you the 
number of times a stupid deer has 
barreled into a hive and toppled it. 
If it’s the wrong season, they can 
seriously injure a human. If it’s 
mating season, a buck can become 
aggressive quickly. Coyotes are also 
incredibly common here. They aren’t 
really much danger to the bees, but 
they can be to a human. It’s a little 
diffi cult to distinguish dog tracks 
from coyote, which would be the 
reason for the book. In reality, a 
coyote print has a little more space 
between the middle two toes and the 
pad than a normal dog, and all of 
the toes and nails point to the center 
instead of outward. That’s not to say 
that a dog’s couldn’t do that, but it’s 

not as common. If you think you saw 
a coyote print instead of a dog, it’s 
pretty easy to fi nd out how likely it 
is that you have coyotes in the area. 

My most common animals at 
apiary sites are rabbits, groundhogs, 
possums, skunks, and raccoons. I 
know this because I either see them, 
see their tracks, or catch them on 
trail cams. That is defi nitely on the 
top of my list. I love trail cams so 
much. They watch everything for 
you when you can’t be there all the 
time. Do a little research if you decide 
to go this route though. As with 
nearly everything, the quality is not 
dictated by the price and there is a 
wide range of cameras out there. I’ve 
purchased really expensive cameras 
before only to fi nd out they would 
not take photos at night or low light, 
or that they were so powerful that 
the battery wouldn’t make it a full 
24 hours. My favorite is a Browning 
trail cam that takes really good night 
photos for at least 15 feet and records 
date and time and temperature on 

A tresspasser (it was me and 
I didn’t recognize me because 
the colors were inverted).

Raccoon just inside 
the woods.
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the photo. If you decide to invest, 
you may as well go ahead and buy 
two because no matter where you 
put one, you’ll regret it and be sure 
that you could have gotten that crazy 
animal or amazing shot if you’d just 
put it in that other place. If you have 
two, you’ve doubled your chances 
of seeing cool stuff. Just be aware if 
your apiary requires travel that they 
can be pretty needy on batteries and 
they have to have an SD card. It’s 
also easy to get out there, wrap it on 
a tree, and forget to turn it on. Or, you 
can screw up by taking the card out 
to get the pictures and forgetting to 
put it back in before getting back out 
in the fi eld. You can also hook it on 
a tree wrong and it gets no pictures, 
or ground pictures, or sky pictures, 
or falls off. You can also fi ll your SD 
card up with pictures of you fumbling 
around with the camera and run out 
of space for animals. There are a 
lot of things to remember to keep it 
from being a frustrating experience, 
but it’s worth it to get those few 
really good pictures. Keep in mind, 
it doesn’t differentiate by animal, so 
if you make the mistake of putting it 
anywhere near a chicken pen, you’re 
probably going to wind up with 2200 

pictures of your chickens, who may 
or may not peck the camera, and run 
the card out and battery dead before 
it can get anything useful. 

I hope some of these ideas could 
be useful to some of you. I am 
always a fan of learning more about 
the bigger picture instead of just 
focusing in on the colony itself to 
help tie things together. Beekeeping 
is fairly similar on a superfi cial scale, 
but everybody really does have a 

Bear in the apiary.

unique experience and expectations 
and way of doing things that makes 
everything interesting. You just have 
to fi gure out what works for you and 
how much time and effort you want 
to invest. 

Jessica Louque and her husband Bobby 
run Louque Agricultural Enterprises, a 
contract research business specializing in 
apicultural studies. 

BC
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Ross Conrad

AFRICANIZATION
Savior of The European Honey Bee?

In an effort to try and improve 
beekeeping in South America, 
Brazilian bee scientist Warwick Kerr 
travelled to Tanzania and South 
Africa in 1956 and brought back 
to Brazil 51 queens of aggressive 
African honey bees. His hope was 
that by crossing these African bees 
with the European honey bees (EHB) 
already in Brazil, the hybrids would 
be better honey producers. In 1957 
some of the African queens were 
released, and mated with European 
bees. Unexpectedly, the African Bee 
genetics were not seriously diluted 
when mixed with the more abundant 
European bees but became the 
dominant genotype of the honey bees 
in the area.

Over the following decades, 
these Africanized honey bees (AHB) 
expanded their range eventually 
spreading through South America, 
Central America and into the Southern 
portions of North America, as well as 
the islands of Tobago, Puerto Rico 
and the U.S. Virgin Islands. Despite 
having earned the moniker “Killer 

Bee”, they have proven themselves 
to be the second most successful 
invasive species ever to inhabit the 
North American continent.

Secrets of AHBs success
There are a number of reasons 

why the AHB has fl ourished so well 
and expanded across the Americas. 
As these Africanized traits are 
incorporated into the existing EHB 
population, there is the potential for 
this process to improve the situation 
for our honey bees through natural, 
biological processes rather than by 
relying solely on human intervention.

Drone Parasitism
African drones are known to 

drift into neighboring European 
colonies and are readily accepted, 
while the reverse is not true. Drones 
of non-AHB or mixed heritage are 
rarely allowed to pass the guard bees 
and enter into Africanized hives. 
While AHB colonies raise additional 
drones to make up for those lost to 
drifting, EHB colonies seem to raise 

fewer drones following an infl ux of 
Africanized drones. Since AHBs are 
also known to proportionally raise 
more drones and raise them earlier 
in their yearly population build-up 
cycle, this ultimately results in an 
increase in Africanized drones and a 
corresponding decrease in European 
drones in a given area. (Caron 2001) 
Thus, drone parasitism leads to 
greater numbers of AHB drones 
in local drone congregation areas 
resulting in virgin queens having 
a higher probability of mating with 
Africanized drones.

The Numbers Game
Colonies of Africanized bees are 

also known to swarm earlier in the 
season and about twice as often as 
their European counterparts. This 
allows AHBs to enjoy a reproductive 
advantage over the EHB and populate 
a given area at a faster rate. (Caron 
2001) This creates a feedback 
loop where increased numbers of 
Africanized hives, are raising greater 
numbers of Africanized drones 
that parasitize EHB colonies in the 
area and can eventually create a 
saturation of AHB drones throughout 
a given region.

Africanized Behaviors
There are signifi cant differences in 

the behaviors exhibited by Africanized 

Their propensity to swarm several times a year, and interrupt the hive’s brood cycle, is 
one of the traits that helps allow Africanized honey bees to exhibit greater resistance to 
varroa mites than the typical European honey bee colony.
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bees compared to European honey 
bees. While the most commonly 
observed and easily recognized trait 
is increased defensive, several other 
traits have been documented.

Response to smoke and 
manipulation

When AHB hives are smoked, 
high numbers of the bees will exit the 
hive. Alternatively, when a beekeeper 
smokes the typical EHB hive, few 
bees can be seen exiting the hive 
and instead the bees either engorge 
themselves with honey and nectar or 
fan vigorously to remove the smoke. 
When the colony is opened and 
frames of brood removed from the 
brood nest, Africanized bees unlike 
European honey bees, will leave the 
brood area and hang in festoons off 
the bottom of the frame.

Usurpation
AHB swarms are known to move 

into occupied EHB hives and replace 
the European queen with their own 
Africanized queen. The swarm will 
typically land near the entrance on 
the outside of the colony to be taken 
over. While workers from the swarm 
will initially be rejected by guard 
bees at the entrance, eventually 
enough bees will slip by the guards 
or pick up the colonies scent from 
repeated contact with the guard 
bees, and are able to enter, ball the 
EHB queen, removing her from the 
hive and replacing her with their 
own queen. Historically, beekeepers 
have found that their formerly docile 
colonies become extremely aggressive 
following usurpation. (Caron 2001)

Absconding
While the abandonment of a 

hive location (known as absconding) 
has been reported to occur in EHB 
colonies, especially those experiencing 
high small hive beetle infestations, 
it is relatively rare. Absconding is 
relatively common among Africanized 
bees on the other hand, especially 
when there is a nectar dearth or when 
the colony is disturbed on a regular 
basis such as from too frequent 
beekeeper inspections.

Foraging behaviors
The AHB is known as a good 

honey producer. AHB workers 
graduate to foraging at an earlier age, 
make more foraging trips per hour, 
and switch from declining forage 

sites faster than their European 
counterparts. 

It has also been observed that 
the Africanized bee will tend to fl y 
directly into the hive entrance, rather 
than land outside the hive and walk 
into the colony’s nesting cavity as the 
EHB will tend to do.

Highly Defensive
Africanized bees are most 

commonly known and recognized 
for their fi erce defensive behavior. 
The short rainy season in Africa 
tends to limit available forage to the 
rainy season, and this combined 
with the large numbers of natural 
predators, has resulted in the AHB 
having evolved to be extra defensive 
of their brood nest and stored food. 
Africanized bees will respond to 

perceived threats faster and in 
greater numbers than European 
bees. AHBs will also stay on alert 
for a much longer period before they 
calm back down. When irritated, 
Africanized bees will attack perceived 
threats much farther from the hive 
than is normal for European bees.

Not  a l l  AHB colonies  are 
highly aggressive however, and 
this has provided bee breeders the 
opportunity to breed a gentler stock 
that retain some of the AHB’s other 
more desirable traits. According to 
one researcher, “Experience in South 
and Central America suggests that 
where domestic bees are abundant 
and remain well managed, and where 
constant selection pressure is applied 
through requeening, the Africanized 
strain will soon become domesticated 

Africanized honey 
bees have a 

endency to collect 
a lot more propolis 
than the European 

honey bee. This 
may be part of the 

reason they exhibit 
such strong resis-
tance to common 

bee diseases.
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and its impact will be minimal.” 
(Erickson 1988)

One example of this are the 
Africanized honey bees that arrived in 
Puerto Rico (most likely accidentally 
on a ship) in the 1990s, and have since 
evolved into the gentle, yet hardy, 
Africanized bees that dominate the 
island today. Biology professor Tugrul 
Giray, of the University of Puerto 
Rico, was among those who first 
reported on the gentle Puerto Rican 
bees. (Rivera-Marchand 2012) This 
is believed to be because the more 
gentle bees contain genetic material 
that is similar to the European 
honey bee although they also contain 
signifi cant African honey bee genes. 
(Galindo-Cardona 2013, Avalos 2017) 
The scientists hypothesize that the 
bees evolved to be more docile and yet 
retain other AHB traits as a result of 
both living on the densely populated 
island from which they could not 
easily escape, and because humans 
likely eradicated the most aggressive 
bees, benefiting their more docile 
counterparts.

Unfortunately, following the 
recent devastation wrought by 
hurricane Maria and the sluggish 
natural disaster recovery response 
by U.S. emergency management 
agencies, the current health and 
abundance of this once promising 
population of gentle AHB colonies, 
not to mention that of the people of 
the island, is in question.

Evidence of Gene Drift
Researchers have confi rmed that 

in areas of Africanized occupation, 
domestic EHB colonies change 
drastically over time from a resident 
population of eastern and western 
European maternal ancestry, to a 
population dominated by the African 
haplotype. Additional research of 
the nuclear genome showed that 
the Africanization process included 
bidirectional gene flow between 
European and Africanized honey 
bees, giving rise to a new mixture 
of A. m. scutellata- and European-

derived genes. (Pinto 2004, 2005) 
Meanwhile, Rangel et. al. “found that 
the feral honey bee population at the 
WWR remains a hybrid swarm, with 
the majority of its mitochondrial 
genes being of African descent. Their 
genomic DNA continues to be a stable 
mixture of European- and African-
descendent genes, representing still 
one of the most striking biological 
invasions documented to date in 
the United States.” (Rangel 2016) 
Given the proven mixing of AHB 
and EHB genes in both directions, 
it would not be unusual for the 
resulting bees to not only express 
Africanized traits such as overly 
defensive behavior, but European 
traits as well. This is exactly what 
appears to be happening as more and 
more reports are surfacing of bees 
that appear to exhibit Africanized 
traits and European traits at the 
same time.

It is well documented that when 
European queens are introduced 
into Africanized colonies, the queen 
acceptance rate is low. (Caron 
2001) In recent decades (since the 
arrival of the AHB in North America) 
complaints from beekeepers of 
problems with queen have reached 
all-time highs. Now not all beekeepers 
that experience queen introduction 
problems are living in areas with 
known AHB populations, but it is 
possible that the queen acceptance 
issues, especially among those 
that do live near AHBs, are being 
aggravated by this AHB trait.

In another instance beekeepers 
who keep bees in regions of the 
U.S. where AHBs are known to 
occupy, report that their bees are 
able to handle exposure to varroa 
mites despite not being treated for 
mites. One example is Dee Lusby 
owner of Lusby Apiaries and Arizona 
Rangeland Honey who regularly 
makes walk away splits from her 
colonies allowing the bees to raise 
their own queen that then mates 
openly with drones in the area. Such 
beekeeping management is highly 

likely to result in gene transfer from 
Africanized bees eventually allowing 
them to become incorporated into 
EHB populations. This may explain, 
at least in part, Mrs. Lusby’s success 
with treatment-free beekeeping. I 
reached out to Mrs. Lusby to ask if 
she had ever had her bees tested for 
Africanized genetics, but she did not 
respond to my inquiry by the time 
this article had to be submitted for 
publication.

Another example lies in the fact 
that historically, the usurpation 
process had always been confi ned to 
Africanized bees and the literature 
had never reported usurpation in 
EHBs until the fi rst decade of the 
21st century when Wyatt Mangum 
documented this process in his 
colonies in Virginia. (Mangum 2010) 
Dr. Mangum reports that his colonies 
were gentle prior to being usurped 
and yet remained gentle following 
the usurpation events suggesting 
that the usurpation trait, formerly 
attributed to the Africanized honey 
bee is now becoming a European 
honey bee trait. The appearance of 
this trait in EHB colonies about a 
decade after the arrival of the AHB 
in the U.S. is further indication that 
Africanized genes are drifting into 
the EHB gene pool and vice-verse 
creating an Africanized and yet 
gentle bee, similar to what has been 
documented on the island of Puerto 
Rico. Dr. Mangum did not respond to 
my inquiries as to whether his bees 
have been tested for the presence 
of AHB genes prior to my having to 
submit this article for publication.

Are AFBs our future?
The African honey bee is a 

wonderful honey producer, resistant 
to mites and diseases and is highly 
adapted for survival. Due to their 
benefi cial attributes, the Africanized 
bee is considered the bee of choice 
and commonly used for beekeeping in 
both Brazil and Venezuela. (De Jong 
1984, Thimann 2001) Beekeepers 
in South and Central America have 
learned to adapt to the AHB through 
special management and handling, 
the use of special equipment, and 
positioning apiaries further away 
from populated areas. In other 
areas, the AHB has been selected 
for gentle behavior. Given its broad 
range of benefi cial characteristics, 
the development and distribution 
of gentle Africanized bees in North 

Research of the nuclear genome showed that the
A  icanization process included bidirectional gene fl ow be-

t een European and A  icanized honey bees, giving rise to a 
new mix re of A. m. scutellata- and

European-derived genes.
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America may lead to it one day 
becoming the bee of choice for the 
most successful invasive species to 
ever come to the North American 
continent: us Europeans.

Ross Conrad is author of Natural 
Beekeeping and co-author of The Land of 
Milk and Honey: A History of Beekeeping 
in Vermont due out this Summer.
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The
MiteCheck
App

Jonathan Engelsma (Grand Valley State Univ), Meghan Milbrath (MI State 
Univ), Karen Rennich (BIP), James Willkes (Appalachian State Univ)

 Early Spring is the time of year when beekeepers are 
inspecting their colonies after the long Winter months for 
the fi rst time in the new beekeeping season. According 
to the Bee Informed Partnership’s annual survey, almost 
31% of these colonies were lost during the Winter of 
2017-20181. This high loss inevitably leads beekeepers 
to ask the question “why did my bees die?”. The most 
common cause for these crashing colonies is death by 
Varroa associated viruses2. 

Properly monitoring and managing Varroa infestations 
in your colonies can reduce your colony losses year-
round.  However, recent data suggests that even colonies 
diligently managed for Varroa all Summer long are 
experiencing late season reinfestations3. Conventional 
thinking is that your healthy colonies are robbing out 
nearby crashing colonies and bringing home the mites 
from these dying hives. This suggests that monitoring and 
managing for Varroa mites in your own colonies, is not 
enough – you also need to to be concerned about your 
neighbor’s mites! We think that last statement warrants 
repeating because of how serious this situation is – you 
now need to be concerned about your neighbor’s mites 
in addition to managing your own.   

We would posit that what is needed is a coordinated 
response within the beekeeping community to the mite 
challenge. That is, an approach that involves each 
individual beekeeper responsibly monitoring and 
managing Varroa mites in their colonies, and doing so in 
a way that further encourages and facilitates awareness 
within the broader beekeeping community. This is exactly 
what the new MiteCheck mobile app sets out to do.  

The MiteCheck mobile app is the fruit of an ongoing 
joint collaboration involving the Bee Informed Partnership, 
the University of Minnesota Bee Squad, and Michigan 
State University. The app, freely available on both the 
Apple iTunes App Store for iPhone users, and the Google 
Play Store for Android users has a three-fold mission:
● Educational tool: helps beekeepers learn how to 

properly monitor for Varroa mites.  
● Data collection tool: make it easy for beekeepers 

to submit their mite counts, when monitoring their 
colonies, for research purposes. 

● Community awareness tool: helps beekeepers stay 
abreast of current mite infestations levels in their area.

● Motivational tool: encourage beekeepers to monitor 
for and manage mites consistently over the beekeeping 
season. 

In what follows, we will describe how the MiteCheck 
app can be used by beekeepers everywhere to help keep 
mites in check. However, don’t take our word for it – get 
a free copy of the app installed now on your smartphone 
and try it for yourself! 

E ducational Tool
There is an old adage, “experience is the best teacher, 

but the tuition is very expensive”. Many of our readers 
will readily concur that this is particularly true when it 
comes to managing mites in your honey bee colonies.  
Consider the following familiar scenario: 

You’re a fi rst-year beekeeper. It’s September.  
Your single colony in the backyard is still busting 
out with bees and plenty of honey stored, in addition 
to the bucketful in your pantry. You carefully do a 
visual on every frame. As far as you can tell, there is 
no obvious signs of mites or the mite-related damage 
you’ve been reading about on the Web. Everything 
seems to be just fi ne. No need to treat! Time to get 
online and share your beekeeping prowess with the 
rest of the world! Fast forward to a warm winter 
afternoon the following February, when you take 
a peek in your hive and fi nd only dead bees and 
a mouse nest. After a bit of research, the evidence 
is now clear – your colony crashed due to a mite 
infestation. Meanwhile, you feel like you just ran over 
your dog (and you aren’t even aware of the effect on 
your neighbor’s bees!). But it gets even worse. That 
evening, when you inform your spouse you need to 
shell out another $160 for replacement bees, your 
new hobby is nixed and instead, you’ll be growing 
organic tomatoes in the deck planter and mowing the 
lawn. Time to sell your bee equipment on Craigslist.  
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This is a very common scenario in beekeeping 
today. Not only is it discouraging new beekeepers from 
continuing on in their new-found hobby, it is also 
expensive and problematic for nearby beekeepers who 
are properly monitoring and managing mites within 
their colonies. Beginner beekeepers are constantly losing 
their bees to uncontrolled mite populations because they 
don’t know how to properly monitor for mites and their 
neighbors are put at risk by their crashing hives. Clearly, 
all beekeepers need to know how to monitor mite levels 
in their colony and intervene when treatment thresholds 
are reached. The MiteCheck app is designed to serve as 
an educational tool, teaching beekeepers how to properly 
monitor for mites. 

At the moment, there are two commonly used 
procedures for determining mite infestation levels in 
colonies, the sugar roll and the alcohol wash. These 
techniques allow beekeepers to identify the level of 
infestation by dislodging the mites from a known quantity 
of bees. The “My Guide” areas of the app provides 
illustrated step by step guides for conducting either of 
these two mite monitoring procedures. A beekeeper can 
step through the screens one by one on their smartphone 
as they complete the procedure in the apiary. 

The app has features that address the most common 
errors beekeepers make with these monitoring techniques. 
Failing to perform all the steps properly can yield overly 
optimistic results (e.g. you think your mite levels are lower 
than they actually are!) which is obviously a problem. 
The timer and the shake trainer feature are designed to 
help beekeepers learn to properly do the sugar roll and 
hopefully avoid these potential pitfalls. After depositing 
the bees in the shaker jar, and rolling them in powdered 
sugar, it is recommended to let the jar sit in the shade 
for two minutes. As the bees heat up, the mites fall off 
and the sugar prevents them from reattaching to the 
bees. Many beekeepers do not remember to let them sit 
for long enough, and If this step is not done properly, it’s 
possible that some of the mites in the sample will not be 
dislodged during the subsequent shake step, resulting in 
a falsely low count. The app has a built-in timer with an 
audible alert that can be armed when the two minutes 
reached, ensuring that suffi cient time has passed to cause 
the mites to fall off.

A second potential issue when doing a sugar roll is not 
shaking the jar vigorously and long enough to completely 
dislodge all the mites. We often tell new beekeepers if 
their arm is not really tired after the shake step, they 
probably haven’t shaken hard enough. In order to help 
new beekeepers quickly develop a sense for how hard they 
need to shake, and the duration of the shake step, the app 
implements a “Shake Trainer”. Using the smart phone’s 
accelerometer  (the same technology that causes your 
screen to auto rotate, when you reposition your phone 
from a portrait orientation to a landscape orientation), 
the app senses the speed and rigor of your shake motion 
and gives you corrective audible feedback such as “Shake 
harder”, “Shake faster”, or an encouraging “Good job” 
or “That’s it!” when you are shaking properly. As the 
simulated shake training session progresses towards the 
minute mark, the phone screen fades to an encouraging 
green color giving you visual feedback on your progress.  

In addition to the sugar roll, the “My Guide” section 
of the app provides step by step instructions as well on 

how to do an alcohol wash. While not as popular among 
hobby beekeepers (it kills the sampled bees), the alcohol 
wash is actually easier to perform and more accurate. 
Our hope is that by including this information in the 
app, more beekeepers will adopt the alcohol wash for 
mite monitoring.  

In addition to the step-by-step guides, the “Tutorial” 
section of the app provides a variety of professionally 
produced instructional videos on how to conduct a sugar 
roll or alcohol wash, as well as quick access to the shake 
trainer. 

Data collecti on tool
The MiteCheck app is tapping into web-based 

technologies and the power of citizen scientist to help 
keep mites in check. The advent of the Internet and the 
World-Wide Web has signifi cantly increased this so-called 
crowd sourcing of data capture in scientifi c inquiry. One of 
the strengths of the Web and the Internet in general is its 
ability to achieve massive scale. For example, it is reported 
Facebook had approximately 2.32 billion monthly active 
users as of December 31, 2018 [4]. Not many years ago, 
it was almost inconceivable that this many people could 
interact in a single application experience at this scale!

Imagine a research project involving a handful 
of grant-funded bee researchers scattered across the 
USA trying to go out collect and accurately process a 
million or more bee samples from every county with at 
least one managed honey bee colony during a single 
beekeeping season. The project is doomed from the 
outset, since the scope of the data collection would far 
exceed the researchers’ capacity to collect and process 
data.  MiteCheck app takes the citizen scientist approach 
to facilitate data collection at this immense scale. A 
recent survey indicates there are approximately 125,000 
beekeepers in the U.S. If 10% of all beekeepers sampled 
an average of 10 colonies per month over an eight-month 
season, using standard procedures, and contributed their 
counts to a centralized database via the MiteCheck app, 
scientists could have data describing a million samples! 
We can identify regional and seasonal trends in disease 
risk and pest dynamics, data that are essential for getting 
ahead of this epidemic. 

Establishing c ommunity awareness
Mite data collected at this scale and beyond can 



An alcohol wash is a quick and effective way to monitor for 
Varroa mites.
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enable us to start better understanding and responding 
to mite infestations as a community.

A key enabler underlying a citizen scientist based 
project like MiteCheck, is the ability to effi ciently collect 
quality data, just in time. This is exactly what the 
MiteCheck app is designed to do. Beekeepers can take 
their smart phones to the apiary with them, and submit 
their mite counts immediately, via an easy to use data 
entry form.

Under the “Send data” tab in the app, the beekeeper 
enters an email address (and optionally additional contact 
info) and can then proceed to enter their mite counts. 
Multiple counts can be entered in a single submission.   
The location is captured automatically via the device’s 
GPS receiver, but can be adjusted to either obfuscate 
apiary location, or support data entry after the beekeeper 
has left the vicinity of the apiary. Data is also captured on 
the sampling procedure used (sugar roll or alcohol wash) 
and date. Treatments used in the past two months can 
be included, as well as anticipated treatments. 

We’ve worked hard to make the data entry procedure 
fun and easy. Within a minute or two most beekeepers 
should be able to submit the data for a half dozen or 
more samples. This coming bee season, we urge you to 
sample regularly, at least once a month. We also urge 
you to install MiteCheck and send in your mite counts.

 The quality and actionability of the interactive heat 
map already provided by the MiteCheck app will be 
dramatically improved, and beekeepers everywhere can 
begin to receive real-time mite alerts and forecasts just 
like they receive weather information today.  

Hence, if you sample a colony today, you’ll know 

whether or not intervention is required. However, if you 
sample a colony today and immediately report your counts 
via the MiteCheck app, you’ll be helping your neighbors 
keep mites in check as well, which ultimately is helping 
you in the long run. 

Motivational Tool
 Let’s revisit the beginning beekeeper scenario we 

shared earlier in this article, but play it back in a slightly 
different way, illustrating the functionality that can be 
supported in the future if everybody is monitoring their 
colonies for mites, and submitting their data using the 
MiteCheck app:

It’s early the third week of July. You’re a fi rst-
year beekeeper, and your bees are doing great. 
You have three full honey supers, and can’t wait 
to harvest it. However, your bees are far from your 
mind right now, as you are enjoying a cold one at 
the camp fi re with a few friends. Suddenly you get 
a “code red” notifi cation on your iPhone from that 
MiteCheck app thingy they told you to install at the 
bee school you attended back in February. You swipe 
open the notifi cation, and are informed that multiple 
apiaries within 10 miles of your own have reported 
mite infestations at or exceeding three mites per 100 
bees within the last 24 hours. You make a mental 
note of this and fi nish off another cold one.  

The next morning is Saturday, and you’re not 
about to let these mites get the upper hand in your 
apiary! However, you don’t quite remember the 
procedure they taught for mite monitoring at the bee 
school, so you pull up MiteCheck and watch a couple 

The MiteCheck app’s “My Guide” feature provides you with step-by-step instructions to complete a sugar roll or an alcohol wash.
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of tutorial videos over breakfast. After breakfast, 
you gather your gear and head out to your backyard 
apiary. You use the “My guide” in MiteCheck to guide 
you through an alcohol wash, and sure enough, 
you’re at three mites per 100! You submit your count 
via the app and then proceed to remove the honey 
supers and apply a treatment. In late August you get 
another reminder from the app to do a post treatment 
count. You comply and discover you are well under 
threshold. Great, the treatment was effective, and 
you simply submit the data in MiteCheck!  Late 
September, you receive another “code red” alert 
from MiteCheck warning you that nearby apiaries 
are once again at threshold. However, you simply 
dismiss it. You’re dialed into the mites now, and 
actually proactively checked and treated again a 
few days earlier! 

Fast forward to a warm Winter afternoon the 
following February, you approach the hive and see 
plenty of activity at the entrance as the bees take 
their cleansing fl ights. You gently pry open the cover 
and as the delightful smell of a healthy beehive greets 
you, you notice immediately the box is bursting with 
bees! They are starting to brood up now, and it won’t 
be long now and you’ll be out there splitting it! You 
realize you’re soon going to have more bees than you 
have boxes, and make a mental note to have that 
conversation with your spouse about increasing the 
bee budget. This time you’re pretty confi dent it’s not 
going to be an issue.   

What we’ve described here is realistic and achievable 
in the near future if we all work together on the mite 

challenge. We hope you’ll join our project and become 
a citizen scientist by installing the MiteCheck app on 
your smartphone, monitoring for and managing mites 
regularly, and of course submitting your mite count data 
via MiteCheck. Together we can keep mites in check! 
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calendar
INTERNATIONAL

66th Annual Beekeepers’ Field Day, sponsored by Agri-
culture and Agri-Food Canada, June 21, 10:00 a.m. - 4:30 
p.m. at Beaverlodge Research Farm, 1000.8 Township 
Road 720, Beaverlodge, Alberta.

Speakers include Kirsten Traynor, Shelley Hoover, 
Samantha Muirhead, Paul vanWestendorp and more.

For information contact Christine.Curran@canada.
ca or 780.354.5100.

2019 Beekeeping Tour to Cuba, November 9-17. Learn 
how the Cubans do it!

Arrangements by: Transeair Travel LLC 2813 McKin-
ley Place NW, Washington, DC 20015, 202.362.6100 
blubic@aol.com Website: transeairtravel.com.

Apimondia 2019 held in Montreal September 8-12. For 
more information visit Apimondia2019.com.

Slovenian Beekeeping presents an Apicultural Tour & 
World Bee Day, May 15-30. 

For information visit www.slovenianbeekeeping.com.

The 5th Edition of the International Symposium on Bee 
Products in conjunction with Apimondia will be held in 
Malta May 7-10. 

For information ttps://msdec.gov.mt/en/beeCongress/
Pages/default.aspx.

CALIFORNIA
California Honey Festival May 4 10-5. For information 
visit www.californiahoneyfestival.com.

The 4th Annual International Conference on Pollinator 
Biology, Health and Policy will be held July 18-20 at 
University of CA, Davis. Reception July 17. 

Early-bee registration is $325/person; $150/students. 
After May 15 $425/person; $250 students.

Keynote speakers are Christina Grozinger, Lynn Dick. 
For information visit https://honey.ucdavis.edu/

pollinatorconference2019.

COLORADO
The CO State Beekeepers Association will hold their 
Summer meeting June 7-9. 

Speakers include Jonathan Lundgren. 
For details and registration visit http://coloradobee-

keepers.org/summer-bee-college-2019/.

GEORGIA
Young Harris Beekeeping Institute will be held May 
22-25.

Speakers include Francis Ratnieks, David Tarpy and 
Wyatt Mangum. 

For information and registration visit www.ent.uga.
edu/bees.

ILLINOIS
IL State Beekeepers Association will hold their Summer 
meeting June 7-8 at McHenry County College, Crystal 
Lake.

Friday is the members-only Short Course taught by 
Keith Delaplane and Jerry Hayes. This session is limited 
in size.

Saturday is a day of presentations. For more information 
and to register visit www.ILSBA.com.

KANSAS
Northeastern Kansas Beekeepers Funday will be held 
June 1 in Lawrence at the Douglas county Fairgrounds.

Speakers include Judy Wu-Smart, Matthew Smart, 
Randy Oliver, Katie Lee and Marion Ellis.

For more details visit www.NEKBA.org or call Jo 
Patrick, 913.645.8947.

KENTUCKY
Heartland Apicultural Society (HAS) will be held at 
Western Kentucky University in Bowling Green, July 8-10.

Keynote speakers will be Jay Evans, Jerry Hayes, 
Reed Johnson, Juliana Rangel, Jennifer Tsuruda and 
Geoff Williams.

For information visit www.heartlandbees.org.

NEW JERSEY
Bee-ginner’s Beekeeping: The Basics of Apiculture,
May 2-4;  Review of Basic Beekeeping, February 16. Both 
held at Rutgers Eco Complex, Bordentown.

For more information visit http://www.cpe.rutgers.
edu/courses/current/ae0404ca.html.

OHIO
Lorain County Beekeepers Association 25th Field 
Day will be held June 1 at Queen Right Colony, Spencer. 
This even is free 

Guest speaker will be Albert Robertson from Canada 
speaking on Saskatraz Bees.

Lunch tickets are $10. Please contact gargas1@fron-
tier.com to reserve your tickets.

For information visit www.loraincountybeekeepers.
org.

PENNSYLVANIA
Summer Beekeeping 2019, Delaware Valley College, 
Main Campus, Feldman 122. Queen Rearing, three ses-
sions - May 11, 12, 21, $219. Introductory Beekeeping, 
three sessions - July 26, 27, 28, $219. Vincent Aloyo is 
the instructor. 

To register and get more details visit www.delval.edu.

The Capital Area Beekeepers’ Association is offering 
its 32nd Annual Short Course May 4 and 11. Part I at the 
Dauphin County Ag and Natural Resources Center and 
Part II at Strites Orchard in Harrisburg.

For more information visit www.cabapa.org or deb.
bee.caba@gmail.com.

SOUTH CAROLINA
EAS 2019 will be held at the Greenville Convention 
Center July 15-19.

Speakers include Dewey Caron, Dennis vanEngelsdorp, 
Kirsten Traynor, Geoff Williams, Meghan Milbrath, Jen-
nifer Berry and Jay Evans.

For information www.easternapiculture.org.

VIRGINIA
Virginia State Beekeepers Association will hold their 
Summer meeting May 31-June 1 at Fredericksburg Hos-
pitality House.

Speakers are Kim Flottum and Jennifer Tsuruda.
For more information visit www.virginiabeekeepers.

org.

Principles & Practices of Biodynamic Beekeeping - Part 
Three, May 11. Classes take place at Spikenard Honeybee 
Sanctuary in Floyd.

For more information visit www.spikenardfarm.org;
info@spikenardfarm.org or 540.745.2153.

WASHINGTON
Washington State University Bee Lab will present a 
Queen Rearing and Bee Breeding Workshop, June 14-15 
at Washington State University, Pullman campus.

Instructors are Susan Cobey, Brandon Hopkins, Tim 
Lawrence, Steve Sheppard, Nick Naeger, Jennifer Han 
and Melanie Kirby. 

For information visit http://bees.wsu.edu/queen-
rearing-and-bee-breeding-workshop/.
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BOTTOM BOARD

On March 1, I got a hot tip that somebody ran a chainsaw 
through a bee hive in a tree at a Denver nursery. I live 
three hours away, so I left a message with Ray, hoping 

he’d come to the rescue. Then I forgot all about those bees.
I never dreamed that just four days later I’d see them in a glass 

observation box inside the state Capitol building, at the annual 
Colorado Pollinator Legislative Breakfast! 

Of course Ray was there, too. He always is. He reported a 
certain level of consternation and confusion at the nursery, with 
bees on the ground, in the air, and some still up in the tree. The 
county extension agent had come and gone. She declared that 
since the temperature outside was 50 degrees, those bees would 
never survive. She left a bee suit and instructions to spray the poor 
darlings with insecticide. But thankfully the staff balked, and then 
Ray arrived on scene.

Ray wasn’t having any gloom and doom. He rescued 99 percent 
of the bees and made them part of his outreach program educating 
the public about our declining pollinators. 

The pollinator breakfast is an opportunity for beekeepers and 
pollinator advocates to hobnob with passing legislators. I got to 
meet Governor Jared Polis’s partner Marlon, who likes bees. This 
was a good thing to learn. 

At about the same time, in Durango, at the other end of the 
state, Meghan and Tina discovered they have a lot in common. 
Meghan fl ew into Durango from Michigan to give a talk to the Four 
Corners Beekeepers Association, and she stayed with Tina. 

Meghan sports an academic pedigree a mile long. She owns and 
manages Sand Hill Apiary, a queen rearing facility; does pollinator 
research at Michigan State; coordinates the Michigan Pollinator 
Initiative; and runs the northern Bee Network, a queen directory and 
resource site. In her spare time, she writes for beekeeping journals.

Tina is the Colorado State Beekeepers Association (CSBA) vice-
president and a Bee Culture and American Bee Journal contributor. 
She studied at the Beekeepers School of Hard Knocks, where she 
still attends classes.  She raises her own queens, works with a 
commercial beekeeper, and oversees the CSBA Master Beekeeper 
program. She couples her passion for honey bees with a relentless 
Puritan work ethic. She knows bees. Throw her all the knuckleballs 
you want. You can’t trip her up. 

Both women live out in the sticks and raise pigs. Their husbands 
are carpenters not overly fond of stinging insects. But opposites 
attract, right? 

Opposites? Let me take this a step further. Tina can be 
forthright. She calls ‘em like she sees ‘em and never holds back. 
And when she talks about honey bees at bee clubs and conferences, 
she seems to relish the hot lights. 

Meghan, on the other hand, would be more the diplomat. Twice 
bitten and thrice shy, she’s learned to relish a measure of personal 
privacy. Following her sparkling how-to talks, eager beekeepers 
with follow-up questions have gone so far as to follow her into the 
bathroom. “So, I have this one hive . . .” 

Such is the price of fame. 
Novice beekeepers ask a lot of questions, and the cagy ones 

fi gure out who best to ask. A prominent bee researcher told me she 
receives 1,000 e-mails a day, and if she answered them all, there 
wouldn’t be time for anything else. So if you write to a beekeeping 
rock star and don’t hear back, don’t take it personally, OK? He 
might not be stuck up – just overwhelmed.

Which brings me to this: You can’t learn everything about our 
noble craft from a book or a class or even an expert. Sometimes 

you just have to get out there and do 
it. Do it right or do it wrong, but do it! 
The path to beekeeping competency is 
by necessity littered with mistakes. You 
will sometimes fail, but if you keep at it, 
you will learn. That I promise.  

I’m not saying you should always 
charge blindly into the fog, but 98 
percent of the things new beekeepers 
worry about are unimportant, anyway. 
So relax a little! 

A guiding hand can be helpful, 
but good luck finding a competent 
mentor. Getting reliable advice can be 
challenging. But you could modify your 
strategy.  How about if instead of asking 
for help, you offer? Let’s say there’s a 
veteran beekeeper in your community. 
Rather than ask for 10 minutes of his 
precious time, why not offer to help him 
for a day? You might make a new friend. 
Wouldn’t that be handy?

Look, your offer can go one of two 
ways. He says yes, and you get to hang 
out with a pro. If he says no, he’s still 
got to respect your sincerity, and he 
might be more inclined to talk to you 
on the phone. 

Or sign up for bee conferences and 
save all your questions for Meghan. I’m 
sure she’ll be happy to oblige. Just don’t 
follow her into the bathroom.

Ed Colby

Pig Farmers




